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To Tokyo with love
Tokyo, how do we love thee? Let us count the ways. We love your Michelinstarred restaurants that don’t cost the earth, the pockets of greenery offered
by beautiful city parks, the way that fireworks light up your skyline all
summer long. We adore the fact that you have the busiest train stations in
the world, yet still apologise when a train leaves early (because even a second
late would be unthinkable). We love your cocktails, your craft beers and your
clothes rails (especially when there’s flash sales). In short, we’re smitten –
which is why this entire issue is dedicated to things that make us giddy about
our city. Turn to page 22 and prepare to fall hard for Tokyo yourself.
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WORD TO KNOW:

Domo

Tokyo
Update

#19:
Yokan-chan

LOCAL
LEGENDS

THE WORKHORSE of the

Japanese language is perhaps
best known as the start of ‘domo
arigato gozaimasu’, but domo
(pronounced ‘dough-mo’) can
be deployed in a wide variety of
situations and doesn’t really have
a single translation. It’s so versatile
that public broadcaster NHK
named its mascot ‘Domo’.
On its own, it remains rather
casual: meeting a friend of a
friend for the first time in an
informal setting and want to
say something after they’ve
introduced themselves? Domo.
Someone you know just held
the door open for you? Domo.
Receiving change? Domo.
Put before other expressions
of civility, however, domo
emphasises the polite word.
‘Domo arigato gozaimasu’ is thus
‘thank you very much’ rather
than just ‘thank you’. In any polite
setting, forgetting to add it isn’t
wrong, but using domo on its own,
on the contrary, may just come
across as brusque. Regardless,
you’re bound to hear domo left,
right and centre – just watch out
in which way.

DRESSED IN AN OUTFIT covered in sequins, Yokan Miyata,
aka Yokan-chan, begins to speak: ‘I have no one to succeed
me. Once I’m gone, it’s over. This place won’t be around
forever. Pretty cool, isn’t it?’
Yokan-chan, who is 79, is the proprietor of his
eponymous gastrobar, tucked amid the love hotels of
Uguisudani. Back in 1953, he served as an apprentice
under the famous comedian Yoyo Miyata. Afterwards
he worked as part of his own comedy duo in Asakusa.
But at 40, he left joke-telling behind and opened this
bar. Reflecting on his life he says, ‘When I quit being a
comedian, in a way I was running away from it. I just
wanted to be able to entertain with more freedom.’
That’s why entertainment is at the heart of Yokanchan bar. While you dine, you’ll be serenaded by the
proprietor’s singing and dancing. However, that’s not
to say that the food is a secondary concern here; on
the contrary, the menu offers gourmet dishes such as
simmered seasonal vegetables, fresh sashimi and steak, as
well as a ¥15,000 course meal.
First-time visitors are often stunned by the bar’s trippy
interior: the walls are lined with countless CDs, which
reflect off the coloured lights from the many sparkling
dolls and shiny decorative items. ‘I’ve always liked things
that glitter and sparkle,’ says Yokan-chan. ‘When I was a
comedian, I wore a pendant so that I’d stand out in a dark
theatre. And when I started this place, my customers
would bring me things and I would impulsively keep
buying decorations. The stuff you see here is just part of
my collection. I’ve got a lot more in a warehouse. I often
change up my interior decorations and my outfits.’
While he gallantly sings and dances to his own original
tunes, Yokan-chan does not forget to lavish attention on
his customers. When he’s not performing, he often sits
with his customers, and makes them feel at home with
some open-hearted conversation. Yokan-chan’s big,
vibrant personality precedes him, and his bar used to be
frequented by the late kabuki actor Kanzaburo Nakamura,
as well as many other well-known personalities.
As is quite common among some of the more local
establishments in Tokyo and Japan, Yokan-chan is not
usually open to new customers without an introduction
from an existing patron. However, you can always get your
hotel concierge to call ahead; chances are, you might be
able to get a spot. It’s a bit of a hassle to get in, but it’s worth
it – there’s nowhere else quite like it. Mari Hiratsuka

BOOK NOW

SHOOT TO THRILL

Looking to liven up your Instagram feed with something more thrilling than a blurry
shot of your coffee? Here are a few tips from a seasoned photographer…
‘To get this photo of fireworks at one of the city’s many summer festivals, I made
sure not to open the aperture too wide (ideally somewhere between F8 and F14)
while keeping the shutter speed to 10 seconds. This is to reduce the risk of overexposure, while still capturing the true colours of the fireworks. I adjusted the
settings little by little and tried shooting again and again till I got the perfect shot.
I also made sure to choose a good place to place the tripod so that the camera would
stay steady and still.’
Instagrammer @amatou_0429

àtinyurl.com/TOThellokittytrain
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KEISUKE TANIGAWA

Move aside cheetahs – there’s a
faster cat in town. Japan’s most
popular mascot, Hello Kitty
now has her own bullet train.
West Japan Railway Company
sent its first Hello Kitty-themed
shinkansen onto the tracks on
June 30, operating between
Shin-Osaka Station in Osaka and
Hakata Station in Fukuoka.
This pink high-speed train
is decorated with the cat-girl’s
signature pink ribbons. You’ll
also find Hello Kitty in a navycoloured conductress uniform
in the first and eighth carriages,
while the first two cars are decked
out in pink, complete with some
kawaii interior. Before you hop on
board, check the rail company’s
official booking page to see which
trains have been Kitty-fied.

HELLO KITTY SHINKANSEN: 1976, 2018 SANRIO CO., LTD. APPROVAL NO. G583396

HELLO KITTY SHINKANSEN

à1-2-12 Negishi, Taito. 03 3875 7022. 7pm-12midnight, closed Sun. Reservations
required for course meals.

COUNTDOWN TO TOKYO 2020
Since the 2012 London Games, there’s been a push to
create Olympic and Paralympic medals using recycled
precious metals. Our own Games are set to follow suit, but
with a twist – organisers plan to harvest the gold, silver
and bronze needed from disused electronic devices,
which anyone can donate at NTT Docomo shops, selected

recycling centres and other places.
That plan has hit a snag, however: a distinct lack of silver.
Apparently, Olympic regulations state that gold medals must
be made with a silver base before being coated with 6g (or
more) of gold. When you consider that your average laptop
has as much as 100 times the amount of bronze than it has
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silver or gold, it’s easy to see how there is a bit of a supply
issue. To address this, the organisers have set up extra
collection points (in post offices and municipal offices) in
hopes of acquiring more silver.
àFind out where to donate through tokyo2020.org/jp/games/
medals/project/participate (Japanese only).
July - September, 2018 Time Out Tokyo

Tokyo Update

ONLY IN
JAPAN

Why does Tokyo… not have street names?

WERE U2 SINGING about
Tokyo all along? In this city,
only a handful of the main
thoroughfares and shopping
streets have honorary street
names, such as Meiji-dori and
Takeshita-dori. Other than that,
rather than having street names,
we’ve given names to areas and
assigned numbers to the districts
or sections within them, which
are then counted as ‘chome’. For
example, Aoyama It-chome is thus
Aoyama (District) 1.
So when you’re looking at a
map, you first need to find the area
and then you can go searching
within it. Theoretically it’s a lot
faster than trying to figure out
at what end of that long street
number 98 is. Let’s take our
office address for example: 5-9-9
Hiroo, Shibuya. First, identify the
area (first number plus the area
name), which in this case is Hiroo
5-chome. Then find the block,
which is the second number in the
address (9), and then the actual
building, the third number (also 9).
Confusingly, the numbers
within a block often follow the
order in which they were built
or the land was registered; so
number 26 may just end up next to
number 57. Let’s just say that the
introduction of Google Maps was a
lifesaver for locals and tourists.

Imagine a bottle of lemon tea,
latte or even beer, but with
transparent liquid that looks
like water. That’s exactly what
Suntory pioneered last year by
releasing the Tennensui Premium
Morning Tea Lemon. Looking
indistinguishable from a bottle of
mineral water, it was so successful
that the brand followed up with
the even more mind-boggling
Tennensui Premium Morning Tea
Milk. Yes, milk tea that looks like
water. And no, it’s not artificially
flavoured water either: it uses
vapours and extracts to get the
desired effect.
This year, the list
was expanded with
Asahi’s Clear Latte,
while Suntory took
the trend to new
heights with its
peach tea and even
an All-Free All-Time
zero-alcohol ‘beer’.
At the time of print,
Coca-Cola has also
introduced its take
on the trend – a clear
Coke that has zero
calories.
àtinyurl.com/TOTcleardrink

VISIT THE ICONIC TSUKIJI FISH MARKET
BEFORE THE BIG MOVE

GHETTOG76/DREAMSTIME

The saga is finally coming to an end: after much handwringing and delays, Tsukiji, the bastion of fresh seafood
in Tokyo, will close on Oct 6 and reopen in its new location
a few kilometres down the road in Toyosu on October 11,
2018. That means you still have a little time to explore the
inner market and its environs before old Tsukiji is no more (or
reincarnated, depending on who you ask).
Besides the inner market with all its traders, many of
the restaurants in the outer market are set to move too, so
expect even longer queues than usual as everyone is keen
on experiencing the original before the relocation deadline.
Note that due to the increase in visitors before the move, the
opening hours for the inner market have been pushed back
from 10am to 11am as of June 15 this year.The tuna auction
time is not affected, however – it remains at 5.25am for the
first session and there’s another at 5.50am, each lasting 25
minutes.As there are only 60 tickets per session, queues
often start as early as 3am.
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Afternoon
Shopping and browsing is the name of the
game here, and that’s not limited to clothing.
The art of reading isn’t lost on Tomigaya, and
you’ll find a few nice bookstores in the area.
That includes the famed Shibuya Publishing
& Booksellers with its artsy (Japanese)
books, and the record shop-meetsbookphile Rhythm and Books, which has
a penchant for books on mushrooms. The
Monocle Shop has some reading material
too, besides its selection of fashion goods.
For coffee, head to one of the
neighbourhood’s top cafés: Supreme, Inn
or Cafe Rostro. Eco-conscious fashion can
be found at Pivoine, while Fukamachi Endo
does stationery and has a café in the back.
Chocolate lovers should make a beeline for
the Cacao Store, and if that doesn’t satisfy
your sweet tooth, head straight to Sebastián
for the ‘dolce shaved ice’. And to complete
your Tomigaya look, try Archivando for highquality accessories and lifestyle goods.

Morning
KIRSTY BOUWERS

RYUGI/PIXTA

CLEAR DRINKS ARE TRENDING

LAST CHANCE

Time Out Tokyo July - September, 2018

ONE DAY IN…

SUNTORY

MOST GOOGLED

Tokyo Update

Tomigaya

Surprisingly for Tokyo, a city where eating
your morning meal outside of the home
isn’t really the done thing, Tomigaya has its
fair share of brekkie options. Queue for a
dutch pancake or impeccable croissant at
Path (which does great food all-day round),
have a smoothie and tofu pancakes on
Bondi Café’s terrace, or pick up something
from the good old Horiuchi Bakery. If it’s a
nice day, just hit up Yoyogi Park and Meiji
Jingu Shrine down the road before the
crowds get there. For an alternative dose of
culture, head to the Toguri Museum of Art
to ogle at Japanese porcelain.

DON'T FORGET TO...
Have a pastel de nata at
Nata de Cristiano’s. It’s
so good you’ll think you
left Tokyo and landed in
Portugal instead.

CERTIFIABLY COOL TOMIGAYA has seen an ever-increasing

influx of bearded neo-hipster visitors since it graced the
pages of the New York Times, and Monocle erected its Tokyo
headquarters here, but this little indie neighbourhood
remains relatively calm and collected considering its
proximity to central Shibuya. Roughly consisting of a couple
of blocks southwest of Yoyogi Park, it stretches south from
Yoyogi-Hachiman Station to, at most, the Bunkamura –
technically you’re in Kamiyamacho by then, but everyone
still seems to call it Tomigaya.
Here you’ll find cute coffee shops, eccentric fashion stores
and fantastic restaurants next to old tofu shops and the local
butchers. Long-term residents complain that there’s been too
much gentrification in the past few years, but for now some of
the golden oldies seem to still be holding out.

Lunch
You’re rather spoilt for choice here: slurp
some udon after queuing up at Menki
Yashima; grab a sandwich and coffee at,
well, Camelback Sandwich & Espresso;
indulge in cheesy items at Shibuya Cheese
Stand; or try a set lunch at Shiny Owl
or Meals Are Delightful. For some oldschool comfort food, go for the katsudon at
Katsudonya Zuicho.
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Dinner
The area is full of classy hole-in-the-walls
and relaxed, international-influenced
restaurants. That includes Peko Cise, a
lean wagyu specialist, and Ahiru Store,
everyone’s favourite natural wine bar, which
serves some pretty inventive food and is
rarely without a queue.
For international fare, try North Africanfocused (despite the name) Los Barbados
or the French Tomigaya Terrace. A more
traditional option is Uoriki, which has been
run by the same family for four generations
and serves up fish set meals.

Evening
Go for an artsy flick at Uplink, an
independent cinema with an adjoining
gift shop, gallery and café, or go people(read: expat-) watching at Fuglen, the Oslo
café-bar import that serves some decent
cocktails and craft beer at night. The Nordic
theme continues at craft beer joint Øl Tokyo,
while you can have kakigori with your drink
at dinky Freaky. And for all your clubbing
needs, Shibuya proper is just around the
corner...
July - September, 2018 Time Out Tokyo

I, GLOBAL Splendid summer
Domo in Tokyo

I, TOKYO
Lauren
Rose Kocher

NHK’s mascot introduces
Tokyo to the world

Promotional feature

We check in with NHK World-Japan’s TV hosts to
learn about their best summer tips

I

Business Creation at Sony Music
Entertainment (Japan) Inc.
Age: 32

©NHK-TYO

t’s that warm, sunny time of the year again. Summer in Tokyo is exciting, with an
abundance of festivals and opportunities to enjoy the great outdoors. Here, four TV
hosts at NHK World-Japan share with us why summer is their favourite season in the
country. If you’re looking for more ideas on what to do in Tokyo and Japan, NHK WorldJapan has lined up a series of engaging programmes to help you make the most of your
time in the sun.

LOCAL
INSIGHT

When did you first come to Tokyo,
and what made you choose Japan
as your new home?
I got my first real job in Tokyo at
concert promoter Kyodo Tokyo after
I graduated from the University
of Chicago. I enjoy my work in the
entertainment business, and I love
the quality of life in Tokyo – so I’ve
stayed here for almost 10 years.
What do you love about working in
the music industry?
Working with music, or any type of
art, is a huge honour because these
things are the purest form of human
expression. You get to connect the
artists and the fans and the rest of
the world, and you can move people,
change their lives. At the same time,
turning music into a career that also
supports the artist’s livelihood feels
deeply meaningful. Making sure
that as many artists as possible are
able to live off their art should be the
goal for whoever who works in this
industry.

its team has people from around the
world, and when you want to appeal
to international visitors, you need
a wide perspective from diverse
cultures.

many musicians and ‘creatives’
who are desperate to work with
Japanese artists, but Japan and the
rest of the world have yet to connect
in the way it should. But it’s coming.

Tell us about your work.
In my role in business development,
I spend a lot of time working with
77hz Ltd, the company which
runs the music media website
iFLYER. I am passionate about
this project because I think it is
really important for the future of
Japan’s entertainment industry. The
industry has been analogue for so
long; before this, when you put on
a live show, you often didn’t have a
clue how many people watched the
show or who they are.
77hz technology can be the
best solution because it provides
data and analytics, with a next
generation ticketing service. Also,

That would make the Japanese
music scene more accessible to a
wider audience. What’s your take
on the Japanese music industry?
The global music industry is
changing so rapidly in the digital
age, and I think there will be a boom
in Japan-inspired content and
its consumption internationally.
Japanese traditional culture, pop
culture and underground culture
have so much cultural cachet.
I see much of my work as getting
ready for the new Japanese
entertainment industry, which
is more digital, more global,
more data-driven, and has more
international stories. I’ve met so

We hear you are also active in
organising LGBTQ events in Tokyo.
Yes, I identify as a queer woman and
recently I started doing more stuff to
give back to the LGBTQ community.
One of the events I am helping to
organise is ‘Lesbians Who Tech’,
a community to encourage more
women and LGBTQ people to
join the tech industry or startup
companies. This event started in
San Francisco and it’s growing, so
we’ve started a Japanese chapter
with people who work in IT.

Shaula Vogue
‘Biz Stream’

Tatsuo Saito
‘Dining with the Chef’

‘GRAND SUMO Highlights’

Hiro Morita

Miki Yamamoto
‘NHK NEWSLINE’

‘Nothing says summer like the
many omatsuri (festivals) around
the country. The yatai (street
stalls) with takoyaki and the
sounds of the traditional Bon
dance always take me back to my
childhood summers in Hokkaido.
‘Also, some of the best
musicians come to Japan in the
summer. If you are near Tokyo
city, Summer Sonic is a great
music festival with an array of
different music. The best part is,
you can get home before the final
train!’

‘Every summer, I look forward
to visiting Mt Takao. The view of
Tokyo from there is breathtaking.
The evening view, also known
as Kanto’s ‘ten million dollar
night view’, feels even more
spectacular when enjoyed with
a pint of beer in hand.
‘You can also sample
many seasonal dishes in the
summer. Besides, signs which
symbolise summer can be found
everywhere: look out for goldfish
chopstick rests, and rhombusshaped ingredients that look like
ice cubes.’

‘I enjoy watching baseball
games, and they are in full
swing in summer. The quality
of baseball in Japan is second
to none, proven by the national
team’s triumph in the first two
World Baseball Classics.
‘Don’t miss the Grand Sumo
tourney in September; it’s held
at Ryogoku Kokugikan. Japan
is the only country which has
professional sumo competitions
and it has no weight classes…
Nothing is more captivating than
seeing a small wrestler bring
down a giant.’

‘Tokyo can become extremely
hot during the summer. If you
don’t feel like spending long
hours in the heat, many art
galleries and museums offer
interesting exhibitions for you to
enjoy indoors.
‘Summer is also the season
to reunite with friends, meet
those who are visiting Japan
during their summer holidays.
It’s great to catch up with loved
ones after a long time and being
able to further strengthen the
friendship.’

Don’t miss these programmes on NHK World-Japan

àSee 77hz.jp for more information
about 77hz. Lesbians Who Tech can
be found on Facebook.

What do you recommend people
do to find out more about Japan’s
music scene?

Go to Tower Records – it’s one of
the biggest music stores around,
and it can be found in several
cities in Japan. Browse through the
Japanese artist albums and give
them a listen. I also recommend
that you go check out Japanese
clubs like Womb or Vision in
Shibuya.
NHK offers a range of multilingual
TV shows and other programs. Do
you have a favourite show?
I enjoy ‘Home Sweet Tokyo’, a
scripted comedy about a British
man who’s married to a Japanese
woman. BJ Fox, who stars in the
show also pitched and wrote
the series. I admire him for this,
and great on NHK for producing
an English-language comedy.
It’s relatable, and I hope there’s
more scripted TV content with
international stories.

Biz Stream
Keep up to date on Japanese
business trends and their global
impact, corporate strategies and
the latest technology.

Dining with the Chef

GRAND SUMO Highlights

Explore Japanese cuisine with food
experts. Chef Saito provides easy
cooking tips while Chef Rika imparts
advice on quick and stylish cuisine.

Sumo boasts a history of more than
1,500 years. See how wrestlers
with an average weight of more than
160kg fight it out in the sacred ring.

NHK NEWSLINE
Tune in for breaking news, business
updates and weather reports every
hour, complete with analysis from
Japan, Asia and rest of the world.

DOWNLOAD THE APP!
You can enjoy all of these programmes and much more on the
NHK World-Japan TV app, both live and on demand. Download
by scanning the QR code on the right.

App Store

Google Play

àVisit nhk.jp/world to find out how you can get NHK WORLD-JAPAN 24/7 in your country, on your TV, computer or mobile device.

Courtesy
Calls

OPEN TOKYO

Say a little
prayer

Cycling etiquette
Getting around on a bicycle is the
preferred mode of transport for
many a Tokyoite, but there are some
things to keep in mind to make sure
everyone’s a happy cyclist – and you
don’t get fined. Here’s how to master
your mamachari. By Kirsty Bouwers

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

… at some of the most beautiful
places of worship in Tokyo.
By Lim Chee Wah and Aya Ito

à 3-16-15 Sekiguchi, Bunkyo (Edogawabashi,
Gokokuji stations). 03 3941 3029. cathedralsekiguchi.jp.
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KEISUKE TANIGAWA

KISA TOYOSHIMA

A spectacular landmark
in Bunkyo, this modernist
Roman Catholic church is an
architectural masterpiece
designed by the renowned Kenzo
Tange. The reflective stainless
steel exterior is instantly
recognisable, but it’s the use of
light that really dazzles.
Sunlight streams into the nave,
which is laid out like a cross,
through a skylight and diffuses
from the ceiling and across the
curved walls to create a magical
environment that changes as the
day progresses. It’s incredibly
atmospheric. Moreover, Tange
replaced the conventional
stained glass window behind the
altar with thin marble panes to
create additional soft lighting.
St Mary’s is also home to the
biggest pipe organ in a Japanese
chapel, and once a month (except
in January and August) it holds
a free organ concert (second
Friday, 7pm-7.40pm), which is
called an ‘organ meditation’.

MISO OKADA

ST MARY’S CATHEDRAL TOKYO

TOKYO CAMII

The largest mosque in Japan and one of the
most beautiful in East Asia, Tokyo Camii
brings to mind the great mosques of Istanbul.
And that’s not surprising, considering its
ornamentation is inspired by Ottoman
architecture.
Completed in 2000, this mosque is a
replacement of a former structure built by
Turkish immigrants in 1938. This current
three-storey building was designed by
architect Muharrem Hilmi Senalp and most
of the materials used, including the marble,
were imported from Turkey.
Non-Muslims are welcome to visit, but
please be careful not to disturb or take photos
of people praying. Women are advised to
dress modestly and cover their hair. The
adjoining Turkish Cultural Centre offers an
introduction to both Islamic and Turkish
culture.
à 1-19 Oyamacho, Shibuya (Yoyogi-Uehara Station). 03 5790 0760.
tokyocamii.org.
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TSUKIJI HONGWANJI BUDDHIST TEMPLE

A temple for Jodo Shinshu, the most
practised brand of Buddhism in the country,
this unique structure features an eclectic
architecture style that’s a blend of both
Japanese and Indian Buddhism aesthetics.
While the exterior brings to mind the grand
temple styles of South Asia (with a hint of
Angkor Wat), the equally ornate interior stays
faithful to the classic Japanese ornamentation.
The temple had its fair share of damage
since its inauguration in 1617. The current
iteration, completed in 1934, was designed
by architectural historian Ito Chuta, an
honorary professor at the Tokyo Imperial
University (currently known as Tokyo
University). Recently, a café has opened on
site, with a good view of the grand facade. Get
here before 10.30am and order the gorgeous
Japanese-style breakfast set – it consists of 16
dainty dishes plus rice and miso soup.
à 3-15-1 Tsukiji, Chuo (Tsukiji, Tsukiji-Shijo stations). 03 3541
1131. tsukijihongwanji.jp

DO: STICK TO THE ROADS

The majority of the population
seems to believe the contrary,
but the road is actually where
you’re supposed to be when
riding a bicycle. Cycling on the
pavement is supposed to be an
exception under traffic law, and
if you do, you’re not supposed to
exceed the 10km/h speed limit,
and – as pedestrians have right
of way at all times – no ringing
your bell at them either. Those
mummies with their e-bikes seem
to disagree, but hey, it can never
hurt to set an example. Stick to the
roads and you’ll never be annoyed
by all those slow-walking
people fanning out across the
pavement again. Just watch out
for those taxi doors which open
automatically.

DON’T: GO AGAINST THE FLOW

File this one under ‘how is this
not common sense’. Many of our
commutes have included some

intrepid fellows (otherwise known
as maniacs) cycling against the
flow of traffic, even on roads with
very heavy, fast-moving traffic.
If you value your life in any way,
please don’t. You may think that
seeing traffic coming towards you
is safer, but believe us, it’s not, as
you’ll be putting your fellow road
users at risk. Plus, it’s illegal. Save
us another near-death experience
and just go with the flow.

DON’T: GIVE ANYONE A LIFT

One of the few things that is
guaranteed to make a police officer
bark through their car megaphone,
pedalling around with someone
riding on the back of your bike is
illegal. No backies and no sidesaddle-style trips for you, friend,
unless you have a proper seating
arrangement, such as a children’s
seat (with a child, rather than your
drunken adult friend, in it).

DO: KEEP YOUR HANDS ON AT ALL
TIME

DO: WATCH WHERE YOU PARK

For a city with so many bikes,
Tokyo lacks one thing: spaces to
freely and legally park your wheels.
Unbeknownst to many visitors,
the immediate areas around
most train stations are off-limits
unless you have a parking permit,
and traffic police have a field day
tagging bicycles that are parked in
the ‘wrong’ place for too long.
If you don’t remove it in time
(anywhere between two hours
and a few days depending on the

There’s an almighty list of things
you cannot do while cycling, but
most of them come down to one
thing: keep both of your hands on
the handlebars. That means no
umbrellas (unless you have one of
those wonderful hats), no walking
your dog (that leash is going to get
tangled anyway), no phones and
certainly no ice cream. They taste
better when you eat them while
stationary anyway.
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tag), they’ll do it for you, ie bring it
to a depot and fine you ¥2,000 to
¥5,000 to retrieve your precious
two-wheeler. To be safe, don’t leave
your bike unattended for more
than a few hours, or find proper
(paid) parking – some of them are
free for the first couple of hours.

DON’T: FORGET YOUR SLIPS

Another surprise for first-time
mamachari buyers, bicycles in
Japan actually have to be registered.
They’ll make you fill out a slip with
your full name and address when
purchasing one, and although it
may seem like an innocuous thing,
do keep it safe – and with you. Police
sometimes conduct ‘random’
bike checks (the start of the school
year is a particular favourite time),
and you’ll be asked to prove your
bike is yours by showing the slip. If
you can’t, they’ll likely assume it’s
stolen. Just keep the slip in your
wallet to avoid a lengthy trip to the
koban (police station).
July - September, 2018 Time Out Tokyo

NEXT-GENERATION SQUARE DESIGN

Yasuko
Shindo

T

he very first G-SHOCK model,
DW-5000C, was born in 1983.
Its square design has remained
a firm favourite ever since and can
rightly be called a masterpiece.
For its milestone 35th anniversary,
the introduction of a new full-metal
exterior gives the iconic watch an
updated appeal while keeping true
to its signature shape and style. We
take a look at this modern classic
that is GMW-B5000.

Illustrator
Age: 43

1

LOCAL
INSIGHT

The shape of CASIO’s latest model
is timeless, too – it’s stayed the
same for 35 years, ever since the
first G-Shock. What do you think
is the key to designing something
people will still be attracted to from
one generation to the next?
This applies to trench coats too,
but you never get tired of a classic
shape, one that’s near perfect.
Something that’s still relevant after
35 years means it’s really refined.

THIS FULL-METAL MODEL FEATURES A NUMBER
OF PRACTICAL DESIGN ELEMENTS
For the band connection, where breakage
is a concern, a three-pronged structure
is used to disperse any impact on the
connecting pipe. The top and side
surfaces feature a hairline finish to
highlight the metallic texture, while the airtight screw back is adapted from the first
G-Shock model.

3

2018
GMW-B5000D-1JF
(¥60,000 plus tax)

PROFILE
Illustrating both for commercial brands and
several women’s magazines, Shindo is well
known for her ‘Style to Scale’ fashion drawings
and columns. She has also published several
books on women’s fashion.

The square case has been used for
many different models, but because
the shape is such a classic, you
can experiment with the colour
and material without affecting the
attractiveness of the watch.
What’s your impression of the new
GMW-B5000D-1JF?
Even though it uses the familiar
square case, the full-metal finishing
changes its impression completely.
It looks classy and stylish. I think it’s
the kind of watch even people who
aren’t G-Shock fans would want. The
fact that the metallic structure is so
durable is amazing, too. Although
it’s got cutting-edge functions,
someone of my generation can still
rock it – simply because it’s got that
classic appeal.
What would you wear with the
GMW-B5000D-1JF?
The full-metal exterior is elegant, so

1983
it should go nicely with something
formal and a little dressier. Men can
obviously combine it with a suit and
still look great, while women may
want to wear it as an accessory to
an elegant black maxi dress. For a
more casual look, I’d like to match it
with something simple, like a white
T-shirt and the black hemp jacket I
bought the other day.
Is there anything you always keep
in mind when you do your fashion
illustrations?
While I don’t use showy clothes, I
try to not play it too safe either by
incorporating items that are fun to
wear. Wearing a classy statement
piece that really stands out – this
watch, for example – is a great idea,
too. I try to come up with outfits that
have a little bit of edge to bring a
sprinkle of fun to even the gloomiest
of mornings.

SAME ICONIC SHAPE, BUT WITH MORE
ADVANCED FEATURES

Fitted with standard time radio wave and Bluetooth®
communications antenna, the watch displays
accurate time all over the world based on the
latest daylight saving and time zone information. It
also works seamlessly with the special G- SHOCK
Connected smartphone app, providing you with more
easy-to-use functions, such as having the watch
remind you of dates and appointments that have been
scheduled in the app.

A truly versatile watch
Work or play, the new GMW-B5000D-1JF can easily complement
your outfit. Two Time Out Tokyo team members recommend the
different ways you can incorporate the metallic sheen into your
daily lives.

BEAMS PLUS HARAJUKU, Ray BEAMS HARAJUKU

What makes a fashion item a
‘masterpiece’?
It needs to be something you can
wear whenever, and you’d still like
to wear it in 10 years’ time. For me,
it could be a trench coat or a pair
of diamond earrings. I feel like it’s
worth investing in items that aren’t
affected by trends, something
you can keep wearing for years.
The G-Shock watches I’ve had
since I was in high school are good
examples – I still use my white and
bright yellow G-Shocks. I wear them
on trips or when I go running, so I’ve
become very connected to them.

FIRST FULL-METAL EXTERIOR, BUT JUST AS TOUGH AS ITS PREDECESSORS

G-Shock takes pride in being a tough
watch, and this latest release is no
different. The new full-metal, impactresistant construction features a
fine-resin shock absorber between the
stainless steel bezel and case, while
utilising advance technology to make
sure there are no gaps in the interior.

2

Retro revivals are the current
trend in fashion. This year,
CASIO is revisiting an early
model watch that was first
released 35 years ago. Now
back boasting the same
original shape, but with
updated features, the new
GMW-B5000 has attracted
the attention of the cool
kids. So why does CASIO’s
square case design remain
such a hit even after all
these years? We asked
famed fashion illustrator
Yasuko Shindo about the
appeal of this classic
timepiece.

Promotional feature

Chee Wah, editor-in-chief: The watch has a nice weight, which feels
good and secure on the wrist. The metallic finish is on trend yet
classic at the same time. I can wear this watch wherever I go, to the
office or the park, and I won't need it to take it off, ever.

Yasuko Shindo’s work
on city.living.jp

Tabea, writer: I was impressed how big and shiny it is. It looks
totally different compared to other G-Shock watches. I think the
watch matched my elegant outfit very well and added a modern and
edgy touch to it.

FORMAL
CASUAL

Tabea Greuner

Lim Chee Wah

à For more information on Casio’s latest timepieces and where to purchase yours, visit casio-intl.com

DO

FILM
QUALITE FANTASTIC!
CINEMA COLLECTION

Held in a small indie theatre in
Shinjuku, this movie festival’s
line-up is diverse. Teen crime
thriller ‘November Criminals’,
starring Chloe Grace Moretz and
Ansel Elgort, is among the new
releases while the cult classics
include ‘Attack of the Killer
Tomatoes’.

TIMEOUT.COM/TOKYO

What’s on in town from July to September 2018

THINGS TO DO
Tsukiji Hongwanji
Temple Noryo Bon
Odori Taikai

DON’T
MISS

What could be nicer than
spending your long midsummer
nights at a traditional folk dance
party in Tsukiji? Originally a way
to honour the dead, Bon Odori
is a great chance to connect with
your friends, family and the
community. Held at a temple
next to the famous Tsukiji fish
market, the festival is justly
famous for its delectable food
selection. The key is to go early
and dance up a hunger for a
glorious feast.

THINGS TO DO
WASHU FES IN NAKAMEGURO

àAug 1-4. Tsukiji Hongwanji Temple, 3-15-1 Tsukiji, Chuo.
tsukijihongwanji.jp. FREE.

JULY
THINGS TO DO
ONRYOU ZASHIKI

A haunted house with a twist
– you have to walk around it
without shoes on – has opened
at Tokyo Dome City for the
summer. With visual effects by
teamLab, this seasonal scarer for
the shoeless is clearly aimed at
tormented soles.
àUntil Sep 30. Tokyo Dome City, 1-3-61 Koraku,
Bunkyo. at-raku.com/attractions/laqua/
onryouzashiki. ¥820.

THINGS TO DO
ODAIBA CRAFT BEER GARDEN

Hilton Tokyo Odaiba holds its
annual beer garden on its second
floor terrace. With a focus on
Japanese microbreweries, the
event showcases six domestic
Time Out Tokyo July - September, 2018

drinks from craft breweries such
as Coedo and Tokyo Sumidagawa
Brewing – as well as those
from more commercial labels
such as Asahi Super Dry and
Corona. For food, there’s garlic
shrimp, barbecue items and
an intriguing-sounding butter
chicken curry pizza.

splashing and sliding weren’t
enough, Yomiuriland staff will
also be performing water shows
and synchronised swimming.
àJun 30-Sep 9. Yomiuriland, 4015-1 Yanokuchi,
Inagi. yomiuriland.com/wai. Adults ¥3,200,
middle & high school students ¥2,500, three-yearolds to primary school students ¥2,100.

album ‘Milk’ in July. Judging by
their new record, you can expect
their signature lyrical roaring
sounds, dynamic guitar riffs
and simple rhythms at this Live
House Fever show.

This sake shindig features over
100 varieties of Japan’s finest
tipple from 35 invited sake
makers hailing from all over
the country, and for two hours,
you can sample the lot. The
¥3,000 ticket price doesn’t just
include the all-you-can-drink
plan; you’ll also be treated to live
music and comedy performances
plus there are shopping booths
so you can take home your
new favourite tipple. Tickets
must be purchased in advance,
with a choice between two
sessions: 1.30pm-3.45pm and
4.45pm-7pm.
àJul 21. Nakameguro GT Tower-mae Hiroba, 2-11 Kamimeguro, Meguro. sakefes.com/event10.
¥3,000.

THINGS TO DO
SHINJUKU EISA FESTIVAL

Eisa is a dance from Okinawa
usually performed to mark
the end of the Obon period
(an annual Buddhist event to
honour one’s ancestors). Like
most things Okinawan, it’s been
enthusiastically embraced
by the rest of the country, as
demonstrated by this Shinjuku
parade. More than 20 eisa dance
troupes are expected to take
to the streets around the east
exit of Shinjuku Station to beat
portable taiko drums and twirl
their way through the crowds – a
boisterous and colourful event to
brighten your Saturday. Slap on
some sunscreen, grab a handheld
fan and get there early: it’s
guaranteed to be crowded.
àJul 28. Around Shinjuku Station East exit.
shinjuku-eisa.com. FREE.

MUSIC
STAR WARS IN CONCERT

After well-received performances
in the UK and North America,
orchestral extravaganza ‘Star
Wars In Concert’ makes its way
to Japan again, complete with
enormous cinema screens and
spectacular laser lighting. Mark
Watters conducts the Tokyo
Philharmonic Orchestra in a
show that draws upon John
Williams’ scores from the original
trilogy, running in chronological
order from ‘Episode IV: A New
Hope’ to ‘Episode VI: Return of

the Jedi’, and accompanied by
clips from the films. Don’t forget
your lightsaber.
àJul 29-Sep 2. Tokyo International Forum, 3-5-1
Marunouchi, Chiyoda. starwars.disney.co.jp/
concert.html. From ¥7,800.

AUGUST

THINGS TO DO
ASAGAYA BALI DANCE FESTIVAL

Asagaya’s Bali festival returns
this year with two evenings
of free gamelan music and
traditional Indonesian dance.
Held in the Shinmeigu Shrine,
this stirring concert features
Balinese and Japanese dancers,
skilful musicians and many stalls
selling Indonesian food and beer,
among other things.
àAug 4, 5. Asagaya Shinmeigu Shrine, 1-25-5
Asagaya-kita, Suginami. asabalidance.wixsite.
com/asabali. FREE.

THINGS TO DO
PIKACHU OUTBREAK

Aussie quartet 5 Seconds of
Summer hit Tokyo in August
with their globe-spanning ‘Meet
You There’ tour. Buckle up for
a riveting display of pop-punk
goodness from the Sydneysiders,
where they’ll be showcasing the
hook-laden songs from their
latest album ‘Youngblood’. A spot
in the crowd not enough for you?
Then grab a special soundcheck
ticket, which includes a meetand-greet session (¥13,000)
with Luke, Calum, Ashton and
Michael.

This summer, 1,500 of the
chubby yellow Pokémon will
take over Yokohama’s streets
for the fifth annual Pikachu
Outbreak festival. Pokémaniacs
can expect special digital effects
in line with this year’s theme of
‘Science is Amazing’. Make sure
you stay until after dark for the
debut of a night parade where
the outrageously cute creatures
will sport flashy illuminated
costumes. The Pokémon
Company will also transform
Minatomirai’s inner harbour
for the mesmerising ‘Pikachu
Parade on the Sea’ show, which
uses the latest digital technology
to present a visual storytelling
feat – a new Pokémon adventure,
surrounded by Yokohama’s
picturesque scenery.

àAug 3. Zepp Tokyo, 1-3-11 Aomi, Koto.
creativeman.co.jp/event/5sos. From ¥9,000.

àAug 10-16. Minatomirai area, Yokohama.
pokemon.co.jp/ex/pika_event/en. FREE.

MUSIC
5 SECONDS OF SUMMER ‘MEET YOU
THERE’ TOUR

àJul 12. Live House Fever, Shindaita Bldg 1F, 1-114 Hanegi, Setagaya. fever-popo.com. ¥3,500.

MUSIC
KING GNU ONE-MAN LIVE 2018
‘FLASH!!!’

àUntil Sep 30. Hilton Tokyo Odaiba, 1-9-1
Daiba, Minato. hiltonodaiba.jp/restaurants/
beer_garden. From ¥2,000.

THINGS TO DO
POOL WAI

The much-loved waterpark
at Yomiuriland amusement
park is making a comeback
this summer. Five pools plus
three slides will be available for
splashers of all sizes, including
a huge ‘thriller’ slide, a shallow
pool for children and a wave-pool
resembling a beach. If all that

àJul 14-Aug 24. Shinjuku Cinema Qualite, 3-3712 Shinjuku, Shinjuku. qualite.musashino-k.jp/
quali-colle2018/. From ¥1,000.

Y, HEMMI
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TO DO

MUSIC
KLAN AILEEN

Local psychedelic rock duo Klan
Aileen (Ryo Matsuyama on guitar
and vocals, Takahiro Takeyama
on drums) are touring their new
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Following a sold-out show in
January, King Gnu bring their
distinctive brand of warped pop
to Liquidroom this summer.
Their debut album ‘Tokyo
Rendez-Vous’ topped the iTunes
Alternative charts after its release
last October and the album’s title
track also made the top five on
Spotify’s viral chart.
àJul 13. Liquidroom, 3-16-6 Higashi, Shibuya.
kinggnu.jp. ¥3,500.
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TO DO
THINGS TO DO
TOKYO FIREWORKS FESTIVAL:
EDOMODE

Fireworks festivals are a
Japanese summer tradition, so
it’s no surprise that the shopping
and entertainment district of
Odaiba has decided to light
up the sky at the beginning of
August. Four of Japan’s leading
pyrotechnics companies will
each create a colourful segment
which will see a total of 12,000
fireworks shot into the sky – and
the event will end with a bang
(well, several hundred bangs)
when the quartet collaborate to
produce an explosive finale.

TO DO
colourful parade runs
from Umamichi-dori to
Kaminarimon-dori, and teems
with hundreds of dancers and
numerous giant floats. It boasts
teams from all over Japan,
including long-established
ensembles and mega-groups that
have as many as 200 members.
This spectacular samba carnival
is a little slice of Brazil.

àSep 22, 23. 1-6 Hibiya Koen, Chiyoda. nikkanomatsuri.jp. FREE.

MUSIC
UNKNOWN MORTAL ORCHESTRA

Portland outfit Unknown Mortal
Orchestra will get your feet

àAug 25. Asakusa/Tawaramachi area. asakusasamba.org. FREE.

àAug 11. Odaiba Seaside Park, 1-4-1 Daiba,
Minato. tokyohanabi.jp. Adults from ¥8,000,
children from ¥5,000.

àAug 24-26. The Flat, 5-16-3 Jingumae, Shibuya.
limits.jp. FREE.

THINGS TO DO
ASAKUSA SAMBA CARNIVAL
PARADE CONTEST

One of the biggest summer
festivals in Asakusa, this

The nation’s biggest festival of
Indian culture returns to Yoyogi
Park with traditional music and
dance performances. You can
also try on a sari, relax with a
yoga session, enter raffles and
graze from the food booths set
up by some of Tokyo’s top Indian
restaurants. Namaste is always
a fun way to spend a weekend
afternoon.
àSep 29, 30. Yoyogi Park, 2-1 Yoyogi
Kamizonocho, Shibuya. indofestival.com. FREE.

Experience Afro-American
and Caribbean culture at this
exuberant festival held along
Yoyogi’s Keyaki Namiki street.
The festival is set up like a
market, with different stalls
offering traditional cuisines and
crafts. Live music and dance
performances, such as salsa
and samba, add to the lively
atmosphere.

THINGS TO DO
KIYOSE SUNFLOWER FESTIVAL

Escape the hustle and bustle
of the city and dive into a sea
of yellow at Kiyose Sunflower
Festival. Every summer a
wheat farm on the outskirts of
Tokyo turns into a magnificent
sunflower field. The 100,000
sunny blooms here aren’t the
only attraction as local farmers
will also be selling fresh produce
on site. Get ready to flood your
Instagram feed with these
towering beauties or indulge
your inner Van Gogh and take
a sketchpad and pencils, but
beware that your shoes might not
emerge from Kiyose mud-free.

àSep 8, 9. Yoyogi Park, 2-1 Yoyogi Kamizonocho,
Shibuya. aaccej.jp/festa2018. FREE.

àMid-Aug to early Sep. 3 Shimokiyoto, Kiyose.
city.kiyose.lg.jp. FREE.

ASAKUSA SAMBA CARNIVAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

MUSIC
THE KILLERS
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àSep 23. WWW X, Rise Bldg 2F, 13-17
Udagawacho, Shibuya. smash-jpn.com/
live/?id=2889. ¥5,800.

THINGS TO DO
NAMASTE INDIA

THINGS TO DO
AFRO-AMERICAN-CARIBBEAN
CULTURE FESTA

ART
LIMITS DIGITAL ART BATTLE WORLD
GRAND PRIX 2018: FINALISTS
EXHIBITION

The Limits Digital Art Battle
World Grand Prix held earlier in
May this year saw digital artists
from around the world compete
in Tokyo for the grand prize of
¥5 million. Each artist had just
20 minutes to complete a piece
of artwork; the pieces were then
open for public voting and also
judged by a panel of experts, and a
winner was declared. This group
exhibition features works by the
finalists, including the winner
Ahmed Aldoori from the US.

moving at Shibuya’s WWW X
club this September. Their latest
album ‘Sex & Food’ (2018) −
focusing on two of life’s pleasures
− continues to thrill fans with
their signature psychedelic
sound. Formed by guitarist
and singer-songwriter Ruban
Nielson, the band have been
critically acclaimed ever since
the release of their debut album
in 2011.

colourful hanbok. Contemporary
Korea is represented too – the
highlight of the event is the live
show of a K-pop star (whose name
is usually not announced in
advance).

SEPTEMBER
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Somebody Told Me... that one
of the biggest alternative rock
bands of the 21st century are
coming to Japan for a summer
show. It’s been five years since
their last gig in town, and 13
years after their debut album
‘Hot Fuss’ gave us anthemic
hits like ‘Mr Brightside’ and ‘All
These Things That I’ve Done’.
Expect to hear the hits alongside
newer cuts from their 2017 charttopper ‘Wonderful Wonderful’,
an experimental affair that’s
surprisingly self-aware.
àSep 12. Nippon Budokan, 2-3 Kitanomaru
Koen, Chiyoda. creativeman.co.jp/
artist/2018/09killers. From ¥9,000.

THINGS TO DO
YOGAFEST YOKOHAMA

Mats at the ready: Japan’s
biggest yoga event will take over
the huge Pacifico Yokohama
convention centre with group
lessons and showcases by some
of the country’s top yogi – plus
big-name international visitors
including David Kim, Gloria
Latham and Master Sudhakar.
You’ll need to purchase tickets in
order to take part in most of the
classes and workshops, although
the showcases are open to all –
and there’ll also be free lessons
for beginners. If you’re still
lacking in yoga equipment, there
is no need to worry since you can
buy the whole set on the spot.

HOW TO BOOK:
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Robot Restaurant is open for three shows daily,
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discou 7 with you starting at 5.55pm, 7.50pm and 9.45pm (with an
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on pag Restaurant additional show at 4pm on weekends and holidays),
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and the format is changed every few months to keep
t ¥2,00
d
an ge r bill
u
things
fresh.You can reserve your spot a couple of
o
y
off
days ahead by calling the number below between 10am
and 10pm.The entrance fee is ¥8,000, excluding food and
Shinjuku’s Robot Restaurant has long wowed crowds with its imaginative and highdrinks. Note: schedule might change due to maintenance.
energy shows featuring stunning, larger-than-life robots. Recently, the show got
Shinjuku Robot Bldg, 1-7-7 Kabukicho, Shinjuku (Shinjuku Station).
an exciting update with a new fight sequence and three new robots. Expect to see
03 3200 5500. shinjuku-robot.com. 4pm-11pm daily.
these new robotic beasts the next time you’re in Robot Restaurant.

NEW METAL

àSep 15-17. Pacifico Yokohama, 1-1-1 Minato
Mirai, Nishi, Yokohama. yogafest.jp/2018.

THINGS TO DO
NIKKAN KORYU FESTIVAL

Celebrating cultural exchange
between Japan and Korea, this
annual event at Hibiya Park
marks its tenth anniversary.
The Korean traditional dance
and music performances are
always a highlight, as is the
food and drink – expect plenty
of kimchi and makgeolli, the
counterpart to Japan’s sake. For
a fully immersive experience,
embrace traditional Korean
dress and wear an elegant,

THE TOKYO DRAGON

Appearing in a fight scene with the Red
Dragon, this mecha-triceratops is one
hunk of a beast, complete with colourful
LED lights to bring out its metallic
shine. It attacks under the command
of a bazooka-wielding cyborg, and even
stands on its hind legs while shooting
white laser beams
from its mouth.

KING ROBOTA

When the formation of three King Robotas
appears on stage, the audience goes wild. The
latest member in this trio is a 2.5m-tall metallic
colossus that looks like an Autobot from
Transformers with its car-like design, attached
monitors and agile body. Better yet, when the
stage goes dark, the robots’ LED highlights
come on as they dance to Michael Jackson’s
‘Thriller’, complete with a flashy laser show.
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THE RED DRAGON

This flaming-red dragon belongs to a jungle
nation which took up battle against the
invading alien machines. An Amazonian
warrior rides on the terrifying dragon as it
intimidates its opponent with its fiery yellow
eyes, moving wings and special effects. This
dragon has been a crowd favourite since its
recent debut.
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Promotional feature
Kirin Ichiban and Time Out Tokyo present…

THE TEINEI LIFE
Where to experience that unique Japanese
concept known as ‘teinei’

T

hink of Japanese culture and these words would come
to mind: respect, politeness, mindfulness of others, and
attention to detail. Wonder how the Japanese people
developed such ideals? Say hello to teinei, the driving force
behind Japanese culture and values.
Every member of the society adheres to this philosophy, even
the restaurants, shops and brands in Japan. Here are several
teinei experiences you’ll discover in Japan.

The way of

nature

The way of the

process

Kaiseki cuisine

A traditional kaiseki meal is the epitome of
Japanese haute cuisine, where each dish is made
with precise attention to detail, and it revolves
around seasonal ingredients. It’s similar to
omakase or ‘chef’s selection’, where the chef
crafts a meal out of the best ingredients available
at that time. This aspect also goes beyond food:
from the decoration used in the presentation to the
kimono worn by the restaurant’s maître d’.
Plus, kaiseki chefs often try to showcase the
pure, unadulterated flavours of each and every
ingredient used. Depending on the season, you’re
in for a delicious surprise as your meal is left up to
the chefs’ talent and imagination.

The way of

perfection

Self-heating ekiben

Kimono washing (arai-hari)

Before boarding the Shinkansen, it’s common
to grab one of the many ekiben on sale at the
train station. Ekiben are traditional lunch boxes
that come in many different types and are
filled with delicacies from across the country,
depending on where you board your train. Some
of the more inventive ekiben even contain selfheating pouches. By pulling a string attached to
the side of the lunch box, you initiate a chemical
reaction inside the pouch and voila! The meal
starts to heat up. This is a good example of
Japanese thoughtfulness: serving high-quality
meals to customers while enhancing the overall
dining experience. In other words, teinei culture
at its very best.

Not your typical laundry day, kimono-washing
is a traditional Japanese artform known as
arai-hari. It’s a unique process, which consists
of unstitching the kimono to separate each
panel of cloth before they are washed, dried
and sewn back together again. Paying great
attention to the delicate fabric throughout this
washing process ensures that the kimono is
properly cleaned and will last for many years
to come. With arai-hari, we can see the true
spirit of Japanese craftsmanship where no
effort is spared to create the best product and
experience possible.

àFor more unique teinei experiences, visit theteineilife.com

Butadaigaku

MATSUKI SUSHI

Tokyo has a rep for being expensive, which is
partially warranted, but there are still bargains
to be found – particularly on the city’s dining
scene. Top-class restaurants offer cheap
lunches, and if you know where to look, you’ll be
able to find very high quality food for ¥1,000 or
less at anytime of day. Here are some of our faves.

This old-school sushi
restaurant in Shinjuku
manages to keep prices
low: a nigiri set with
chawanmushi and
soup starts from ¥700.
à1F, 3-8-2 Shinjuku, Shinjuku
(Shinjuku-Sanchome Station).
03 3354 7104. 11am-5am
(lunch 11am-3pm), closed Sun.

BUTADAIGAKU

This no-frills Shinbashi joint serves very
generously sized grilled pork over
rice from just ¥500, making it a hit with the
local salarymen clientele.

KIRSTY BOUWERS

KISA TOYOSHIMA

BECAUSE
WE CAN
EAT WELL
FOR CHEAP

SWEET BAOZI

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

à New Shinbashi Bldg 1F, 2-16-1 Shinbashi, Minato (Shinbashi
Station). 03 5512 3121. tinyurl.com/TOTbutadaigaku. Mon- Fri
10.30am-9.45pm, Sat, Sun 11am-3pm, 4.30pm-8.15pm.

You can rarely
go wrong with
Sweet Baozi’s
dumplings. Order
a serving (six, 12 or
16 pieces), or have
eight of them with
a set meal (from ¥820) at this local favourite
that has been in business close to a century.
à1-13-2 Kanda-Jinbocho, Chiyoda (Jinbocho Station). 03 3295 4084.
tinyurl.com/TOTsweetbaozi. Tue-Fri 11.30am-3pm, 5pm-8pm, Sat
11.30am-8pm; closed Sun (occasionally open 11.30am-3pm), Mon.

SHIN-MIKASA

HANA WA SAKU

Smooth, award-winning Sanuki udon (from
¥500) in multifarious veg-heavy styles.

à4-6-12 Chuo, Nakano (Shin-Nakano Station). 03 6454 1546.
tinyurl.com/TOThanawasaku. Mon-Sat 11am-3pm, 5pm-9pm (or until
noodles run out), Sun 11am-3pm.
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The yakisoba (fried
soba noodles, from
¥800) here are so
popular the restaurant
often sell out early.

à1F, 4-4-10 Takadanobaba,
Shinjuku (Takadanobaba Station).
03 5937 4489. 11am-9pm (or until
noodles run out), closed Sun.

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

By the Time Out Tokyo team

Yes, that’s correct – every single
piece of nigiri served all across
the planet can chase its lineage
back to Tokyo. Edomae-zushi, or
Edo-style sushi, sprung up in the
1820s in what is now Tokyo, where
it was sold at street stalls to hurried
Edoites. The combination of rice
(the staple carb), fish (straight
from Tokyo Bay) and vinegar (to
prevent everything from spoiling),
along with its bite-sized shape,
proved a winner, and the rest
is culinary history. Sushi, the
original fast food, from Tokyo to
the world. You’re welcome.
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KEISUKE TANIGAWA

REASONS
WHY
WE
TOKYO

Our beloved city is the food capital of the world: we don’t just have the most Michelinstarred restaurants but also the most stars, total. In the latest guide, Tokyo has 235 starred
restaurants clocking up a total 314 stars between them. That’s more than twice as many as
second place Paris with its 105 starred outlets and a total of 141 stars. But the best part is you
don’t have to break the bank to dine at a Michelin-rated restaurant in Tokyo. A number of
places offer a cheaper lunch for under or around ¥1,000. We have the deets here: tinyurl.com/
TOTcheapmichelin.
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BECAUSE
TOKYO
GAVE THE
WORLD
SUSHI
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BECAUSE IT’S WRITTEN
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BECAUSE WE TREAT
04 COFFEE LIKE FINE WHISKY

06
KEISUKE TANIGAWA

A must-visit for any coffee fiend, Ginza’s Café de l’Ambre is an old-school institution that has been in
business since 1948. But it’s not just the premises which are old school; Café de l’Ambre, which is also a microroastery, takes pride in its aged beans, some of which have been left to mature and develop for close to 10 years.
Just like fine wine, aged coffee takes on a host of more complex notes and flavours – some experts have even
compared it to whisky.
à8-10-15 Ginza, Chuo (Shinbashi, Ginza stations). 03 3571 1551. tinyurl.com/TOTlambre. 12noon-10pm, Sun & hols 12noon-7pm.

BECAUSE WE CAN DO
PIZZA AS WELL AS THE
ITALIANS – OFFICIALLY

BECAUSE WE ARE
FOOD PERFECTIONISTS
A dedication to perfection
is one big reason Japanese
food is so revered throughout
the world. Many chefs hone
their skills through tireless
repetition, resulting in a
unique signature dish that
inducts them into
the local culinary hall of fame,
and keeps them in business
for years and generations to
come. Here are three local
institutions, which are also
some of Tokyo’s oldest.

Our pizzas are so good that the Associazione Verace Pizza Napoletana
(AVPN), the organisation that decides what qualifies as a proper
Neapolitan pizza, has given that honour to over 10 spots in Tokyo.
Here are our three favourite pizzerias in the city, including one that’s
AVPN certified.
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BECAUSE THE CITY HAS A SWEET TOOTH

à 1-6-15 Jingumae, Shibuya (Harajuku, Meiji-Jingumae stations).
03 3401 7297. marion.co.jp. 10.30am-8pm, Sat & Sun 10am-8pm.

With a steampunk-inspired interior, Seirinkan offers just two types
of pizza – margherita and marinara. The pizzas here feature whole
tomatoes and have a wider cornicione.

KAKIGORI

Japan has fallen in love with shaved ice (see
p49) and in Tokyo the trend is bordering on
obsession, with venues offering over the
top creations with a multitude of flavours
including mint chocolate, pistachio and, erm,
avocado. Once a summer-only treat, kakigori
has become so popular that you can now get it
year-round at dedicated dessert cafés such as
Momijiya (pictured).

à2-6-4 Kamimeguro, Meguro (Nakameguro Station). 03 3714 5160. tinyurl.com/TOTseirinkan. Mon-Fri
11.30am-2pm, 6pm-9pm (last orders); Sat, Sun & hols 11.30am-3pm, 5pm-9pm.

SUSHIMASA

TRATTORIA E PIZZERIA L’ARTE

à1-35-17 Sangenjaya, Setagaya (Sangenjaya Station). 03 3424 3003. tinyurl.com/TOTpizzerialarte. 12noon2pm, 6pm-10pm, closed Tue and Wed lunch.

SARASHINA HORII

Established in 1789, this soba
restaurant once delivered to
the empress and other noble
households. You can expect to
queue for such regal fare, but
it’s worth it for dishes such as
Sarashina soba, white noodles
made only from the core of the
buckwheat seed (¥980).

KAMIYA BAR

A long-standing Tokyo-style
sushi restaurant that’s been in
operation since 1861. Get the
weekday set lunch of handrolled sushi, reasonably priced
at ¥1,944.

Recognised by AVPN, the margherita pizza here is heavy on the cheese
and surprisingly tart, with a firm, crisp crust and pillowy, slightly charred
cornicione. In other words, very good.

Station). 03 3261 0621. sushimasa-t.
com. 11.30am-2pm (last orders 1.30pm),
5.30pm-11pm (last orders 10.30pm), open until
9pm on weekends and holidays.

à3-11-4 Moto-Azabu, Minato (Azabu-Juban
Station). 03 3403 3401. sarashina-horii.com.
11.30am-8.30pm.

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

SEIRINKAN

KAILA IMADA

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

CRÊPE

This French favourite has found an unlikely
home in Harajuku, where there’s seemingly
a pancake flipper on every corner. Marion
Crêpes, one of Harajuku’s longest running
crêpe shops, rules supreme with classics such
as strawberry sharing menu space with more
experimental offerings such as azuki bean
and tuna with curry sauce.

SAVOY

Savoy’s pizzas (margherita and
marinara) have less cornicione,
while the marinara is notable for
its use of garlic. Go for the lunch
set, where you get a pizza, a salad
and a drink for only ¥1,000.
àNakaoka Bldg 201, 3-10-1 Moto-Azabu, Minato
(Azabu-Juban, Roppongi stations). 03 5770
7899. savoy.vc. Lunch 11.30am-3pm (last orders
2.30pm), dinner 6pm-10.30pm (10pm).

TOKYO
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KISA TOYOSHIMA
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à1-4-1 Kudanminami, Chiyoda (Kudanshita

The house special at the oldest
Western-style bar in Tokyo,
founded back in 1880, is the
Denki Bran cocktail (brandy,
gin, wine, curacao and
herbs). Loosely translated as
‘electric brandy’, this punchy
concoction was invented
during the Meiji era, when
electricity was scarce.
à1-1-1 Asakusa, Taito (Asakusa Station).
03 3841 5400. tinyurl.com/TOTkamiya.
11.30am-10pm (last orders 9pm), closed Thu.

à3-19-15 Umeda, Adachi (Umejima Station). 080 5543 0273.
momijiya.tokyo. 12noon-5pm, closed Tue.
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KAILA IMADA

BECAUSE OUR TRAIN STATIONS
ARE ALSO FOODIE HEAVENS

FRUIT SANDO

A peculiar treat which originated in Japan, fruit
sandwiches, or sando, are a combination of
fluffy shokupan (Japanese bread), light-as-air
whipped cream, and a variety of fruits which
changes with the season. Curious to try one?
Stop by Futsu ni Fruits; it specialises in this
sweet confection.
à1-1-71 Nakameguro, Meguro (Nakameguro Station). 03 6451 0178.
bread-espresso.jp/shop/fruits.html.10am-6pm.

à5-2-23 Jingumae, Shibuya (Harajuku, Meiji-Jingumae stations).
03 6427 4666. glaciel.jp. 11am-7pm.
Time Out Tokyo July - September, 2018
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FLUFFY PANCAKES

MAACH ECUTE KANDA MANSEIBASHI

No one does pancakes quite like Japan, and
these fluffy, soufflé-like treats have become
something close to an art form. Pancake
specialists like Gram (pictured) have found
success in their super-fluffy creations and are
definitely worth the queue.
à Harada Bldg 2F, 1-7-7 Kichijoji-Honcho, Musashino (Kichijoji Station).
cafe-gram.com. 10.30am-9.30pm.

PARFAIT: KEISUKE TANIGAWA

PARFAIT

Tokyo’s parfait takes after the American
version, where ingredients such as yoghurt,
fruits, cream, nuts and more are layered in
a tall glass, rather than the classic French
custard concoction. There are cafés devoted
to perfecting the parfait, each trying to outdo
the other with extravagant creations and
unique flavours. None are better than Glaciel
Omotesando, whose seasonal parfaits feature
gloriously indulgent homemade ice creams.

This complex located between Kanda and
Ochanomizu stations boasts a long stretch of
red-brick walls that were actually repurposed
from the original station, which was
constructed back in 1912. Hitachino Brewing
Lab is known for its craft beer, while Fukumori
serves dishes made with produce from the
Yamagata Prefecture.

NAKAMEGURO KOUKASHITA

Nakameguro is one of the trendiest train
stations around, with a large variety of hip
and upmarket eateries. Go to Niwakaya
Chosuke for its stellar udon, and then sit down
for a cup of drip coffee in Artless Craft
Tea & Coffee’s zen space.
àKamimeguro, Meguro (Nakameguro Station).

à1-25-4 Kanda-Sudacho, Chiyoda (Akihabara Station). ecute.jp/maach.

SHINBASHI YURAKUCHO

This particular stretch under the well-worn
tracks between Yurakucho and Shinbashi
stations is also known as ‘salaryman heaven’,
as you’ll find a variety of yakitori and sushi
restaurants and standing-only bars, all
encircled in atmospheric barbecue smoke and
the collective steam being let off by
local workers.

àArea around 1 Shinbashi, Minato; 1 Uchisaiwaicho, Chiyoda;
2 Yurakucho, Chiyoda (Shinbashi, Yurakucho stations).
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BECAUSE WE
HAVE A LOOK
09 LIKE NO OTHER
Tokyo’s fashion scene is
one of the world’s most
diverse, from the trendy,
cutesy Harajuku style
to the internationally
renowned homegrown
high-fashion brands
of Sacai and Kolor.
And then there’s also
the OG streetwear
brands of Undercover,
Neighborhood and the
likes. On top of all this,
Japan’s traditional
garments such as kimono,
yukata and haori are
enjoying a revival of
sorts, with brands and
designers such as Y. & Sons
(pictured) reinterpreting
them through a modern
lens to expand their appeal
beyond formal occasions.
Discover a new take on
Japan’s traditional attire
on p50.

BECAUSE
THESE ¥100
SHOPS MAKE
TOKYO CHEAP
& CHEERFUL

12

BECAUSE THE LUXURY
LABEL STORES
OFFER MORE
THAN JUST
SHOPPING

BECAUSE YOU
CAN FIND WHAT
YOU WANT ON
SPECIALITY
SHOPPING
STREETS

DAISO

Stop by the multi-storey Daiso on Harajuku’s
frenetic Takeshita-dori shopping street for
super cheap souvenirs and last minute items
that you’ve forgotten to bring on your travels.
The floor guides are also in English and some
staff can speak a bit of English as well.

à1-19-24 Jingumae, Shibuya (Harajuku, Meiji-Jingumae stations).
03 5775 9641. tinyurl.com/TOTdaiso. 10am-9pm.

CAFÉ DIOR
BY PIERRE HERMÉ

LAWSON STORE 100

The café in the brand’s
Ginza store features a
menu created by famed
French pastry chef and
king of the macarons
Pierre Hermé. As if minimeringues and bonbons
weren’t enough, you’ll
also be dining on superswanky Dior tableware.

Not to be confused with the regular Lawson
konbini, Lawson Store 100 is the only fresh
food outlet where you can get most things for
a mere ¥100. Great if you’re looking to cook:
you can stock up on fresh groceries such as
veggies, fruit, meat and dairy. And it’s open
24 hours.

àMultiple locations, including 2-20-13 Higashi, Shibuya (Shibuya
Station). tinyurl.com/TOTlawsonstore100. 24 hours.

This kilometre-long wholesale district is home
to over 90 fabric shops and haberdasheries.
Come for high-quality fabric – including
kimono materials – at low prices.
àNippori Station. nippori-senigai.com. Business hours vary depending
on individual stores.

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

ESPACE LOUIS VUITTON TOKYO

This art gallery, developed by the
Louis Vuitton foundation, is a
beautiful ‘glass box’ perched on the
top floor of the brand’s Omotesando
store designed by renowned
Japanese architect Jun Aoki. Don’t
forget to also check out the gaspinducing views.
àLouis Vuitton Omotesando 7F, 5-7-5 Jingumae,
Shibuya (Omotesando, Meiji-Jingumae stations).
0120 00 1854. espacelouisvuittontokyo.com/en.
12noon-8pm. FREE entry.

LE SALON BEAUTÉ

Chanel obsessives flock to the
brand’s Ginza Namiki store for
gloriously indulgent facial and
body treatments.
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One of Japan’s top ¥100 chain shops, Can Do is
filled with surprisingly high quality items, and
many of them are made in Japan. You’ll find
everything from kitchen and office supplies
to storage items, beauty, skincare and food
products. The most popular item? The yellow
duck-shaped egg timer, which helps you cook
the perfect egg.

àChanel Ginza Namiki 8F, 6-7-19 Ginza, Chuo
(Ginza Station). 03 3289 0555. chanel-ginza.
com/en/namiki/lesalonbeaute. 12noon7.30pm. Reservations required.

KAPPABASHI KITCHEN STREET

Chefs and home cooking enthusiasts will love
this shopping street dedicated to cooking
utensils. Think professional knives, pots,
pans and even the super-realistic plastic food
models you see in Tokyo restaurant windows.
àTawaramachi and Asakusa stations. kappabashi.or.jp. Business
hours vary depending on individual stores.

KANDA OGAWAMACHI

About 40 sports retailers line Yasukuni-dori Street
from Jinbocho Station to Ogawamachi Station,
with a high concentration focusing on skiing,
snowboarding and mountaineering equipment.
à Jinbocho and Ogawamachi stations. Business hours vary depending
on individual stores.

CHANEL

PHOTO: MASAYA TAKAGI; MODEL: YUKIHIDE HARADA

CAN DO
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NIPPORI FABRIC TOWN

àGinza Six House of Dior Ginza 4F,
6-10-1 Ginza, Chuo (Ginza Station).
03 3569 1085. pierreherme.
co.jp/boutique/cafe-dior-ginza.
10.30am-8.30pm (last orders
7.30pm).

àMultiple locations, including 3-21-16 Ikejiri, Setagaya (Ikejiri-Ohashi
Station). 03 5331 5500. tinyurl.com/TOTcando. 10am-9pm.

TOKYO

LONDON SPORTS KANDA/KEISUKE TANIGAWA

SHOPPING & STYLE
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BECAUSE WE HAVE A
THRIVING CRAFT CULTURE
As aficionados of quality and craftsmanship, Tokyoites are fond of handmade,
artisanal products. In recent years, eastern Tokyo has emerged as the artisan district
of the city, thanks to its heritage as a wholesale centre for speciality crafts back in the
Edo period. Here are our top picks from the area.

SEE MORE
TIMEOUT.COM/
TOKYO
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BECAUSE WE'VE
GOT IT WRAPPED

TOKYO

Whether you’re shopping at a designer
boutique or just a department store,
Tokyo takes gift-wrapping to another
level. Skillful attendants will wrap your
purchases in everything from paper to
scarves so delicately that you’ll question
if you should even open them. Bookstores
will neatly wrap the front and back covers
of your new book to protect it from wear
and tear. Better yet, paper shopping bags
come covered in a layer of plastic when it’s
raining outside – how very thoughtful.

EDO KIRIKO SHOP HANASHYO

Edo kiriko is the traditional glass art
of Japan, which sees glass cut with
clear colours and intricate patterns.
You’ll find a wide range of gorgeous
items here, from sake glasses to
decanter sets and even lamps.
KEISUKE TANIGAWA

13

à3F, 3-49-21 Kameido, Koto (Kameido
Station). 03 3682 2321. edokiriko.co.jp. TueSat 10.30am-12noon, 1pm-5pm, Sun & hols
11.30am-5pm, closed Mon & 3rd Sun.

BECAUSE WE
HAVE 24-HOUR
SHOPPING

AMESHIN

Amezaiku are edible sugar
sculptures, often shaped into
animals such as goldfish, cranes
and even dragons. Track down
your favourite animal and be
astounded by the intricate details.

DON QUIJOTE

The biggest and most popular discount store
in Tokyo carries everything from necessities
and souvenirs to groceries and classic
Japanese tat. You’ll find them open all night
long in 24 locations across the city, which is
great news if you’re the type of person who gets
sudden cravings for cuddly toys at 3am.

àTokyo Skytree Town Solamachi 4F, 1-1-2 Oshiage,
Sumida (Tokyo Skytree, Oshiage stations).
ame-shin.com. 10am-9pm.
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BECAUSE WE
ALWAYS PUT
OUR OWN
SPIN ON
INTERNATIONAL
FAVOURITES

àMultiple locations. donki.com/en.

SEIJO ISHII

M+

àMultiple locations. seijoishii.co.jp.

à3-4-5 Kuramae, Taito (Kuramae Station).
03 5829 9904. m-piu.com. 11am-7pm.

LYNX

Looking for a bouquet for a last-minute
celebration? This Shinjuku florist operates
round the clock.

à 2-11-4 Kabukicho, Shinjuku (Shinjuku, Higashi-Shinjuku and SeibuShinjuku stations). 03 3209 2027. lynx878.com. 24 hours a day (only
closes Sun 10pm to Mon 10am).
Time Out Tokyo July - September, 2018

MAITO

The brand’s original hand-dyed
scarves feature natural colours
derived from tree roots and
flowering plants. You’ll also love
their soft, luxurious texture.
à4-14-12 Kuramae, Taito (Kuramae Station).
03 3863 1128. maitokomuro.com. 11.30am6.30pm, closed Mon (except on hols).

POCKY

The Pocky flavours you’ll find in the capital
will keep testing your tastebuds. There are
Hawaiian fruit flavours, almond chocolate
and even premium ones like rosé champagne.
àAvailable at convenience stores across Tokyo.

à3-7-2 Ginza, Chuo (Ginza Station). 03 6228 6285. tinyurl.com/
kitkatginza. 11am-9pm.

Created by former architect
Yuichiro Murakami and a team of
leather artisans, M+ (pronounced
‘M-piu’) is justly celebrated for
its clean yet functional products
such as wallets and bags.

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

This supermarket chain is a Tokyo night-owl’s
best friend, with several outlets operating
round the clock, offering imported wine and
cheese and ready-to-eat dishes. 24-hour Tokyo
branches include Tomigaya, Minami-Aoyama,
Azabu-Juban, Nihonbashi-Hamacho and
Takadanobaba.

KITKAT

Japan is famous for its creative and
sometimes wacky country-exclusive KitKat
flavours. So far we have seen sake, peach,
blueberry cheesecake, salt, melon, apple
vinegar… The list goes on. Pick them up at the
KitKat Chocolatory in Ginza. It even has a café
upstairs where you can indulge in desserts
such as KitKat-inspired cakes and parfaits.

HÄAGEN-DAZS

Häagen-Dazs often has Japan-only specials:
everything from chestnut flavour and mochicovered ice cream to ‘Japonais’ limitededition flavours like vanilla kinako with
kuromitsu black sugar syrup.
àAvailable at 7-Eleven and other convenience stores across Tokyo.

INSTANT RAMEN

Where else can you get ‘Michelin-starred’
ramen at a convenience store? Tokyo is home to
a great many Michelin-rated restaurants, and
several of the top noodle shops have branched
out to creating their bestsellers in a cup noodle
form. You can now skip the queues and enjoy
Tsuta’s truffle-infused ramen and Nakiryu’s
dandanmen by just adding hot water.

COCA-COLA

Coca-Cola is constantly releasing new quirky
flavours of its classic drink. We’ve had a coffee
and Coke mash-up (with 50 percent more
caffeine) in the past. While Peach Coke is all
the rage at the moment, you can also find the
clear Coke and the ‘healthy’ Coke Plus which
has added dietary fibre. What?!
àAvailable at convenience stores and vending machines across Tokyo.

àAvailable at 7-Eleven.
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NONBEI YOKOCHO
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An alley near Shibuya Station,
Nonbei Yokocho offers a wide
variety of options, from longstanding oden restaurants
to lively bistros and bars. Try
squeezing into Tiny, one of
Tokyo’s smallest bars, or head
to Maguro Dokoro for seafood
and sashimi.

MARIA SINITSYNA/DREAMSTIME

17

20

As the concept of eating seasonally comes
back into fashion around the world, Tokyo
is already expanding the same approach
to its cocktail culture. These two favourite
bars of ours are championing local fruit and
botanicals in their drinks.

BECAUSE OUR
ALLEYWAYS ARE FILLED
WITH LIVELY BARS
& RESTAURANTS

NIGHTLIFE &

OK YOKOCHO

The menu here is a thing of beauty. Pick your
favourites from the list of in-season fruit and
vegetables on the list and marvel as they are
transformed into a boozy delight. The bar even
goes to the extent of listing the provenance for
each ingredient.
à3-6-2 Shibuya, Shibuya (Shibuya Station). 03 5485 8405. tinyurl.
com/TOTishinohana. Mon-Sat 6pm-2am, closed Sun & hols.

Sure, the trains and buses stop their service
around midnight, but that doesn’t mean
the city has shut down. Multiple districts
in Tokyo keep buzzing into the wee hours.
You can easily do a 24-hour stint in Shibuya
and Shinjuku, but we’ll show you how to
have a good time in Ginza from 6pm to 6am,
when the area is devoid of its tour buses and
shopping crowds. Get ready for a Ginza allnighter on p62.
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DUG
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BECAUSE
TOKYO NEVER
SLEEPS

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

An important word to know in Tokyo: nomihodai, or ‘all you can drink’. Tempting
nomihodai deals can be found throughout the city, from high-end hotels to your local
izakaya. For a set price you can help yourself to an open bar for a specified period
(usually two hours) – perfect for after-work drinks and celebrations. We’ve got a list of
great nomihodai deals here: tinyurl.com/TOTdrinkallyoucan. Just promise us you’ll
drink responsibly.

ISHINOHANA

BECAUSE
TOKYO IS FOR
MUSIC BUFFS
BAR BENFIDDICH

Bar Benfiddich is often described an
apothecary, and it’s not difficult to see why.
The many jars behind the bar contain liquors
infused with homegrown herbs, spices, roots
and other interesting botanicals. The ownerbartender Hiroyasu Kayama is almost like
a chemist-botanist, always exploring new
ingredients to create his herbal, medicinal and
tonic-like cocktails.

àYamatoya Bldg 9F, 1-13-7 Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku (Shinjuku
Station). 03 6279 4223. tinyurl.com/TOTbenfiddich. 6pm-3am,
closed Sun & hols.

As might be expected from a city that has
given the world such a distinctive brand of pop
music, Tokyo is a great place for enjoying live
music of any variety. Here are our favourite
music venues.

à1-2 Kichijoji-Honcho, Musashino (Kichijoji
Station). tinyurl.com/TOTharmonicay.
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BECAUSE
IZAKAYA
RULE OKAY
Best described as a restaurant-meetspub, an izakaya is like your local, if your
local happens to serve some of the best
food known to man. The best ones are
a bit rowdy, serve shareable regional or
seasonal specialities, and are only big
enough for a handful of people at a time.
However, bigger izakaya chains do the
trick just as well.

TORIKIZOKU (鳥貴族)

Synonymous with all things chicken,
Torikizoku is distinguished by its bright
yellow sign and its pricing: everything
is the same flat ¥298. Shops are usually
found above or below ground floor.

ROCK BAR: BYG

This bar has been rocking the Shibuya
neighbourhood since 1969. The beloved
Japanese folk rock band Happy End once
played here in the 1970s.
à2-19-14 Dogenzaka, Shibuya (Shibuya Station). 03 3461 8574.
tinyurl.com/TOTbyg. 5.30pm-2am.

JAZZ BAR: DUG

POP & RETRO MUSIC BAR:
PLASTIC MODEL

àB1F, 3-15-12 Shinjuku, Shinjuku (Shinjuku Station). 03 3354 7776.
tinyurl.com/TOTdug. Mon-Sat 12noon-2am, Sun & hols 12noon11.30pm.

à1-1-10 Kabukicho, Shinjuku (Shinjuku-Sanchome Station).
03 5273 844. tinyurl.com/TOTbpm. 8pm-5am (Sun 8pm-12midnight).

In the 60s and 70s, many jazz cafés popped up
in Shinjuku. This legendary jazz bar is the only
one that’s still around today.

Discover over 100 Japanese
restaurants and bars in this old
flea market near the north exit of
Kichijoji Station. Most venues are
open from all sides and feature
only counter seats. Go for the
pan-fried dumplings at Shanghai
Yaki-Shoronpo, or slurp some
Japanese-style spaghetti at
Supakichi.

à1-17 Akabane, Kita (Akabane Station).
tinyurl.com/TOTokyoko.

Looking for arthouse,
indie and international
films from both auteurs and
promising young directors?
We have the top cinemas
and film clubs in Tokyo
on p66.

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

BECAUSE OUR ALL-YOUCAN-DRINK DEALS WILL
ROCK YOUR WORLD

HARMONICA YOKOCHO

Around 30 eateries and pubs
are lined up in this characterful
100m-long alley. Thai restaurant
Wanida 2 is a standout, as is
standing wine bar Vivo Daily
Stand Akabane.

BYG

ENTERTAINMENT
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à1-25 Shibuya, Shibuya (Shibuya Station). tinyurl.
com/TOTnonbeiy.
KISA TOYOSHIMA

BECAUSE OUR
COCKTAIL
SCENE IS AHEAD
OF THE CURVE

TOKYO

This delightfully quirky retro bar carries a
wide selection of music and books from the
1980s. It’s a boon for fans of the genres popular
back then – think rock, techno and new wave.
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àMultiple locations. torikizoku.co.jp.

ISOMARU SUISAN (磯丸水産)

Come here for the seafood. There’s a grill
on all tables, so you can cook your choice
of seafood to perfection.
àMultiple locations. sfpdining.jp/brand/isomaru.

SHIROKIYA (白木屋)

For an introduction to the world of
izakaya food, you can’t go wrong with
Shirokiya, which serves staples such as
karaage (fried chicken), sashimi and a
myriad of other crowd favourites.
àMultiple locations. www.monteroza.co.jp.

July - September, 2018 Time Out Tokyo

Greater Shibuya: exploring th e Southside

Discover some of the coolest
venues around trendy Daikanyama
and the southern end of Shibuya

Promotional feature

Upcoming projects in Shibuya
The area surrounding Shibuya Station has been under constant construction over
the last few years, but there are only good things to come for Tokyo’s most exciting
neighbourhood. From the redevelopment of southern Shibuya to the highly anticipated
openings of Shibuya Stream and Shibuya Bridge, there’s a lot to look forward to in the
near future.

V

enture south from Shibuya Station and you’ll run into the
trendy streets of Daikanyama where many shops, bars and
entertainment outlets can be found. As the neighbourhood
continues to evolve, there is much to explore, and Shibuya will only
continue to grow into a hub where creative minds gather and thrive.

2

SHIBUYA STREAM
3

4

5

Those wishing for a bit of nature in Shibuya can look forward to the upcoming Shibuya
Stream development, which is slated to open on September 13 this year. This
riverfront area will feature a diverse mix of restaurants, as well as a promenade where
you’ll find lush greenery and open space for events. There’s even a big multi-purpose
facility housing shops, offices, an events hall and a hotel. For foodies, Shibuya Stream
will also be home to renowned restaurants including Xiringuito Escriba from Barcelona
and Osaka-born ‘Mexican izakaya’ Bokkoku Kaiten Tori Ryouri, which is making its
first foray into Tokyo.

6

1

2

Legacy

Start your Shibuya bar hop at Legacy. It
offers a no-frills, friendly atmosphere where
the bartenders put their own spin on classic
cocktails. The bar is located in a perfect spot
along the Shibuya River, which is going through a
regeneration project. We think this will become
one of the coolest 'hoods around as the Olympics
draw near.
àB1F, 3-22-11 Shibuya, Shibuya (Shibuya Station). 03 6427 2122. barlegacy.com. 6pm-2am, Sun 4pm-12midnight, closed Mon & hols.

5

White Mountaineering

Designer Yosuke Aizawa’s White
Mountaineering label continues to
surprise the Japanese fashion pack
with its premium ‘outdoor-inspired’
gear for both men and women. This
Daikanyama outlet is the brand’s
flagship store, which stocks the latest
collections as well as collabs with
brands like Porter and Adidas.
à2-7 Sarugakucho, Shibuya (Daikanyama Station). 03
6416 5381. whitemountaineering.com. 12noon-8pm.

6

3

Buy Me Stand

Circus Tokyo

Head over to this trendy Shibuya sandwich shop
run by the effortlessly cool clothing label Son
of the Cheese, a favourite haunt for many local
creatives in the area. Other than the noteworthy
sandwiches, the space turns into a bar come
evening while also exhibiting works by artists
who’ve collaborated with the brand’s designers.

Having taken over the space vacated by
underground club Amate-Raxi, Circus has been
a real buzz-generator on the Tokyo club scene
since opening back in 2015. If you’re looking for
a good night out in Shibuya, you can’t go wrong
with Circus. Expect plenty of deep beats with the
occasional techno set.

à1-31-19 Higashi, Shibuya (Shibuya Station). 03 6427 1986.
sonofthecheese.com. 8am-10pm.

à3-26-16 Shibuya, Shibuya (Shibuya Station). 03 6419 7520.
circus-tokyo.jp.

Aquvii

7

4

Log Road Daikanyama

Spend a relaxing afternoon strolling through the modern
shops and eateries at Log Road Daikanyama. This
California-inspired outdoor ‘mall’ boasts an all-day
restaurant with its own brewery, LA clothing retailer Fred
Segal, and Garden House Crafts where you can stop for
a coffee, dessert or pastry.
à13-1 Daikanyamacho, Shibuya (Daikanyama Station). logroad-daikanyama.jp.

SHIBUYA BRIDGE
Shibuya Bridge is another new development in Shibuya, set to open in autumn 2018.
This particular building will feature a vast array of shops and cafés for all to enjoy, plus
a hotel and a nursery.

24/7 Kiosk

If you’re searching for one-of-akind trinkets, this quirky shop is
worth a look. Sift through antique
toys, jewellery, up-cycled fashion
and accessories amid Aquvii’s fun
atmosphere. Items in the shop are
also fairly priced, so you won’t feel
bad splurging here.

Serving single origin coffee, this tiny
coffee stand roasts its beans daily
to ensure optimum freshness. You
won’t find espresso here, as all coffee
orders are prepared using the hand-drip
method. 24/7 Kiosk is also known for
its baked goods such as cakes and
doughnuts.

à2-5 Daikanyamacho, Shibuya (Daikanyama
Station). 03 3462 5044. aquvii.com. 12noon-8pm.

à1-6 Daikanyamacho, Shibuya (Daikanyama Station).
03 6416 1544. aglolywithatable.net/247/daikanyamakiosk. 8.30am-5.30pm, closed Sat, Sun.

àVisit www.shibuyabunka.com for more information

WE
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shop somehow manages to slip
underneath many a visitor’s radar;
all the more reason to treasure it.
à3-10-20 Minami-Aoyama, Minato (Omotesando
Station). 03 3408 7778. sunnyhills.com.tw/index/
ja-jp.

Until the Great Kanto Earthquake
of 1923 and the later Tokyo Fire
Bombings during WWII, Tokyo
used to be primarily made up of
the type of wooden houses which
still grace Kyoto. With the modern
revamp, Tokyo gained a unique
mix of architecture, with a strong
emphasis on steel, concrete and
funky shapes. Natural materials
are making a comeback however
and the city recently announced
plans for a 350m tall wooden
skyscraper. While that’s not
scheduled to open until 2041,
here are some architectural gems
you can ogle right now.

Arakawa and Madeline Gins, 2005

Created as a tribute to Helen
Keller, the blind-deaf American
author and activist, these funky,
colourful houses look like a stack
of geometric shapes. You can stay
in one of the rooms, or sign up
for a guided group tour (90min,

Omotesando is full of dazzling
architecture, but this wooden

Toyo Ito, 2007

Cartoon-eyed Sawyer will greet you
at the till while another robot named
Poursteady will prepare your cup
of coffee, although you’ll probably
be too busy taking photos on your
smartphone to notice.
àShibuya Modi Bldg B1F, 1-21-3 Jinnan, Shibuya
(Shibuya Station). hennacafe.jp. 11am-9pm (last
orders 8.30pm).

1975

Belonging to the Reiyukai
new religious movement, this
spaceship-looking temple is
hidden away in the backstreets
of Kamiyacho. It hosts a variety
of free Japanese culture classes,
should you want to get up close
and personal.
à1-7-8 Azabudai, Minato (Kamiyacho Station).
03 5563 2500. reiyukai.jp.

marble ‘eggs’ can be found in its
cage-like sac.
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MIRAIKAN

A humanoid robot who talks and
kicks footballs, Honda-created bot
ASIMO performs four times a day at
the National Museum of Emerging
Science and Innovation (Miraikan).
à2-3-6 Aomi, Koto (Fune-no-Kagakukan, Telecom
Center stations). 03 3570 9151. www.miraikan.jst.
go.jp. 10am-5pm (last admission 4.30pm), closed Tue
(except hols).

GROWING GARDENER

This quirky sculpture of a gnome
dwarfed by his ludicrously long
red hat is the work of German
artist collective Inges Idee and
can be found near Osaki Station.

BECAUSE
TOKYO HAS
A GREAT
ART SCENE
KISA TOYOSHIMA

TAMA ART UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

HENN NA CAFE

REIYUKAI SHAKADEN TEMPLE

Kengo Kuma, 2013

Time Out Tokyo July - September, 2018

à2-2-8 Osawa, Mitaka (Musashi-Sakai Station).
0422 26 4966. rdloftsmitaka.com. Tour ¥2,700 per
person, children aged 4 to 18 ¥1,000.

à2-1723 Yarimizu, Hachioji (Hashimoto Station).
042 676 8611. tamabi.ac.jp.

SUNNYHILLS PINEAPPLE
CAKE SHOP

Growing Gardener

BECAUSE
ROBOTS
WALK
AMONG US

semi-regular basis).

Opened to much fanfare in
2007, the stunning library of this
renowned art institution feels a lot
more airy and spacious than your
average book repository.

REVERSIBLE DESTINY LOFTS
MITAKA

NI-TELE REALLY BIG CLOCK
MAMAN

It’s hard to avoid the giant metal
spider Maman at Roppongi Hills.
The most iconic work of FrenchAmerican artist Louise Bourgeois,
this monumental arachnid
towers over 10.23m high, and 26

Besides the art museums and
galleries, Tokyo also boasts many
public art sculptures. Here are
three of our favourites.
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Fuji-Hakone-Izu National Park

Located outside the Nettle Tower
in Shiodome, this massive copper
and steel clock is designed by
Hayao Miyazaki – it reminds us of
something from his film ‘Howl’s
Moving Castle’. Come see the
clock in action at 12noon, 3pm,
6pm and 8pm (plus 10am on Sat,
Sun and public holidays).

XUEFENG NONG/DREAMSTIME

SunnyHills Pineapple Cake Shop

BECAUSE TOKYO'S
ARCHITECTURE IS
REALLY UNIQUE

TOKYO

BECAUSE TOKYO STILL
26 HAS A WILD SIDE
Need a break from Tokyo’s bustling streets?
Take your pick from the day trips below.

MT TAKAO

FUJI-HAKONE-IZU NATIONAL PARK

Hop on the Keio Line to Tokyo’s western fringe
and explore Mt Takao (599m), Tokyo’s most
popular hiking spot. You can expect easy trails
leading through a lush green forest – there’s
even a ropeway halfway up, which will take
you to the mountain’s observation deck. In
summer, you can sip on an ice cold lager at
the pop-up beer garden while taking in the
scenery. Further uphill you’ll find the Yakuoin temple, founded in 744 – but be sure to
book ahead if you want to sample shojin ryori
(traditional vegetarian Buddhist cuisine) at
the temple’s private dining rooms.

2-3hr train ride from Shinjuku Station (depending
on the area)

Bordering Kanagawa, Shizuoka, Yamanashi
and Tokyo, the Fuji-Hakone-Izu National Park
is so huge you need to plan your trip wisely.
You could see Mt Fuji while cycling around the
park’s five lakes, or relax in Hakone’s natural
hot spring baths after exploring the volcanic
landscape of Owakudani. Prefer the sea? The
Izu Peninsula is home to white-sand beaches
and fresh seafood restaurants. If you have
time, venture further still to the Izu Islands
for snorkelling and scuba diving. There, your
summer sorted.

55min train ride from Shinjuku Station to
Takaosanguchi Station

àYakuo-in, 2177 Takao-machi, Hachioji. 042 661 1115 (Japanese
only). takaosan.or.jp/english.

OKUTAMA

Okutama

1hr 45min train ride from Shinjuku Station to
Okutama Station

AQUA CITY ODAIBA TOURIST
INFORMATION CENTER

Located in the Chichibu-Tama-Kai National
Park, Okutama is a district in the far west of
Tokyo, popular for its forests. While most
Tokyoites come here for the fishing and
barbecue spots along the mountain streams,
you can also hike up Mt Mitake (929m) to
Musashi Mitake Shrine’s sweeping lookout
point. Or take on one of the bicycle tours. Since
Okutama is famous for wasabi, it’s common to
find snacks enriched with the green spice in
the area’s cafés and stores.

Female android Chihira Junco has
a knack for learning languages.
She’s fluent in Japanese, English
and Chinese – and she loves
nothing more than providing
tourist information with creepily
realistic gestures.
à1-7-1 Daiba, Minato (Daiba Station).
aquacity.jp. 11am-9pm.
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BECAUSE TOKYO IS
HYPER-SEASONAL

Four seasons in a year? Tokyo, or rather Japan as a whole,
has 72 micro seasons, which means you get a new ‘season’
every five days. Whoa… But to make things easier, here’s
a guide on what to see, do and eat in each of the four main
seasons in the city.

BECAUSE OUR
PUBLIC BATHS ARE
ESSENTIALLY SPAS
ON THE CHEAP

What to see Cherry blossoms
turn the concrete jungle of Tokyo
into a pink wonderland. This is
the time for a hanami (cherry
blossom viewing) picnic. In April
and May, festivals begin to take
over the city, especially at temples
and shrines, such as Sanja Matsuri
(around Sensoji Temple).
What to eat Look out for sakuraflavoured sweets and drinks.
Sip on a sakura latte, munch on
some sakura mochi… you’ll be
surprised by the options.
Fun fact The grand sumo
tournament takes place in May at
the Kokugikan in Ryogoku.

SUMMER

AUTUMN

Sun, heat and unbearable
humidity − summer in Tokyo
takes some getting used to. But
this is the time for major festivals,
particularly the outdoor kind:
think music and fireworks.

Autumn is nice and comfy, with
mild, just-right temperatures and
frequent sunny days. This makes
sightseeing on foot the most
pleasant way to discover the city.
What to see The colourful
autumn foliage, of course.
Ginkgo trees turn bright yellow
while maple trees blush with
vivid shades of red. Take in this
vibrant scene while hiking at Mt
Takao, located in the western
part of the city.

What to see Summer means
hanabi (fireworks) season in
Tokyo. Put on a colourful yukata
(casual summer kimono) and
head over to one of the many
riverbanks around the city for
a spectacular show. Food stalls
and games add to the evening
festival vibe.

What to eat Freshly harvested
fruits such as persimmon and
pear and seasonal seafood
including mackerel and
pacific saury.

What to eat Cool down with
kakigori. The shaved ice desserts
come in a variety of flavours,
toppings and colours.

Fun fact At Shibuya’s popular
Halloween street party, the
crowds go all out with the most
outrageous costumes.

Fun fact June, the rainy season,
is popular for its beautiful
hydrangeas. Admittedly it’s a very
soggy time of the year, but you’re
well-compensated with a host of
beer gardens.

WINTER

Cold, crisp air and breezy,
winter chills in Tokyo can be
uncomfortable. However, the city
puts on spectacular light shows
after dark. Plus, it’s the best time
to sample seafood.
What to see Even though Japan
has no religious connection to
Christmas, you’ll find Christmas
markets and incredible
illuminations throughout the city.

Hydrangeas
KEISUKE TANIGAWA

The most popular time to visit
Tokyo is over the two-week
sakura period in spring. Book
stores promote guides on the best
cherry blossom viewing spots,
while restaurants and cafés try
to outdo each other with sakuraflavoured dishes and drinks.

BECAUSE THE FLOWERS
KEEP BLOOMING

If you’re looking for a traditional bathhouse, Akebonoyu
should be at the top of your list. Founded in 1949, its
unique architecture is known as Miya style (similar to that
of temples and shrines). Located near Asakusa, it’s the
perfect place to relax after a day of sightseeing.

What to eat Oden is Tokyo’s
number one winter warmer. Pick
from a variety of ingredients, such
as vegetables, eggs, tofu, meat
and fish cakes, all simmering in
a soul-comforting soy-flavoured
dashi broth. This is the best time
to indulge in crab, oysters and
fatty fish such as buri (yellowtail).
Fun fact There are massive new
year sales. Also, don’t miss out
on the fukubukuro – ‘lucky bags’
filled with surprise items sold at a
substantial discount.
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AKEBONOYU

HYDRANGEAS

à4-17-1 Asakusa, Taito (Asakusa Station). 03 3873 6750. 3pm-1pm (closed 3rd Fri).

Not everything about the rainy
season is gloomy. Come June
and early July, you’ll spot huge
bushes of hydrangeas blooming
across the city. These balls of
flower come in a mix of colours
ranging from vibrant green and
blue to pink and purple. The Hase
Temple’s hydrangea garden in
Kamakura draws huge crowds
every year for its sheer volume
and variety.

HAGINOYU

SPRING

HAGINOYU

Besides the open-air bath, jet bath, sauna and various other
options for taking a soak, this spacious sento – twice as big as
most bathhouses – also features a cafeteria serving craft beer.
Now that’s the true meaning of luxury.

BECAUSE YOU CAN STILL FIND
28 THE RETRO IN MODERN TOKYO
This is the last parlour dedicated to smart ball,
a Japanese take on pinball where the goal is
to get the ball into numbered holes. There
are also vintage pachinko machines at this
charming if noisy retro attraction, located in
Asakusa near Sensoji Temple.

Smart Ball Mimatsukan
Time Out Tokyo July - September, 2018

KISA TOYOSHIMA

à2-9-13 Asakusa, Taito (Asakusa Station). 12midnight-7pm on
weekends and holidays.

SUPER POTATO

A video game store/museum in Akihabara, the
super-retro Super Potato is the place to get your
fix of Mario Brothers, Zelda, Donkey Kong and
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à2-13-13 Negishi, Taito (Uguisudani Station). 03 3872 7669. haginoyu.jp. 6am-9am,
11am-1pm (closed 3rd Tue).

PLUM & CHERRY BLOSSOMS

all your other favourite 80s and 90s icons.

While sakura (cherry blossoms)
grab all the attention, the
underrated plum blossoms
actually mark the first sign of
spring. Hanegi Park’s 600-plus
plum trees make an ideal viewing
spot when they are in full bloom
between early February and mid
March. Cherry blossoms follow in
late March or early April and last
no more than a fortnight, turning
Tokyo into a pink city. For some of
the best sakura snaps, head over

à1-11-2 Sotokanda, Chiyoda (Akihabara Station). 03 5289 9933.
superpotato.com. 11am-8pm.

KAMIKAWAGUCHIYA

This confectionery store dates back to the Edo
period and is located inside Kishimojindo (a
shrine dedicated to Kishimojin, the guardian
deity of childbirth and children). Come here
for old-school candies guaranteed to conjure
up sweet-toothed nostalgia for those of a
certain vintage.
à3-15-20 Zoshigaya, Toshima (Kishibojinmae Station). tinyurl.com/
TOTkamigawaguchiya. 10am-5pm.

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

SMART BALL MIMATSUKAN

TOKYO

29

ADACHI FIREWORKS FESTIVAL

27

WE

HASUNUMA ONSEN

This newly renovated hot spring bath was designed by
sento starchitect Kentaro Imai, who’s inspired by Taishoera romanticism. All the baths are filled with natural hot
spring water.
à6-16-11 Nishi-Kamata, Ota (Hasunuma Station). 03 3734 0081. 3pm-1am (closed Tue).
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to Meguro River in Nakameguro
or the Chidori-ga-fuchi Moat of
the Imperial Palace.

KAILA IMADA

WE

WISTERIA & SHIBAZAKURA

After the cherry blossoms, you’ll
still find other colourful blooms
leading into summer. Go to
Hitsujiyama Park in Chichibu
during mid-spring for pink moss
(shibazakura); expect to see a
blanket of purple, pink and white
florals covering the grounds and
rolling hills. In May, you’ll find
delicate branches of purple and
white wisteria crop up over the
city. Walk under a tunnel of these
fragrant blooms at Kameido Ten
Jinja and Ashikaga Flower Park.

ROSES

Roses typically have two seasons
in Tokyo: you’ll find early
bloomers between May and July,
and the more retiring varieties
towards the end of August
stretching into early October. All
kinds can be found at Hibiya Park,
a quiet oasis of roses in the middle
of the bustling city.
July - September, 2018 Time Out Tokyo
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BECAUSE TOKYO IS
33 A CITY OF MUSEUMS
KEISUKE TANIGAWA

BECAUSE WE
CAN TAKE OUR
DRINKING OUTSIDE

Love Doll Museum

Geek culture is a norm in Tokyo. We are so fascinated with knowledge that we create
museums around topics both popular and obscure – at the time of the last count, in
2014, the city was home to 163 museums and we can think of a good few that have been
added since. Aside from the conventional museums on art, science, nature and history,
you’ll also find a variety of niche interest and unusual museums in Tokyo. Think places
dedicated to love dolls, salt, tattoos, parasites, locomotives, ramen and more. Check the
list of our favourite leftfield institutions here: tinyurl.com/TOTunusualmuseums.

the show starts in style with 1,000
sparkling rockets shot up at once
within the first five seconds,
marking a breathtaking start into
a colourful performance.

Geino Yamashirogumi Kecak Festival

KITA-KU FIREWORKS FESTIVAL
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TOKYO METROPOLITAN PARK ASSOCIATION

Kasai Rinkai Park

When: Sep 29 (Sat), 6.30pm-7.30pm
Where: Arakawa riverbanks, Iwabuchi
sluice gate (Akabane-Iwabuchi, Shimo
stations)

BECAUSE THERE’S
ALWAYS A FESTIVAL
HAPPENING
SOMEWHERE

Do like most Tokyoites do when the weather is fine. Grab
some food and drinks at the konbini and head to a nearby
park for a boozy picnic.

KASAI RINKAI PARK

The waterfront Kasai Rinkai Park aims to recreate a natural
seashore environment. It’s home to the Tokyo Sea Life
Park aquarium, two small beaches, a Japanese garden
and a lotus pond. Around its perimeter, you’ll also find
Japan’s biggest ferris wheel, several walking paths, and
a birdwatching area that includes two ponds and tidal
flats. You could spend a whole day exploring and not see
everything here.

Northern Tokyo’s hanabi kicks
off the autumn season with 7,777
fireworks colouring the clear
autumn sky. Since it takes place
behind the old Iwabuchi sluice
gate, get your cameras ready for
a magnificent shot where the
vibrant explosions in the sky
bring out the bright red hues of
the antique dam.

Festivals such as Sanja Matsuri, Kanda Matsuri and the Kanamara Penis
Festival are known throughout the world. Here are three somewhat
more obscure ones to add to your to-do list.

TAMAGAWA FIREWORKS
FESTIVAL

GEINO YAMASHIROGUMI KECAK FESTIVAL

A sunny slice of Bali in the Japanese capital, this festival offers the
chance to enjoy the Indonesian holiday island’s iconic kecak dance as
well as other traditional musical performances such as gamelan and
jegog (bamboo percussion).

SHIBA PARK

Japan’s oldest park is built around the celebrated Zojoji,
the main temple of the Jodo sect of Japanese Buddhism
in the Kanto region. Catch a glimpse of the red-and-white
Tokyo Tower from the many footpaths, or sit under the
ancient ginkgo tree near the entrance.

àAug 1-5. Shinjuku Mitsui Building 55 Hiroba, 2-1-1 Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku. yamashirogumi.jp. FREE.

OJI FOX PARADE

This annual event sees locals
mark a legend by dressing up as
foxes and parade from Shozoku
Shrine to the nearby Oji Inari
Shrine for the first prayer of
the year.

Shiba Park

àDec 31 2018-Jan 1 2019. Shozoku Shrine, 2-3014 Oji, Kita. FREE.

HARAJUKU OMOTESANDO
GENKI MATSURI SUPER
YOSAKOI

Tokyo’s biggest traditional
dance festival attracts about 100
talented teams from across the
country, including some from
Kochi Prefecture, birthplace
of the festival’s titular dance,
Yosakoi.
àAug 25, 26. Omotesando, Meiji Shrine and Yoyogi
Park. www.super-yosakoi.tokyo. FREE.

Time Out Tokyo July - September, 2018
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Sumida River Fireworks Festival

BECAUSE SUMMER
34 GOES OFF WITH A BANG
Did you know Japan doesn’t
shoot up fireworks (hanabi) to
celebrate New Year? Instead, we
like to light up the sky multiple
times from midsummer to late
autumn. Traditionally, these
firework festivals take place along
river banks, where people gather
to cool down from the summer
heat. Here are Tokyo’s five most
spectacular fireworks − and they
are all free.

ADACHI FIREWORKS FESTIVAL

When: Jul 21 (Sat), 7.30pm-8.30pm
Where: Arakawa riverbank; Arakawa
Nishiarai Bridge Green Space (Umejima
Station)
First held in 1924, this annual
firework spectacle shoots about
13,600 rockets into the night sky.
Secure a spot by the river bank,

Kuramae, Tawaramachi stations)

When: Oct 13 (Sat), 6pm-7pm
Where: Futako- Tamagawa Sports
Ground (Futako-Tamagawa Station)

One of the last hanabi of the
season, and the theme changes
every year. This year, you can
look forward to an artistic and
colourful firework display
synchronised to music.

Japan’s oldest fireworks festival
dates back to 1733, where it was
held in memory of the victims
of a severe famine the previous
year. It turned into an annual
event in 1978 and is now Tokyo’s
biggest hanabi event, with close
to a million people oohhhing and
ahhing over some 22,000 rockets
lighting up the night sky.

lay down your picnic blanket, fill
up at the nearby food stalls and
prepare for a treat.

EDOGAWA FIREWORKS
FESTIVAL

SUMIDA RIVER FIREWORKS
FESTIVAL

When: Aug 4 (Sat), 7.15pm-8.30pm
Where: Edogawa riverbank, Shinozaki
Park (Shinozaki Station)

When: Jul 28 (Sat), 7pm-8.30pm
Where: Along Sumida River, between
Sakura Bridge and Kototoi Bridge
(Asakusa, Oshiage, Tokyo Skytree,
Hikifune stations), between Komagata
Bridge and Umaya Bridge (Asakusa,

The Edogawa Fireworks Festival
deploys over 13,000 rockets,
with different themes every few
minutes. This is Tokyo’s most
eastern hanabi, but don’t be late:
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Tamagawa Fireworks Festival
July - September, 2018 Time Out Tokyo
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BECAUSE THE BASEBALL
GAMES ARE SENSATIONAL
Tokyo has two professional
baseball teams: Yomiuri Giants
and Tokyo Yakult Swallows.
Their home stadiums are very
accessible so just rock up on game
day to get your tickets – get ready
to scream, shout and cheer.

shine – just don’t forget to bring
an orange-coloured towel to cheer
the home team.

BECAUSE WE
HAVE SPECIALIST
SHRINES:
DIFFERENT TEMPLES
FOR DIFFERENT
PRAYERS

Tokyo Yakult Swallows’ cosy
stadium is accessible from
both Gaienmae and Sendagaya
stations. It has an intimate setting
so you can watch the game close
to the action. Look out for the
home fans’ innovative umbrellafocused cheerleading routine.

Home of the Yomiuri Giants,
Tokyo’s largest baseball stadium
holds over 40,000 people under
its roof. Games take place rain or
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BECAUSE OF VIEWS
LIKE THIS...

style attractions – think VR-enhanced
adventure rides and a mirror-covered photo
spot – right next to a superb 360° view over the
city. Try and spot the Tokyo Skytree, Tokyo
Tower, Mt Fuji and Yokohama’s Landmark
Tower in this Instagram-worthy panorama.

Little slices of calm in the megapolis, shrines and temples are a fixture
of life in Japan. They’re devoted to either Shinto (shrines) or Buddhism
(temples), and although somewhat confusing to many outsiders, both
may be present on the same premises. They are the site of many a festival,
offer a quiet spot to pray, or are the place to go to get your hands on a lucky
charm (omamori) – quite a lot of them have specific purposes. Find the
most interesting ones on p74.

PSTEDRAK/DREAMSTIME

Meiji Jingu Stadium

àSunshine 60 Bldg 60F, 3-1 Higashi-Ikebukuro, Toshima (Ikebukuro
Station). 03 3989 3457. tinyurl.com/TOTskycircus. 10am-10pm (last
entry 9pm). ¥1,200, university and high school students ¥900, junior
high and primary school students ¥600, children aged four and older
¥300.
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This Tokyo landmark celebrates its 60th
anniversary this year with the opening
of its top deck, 100m above the existing
150m-high main observation deck, to the
public. There’s more than just a good photo
op here. The mirrored ceiling and wall
create a kaleidoscopic effect of the city view,
complemented by special light effects after
dark. The entrance fee also comes with a
souvenir photo and a multilingual audio guide
explaining the major buildings and landmarks
in the skyline.
à4-2-8 Shibakoen, Minato (Akabanebashi, Kamiyacho stations).
03 3433 5121. tinyurl.com/TOTtokyotower. Main deck 9am-11pm
(last entry 10.30pm), top deck 9am-10.15pm (last tour 10.15pm).
Main deck/top deck tour ¥900/¥2,800, junior high and primary school
students ¥500/¥1,800, children aged four or above ¥400/¥1,200.
Time Out Tokyo July - September, 2018

BUNKYO CIVIC CENTER
OBSERVATION LOUNGE

Resembling a giant spaceship, this free
observation deck is located on the 25th floor
of the Bunkyo Civic Center in central Tokyo.
Thanks to its slanted windows designed
to reduce light reflection, you can enjoy a
close view over Shinjuku with Mt Fuji in the
background on clear days. If you drop by in the
evening, look out for the illuminated Tokyo
Skytree towering over east Tokyo.
à1-16-21 Kasuga, Bunkyo (Korakuen, Kasuga stations). 03 5803
1162. tinyurl.com/TOTbunkyociviccenter. 9am-8.30pm, closed on the
3rd Sun in May and from Dec 29-Jan 3. FREE entry.

SKY CIRCUS SUNSHINE 60 OBSERVATORY
Located on Sunshine 60’s 251m-high top
floor, this observation deck features funfair-
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Sky Circus Sunshine 60
Observatory

TAKIBOU: © TAKIBOU RAKUICHI

TOKYO TOWER

BECAUSE
TOKYO IS THE
SAFEST CITY
IN THE WORLD

TOKYO TOWER

Tokyo Tower

CIT
Y PRIDE & TRIVIA

MEIJI JINGU STADIUM

TOKYO DOME

TOKYO

If you’ve walked around the city at
night, or left your belongings on a table
in a café while you’re off to the toilet,
you can attest to this. Plus, we can now
substantiate the feeling with fact: the
Economist Intelligence Unit has ranked
Tokyo as the safest city in the world for
two years in a row (2016 and 2017). Our
beloved city scored highly across the four
key factors used to evaluate the 60 cities
in the Safe Cities Index. They are digital
security, health security, infrastructure
security and personal security. Perhaps
Tokyo’s tourism tagline could be ‘Don’t
Worry, Be Happy’.
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BECAUSE WE HAVE
A MASCOT FOR
EVERYTHING
Why? Well, it seems like having
a cute mascot (yuru-kyara in
Japanese) for something as
simple as wearing your
seatbelt makes people a lot
more receptive to the message.
There’s even a yearly competition
for the best one. Needless to
say, Greater Tokyo has its fair
share of fun and quirky mascots,
including…

FUNASSYI

The official mascot for Funabashi,
Chiba is shaped like a pear (nashi)
and was originally made by a
resident wanting to cheer up their
neighbours.
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TAKIBOU

Hachioji City’s
promotional mascot
mixes the tanuki
(raccoon dog) with
a monk.

YUGEJII

This little
cloud of
steam
helps
promote
all sento
and
onsen
within
Shinjuku ward.
July - September, 2018 Time Out Tokyo

WE

TOKYO

WE
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BECAUSE
YOU CAN BE
WHOEVER YOU
WANT TO BE

Whether it’s a committed lifestyle choice, a
weekend hobby or simply a one-off passionate
act of self expression, almost every possible
interest or passion can be openly and freely
embraced in Tokyo, a city where people can be
who they truly want to be.

Book and Bed Tokyo Asakusa
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BECAUSE
TOKYO IS A
CITY THAT STILL
LOVES BOOKS
Much of the world has gone digital, but Tokyo
is still a city that loves print. Jinbocho is
nicknamed ‘bookstore town’; it’s home to
countless rare and secondhand bookstores
and publishing houses. Here are two more
venues for you book-lovers.
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FUJOSHI

Fujoshi is a term for a woman hooked on yaoi
or BL (‘Boys Love’) manga and anime where
male characters are depicted in homosexual
relationships ranging from sweet romance to
the explicitly pornographic. The creators and
audience are predominately straight females
who enjoy fantasy relationships between
handsome men, giving them the freedom to
explore sexuality and sensuality and subvert
typical gender roles. In addition to the wealth
of original BL content (from roleplaying
games and audio CDs to keychains), fans enjoy
making pairings from existing non-BL works,
TV show characters, even pop stars, and self
publish their own stories which they sell and
trade at regular conventions.

One of the most beautifully
designed bookstores in the city,
T-Site has long operating hours
that stretches past midnight.
à17-5 Sarugakucho, Shibuya (Daikanyama
Station). 03 3770 2525. tinyurl.com/TOTdts. 1F
7am-2am, 2F 9am-2am.

BOOK AND BED TOKYO
ASAKUSA

Want to sleep in a bookstore?
This unique accommodation in
Asakusa lets you doze off with a
book in hand.
àPagoda Asakusa 6F, 2-16-9 Kaminarimon,
Taito (Asakusa Station). 03 6231 6893.
bookandbedtokyo.com/en/asakusa.

ITASHA

Our public transport system may be stellar,
but you’re not a proper Tokyoite until you own
a bicycle, or more specifically, a mamachari.
An amalgamation of ‘mom’ and the shorthand
for bicycle, the mamachari is the vehicle of
choice for (short) hops around the city. On
top of that, traffic laws excuse cycling on the
pavement, making cycling in the city less
scary for those starting out. It’s a relaxed,
healthy alternative to rush hour trains.

Time Out Tokyo July - September, 2018

You’ve probably seen anime characters
appearing on smartphones or as nail art;
however, the ultimate declaration of love for
your favourite fictional 2D muse is itasha. A
portmanteau combining itai (painful) and
sha (vehicle), it sees owners decorate their
cars with huge stickers and custom artwork
featuring anime, manga and video game
characters. These big investments are an
extreme form of fandom; a grand gesture to
demonstrate one’s devotion. The cars are
proudly displayed at conventions and at
weekend gatherings in the Akihabara UDX
parking garage.

WOTAGEI

MAYUREE MOONHIRUN/DREAMSTIME

BECAUSE
CYCLING
IN TOKYO
IS WHEELY
GOOD

DAIKANYAMA T-SITE TSUTAYA
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Discover
more Tokyo
subcultures at
timeout.com/
tokyo

Light sticks are a common sight at idol group
and voice actress concerts, where fans
brandish them proudly and perform frenzied
synchronised cheering routines comprised of
shouts, jumps and swirling arm movements.
This unique form of cheerleading is called
wotagei. The rise of online video sharing
in recent years has seen groups of friends
and fans form wotagei teams, which create
increasingly complex routines and amass
strong followings online. If you ever see
flashing lights emanating from a park after
dark accompanied by hyper-pop sounds,
don’t panic – it’s probably just wotagei
enthusiasts rehearsing.
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BECAUSE
WE HAVE
A DAY FOR
ALMOST
ANYTHING
JAN 6: This day is dedicated to

the strawberry shortcake (also a
must-eat on Christmas Eve).

FEB 9: If you notice an

abrupt price cut in meat at the
supermarket, that’s because it is
Meat Day.

FEB 12: Ladies, welcome to Bra

Day, dedicated to acknowledging
your daily companion.

FEB 22: Cat lovers, circle this ‘Cat

BECAUSE
TOKYO IS AN
INSPIRATION
TO THE WORLD
Tokyo’s vibrant cityscape has starred in many
international films. You might know these...

ENTER THE VOID
Gaspar Noé, 2009

A vivid tale of reincarnation set in Shinjuku’s
Kabukicho, told through the perspective of the
soul of the protagonist Alex, who dies in the
opening sequence. Watching the film, you’ll feel
as if you’re floating through the streets of Tokyo.
Popular host club Aihonten, known for its
flashing psychedelic chandeliers, is featured.

TOKYO
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BECAUSE WE
CAN ALWAYS
DEPEND ON OUR
CONVENIENCE
STORES
Affectionately known as ‘konbini’, Tokyo
convenience stores are our BFFs for life.
They’re always open and there appears to be
one everywhere you look. You can eat all your
meals here, get free wi-fi (at selected outlets),
withdraw cash at any time of the day (most
other ATMs go offline in the evening), pay your
bills and get groceries… How would we cope
without them?

LOST IN TRANSLATION
Sofia Coppola, 2003

This critically acclaimed film about two
Americans lost in Tokyo introduced the city’s
charms to a huge international audience.
Park Hyatt Tokyo, which was featured in
some of the most memorable scenes,
has created an original ‘LIT’ cocktail in
commemoration of its starring role.

KILL BILL

Quentin Tarantino, 2003

A cult classic starring Uma Thurman, ‘Kill
Bill’ showcases Tarantino’s love for Japanese
B-movies. The restaurant Gonpachi in
Nishi-Azabu was recreated as a set for a key
fight scene.

Day’ in red and celebrate with
your furry friend.

MAR 8: Believe it or not, this day
is devoted to escalators.
MAY 9: If you thought it couldn’t

get any more bizarre, here’s a Fork
Day for you.

JUL 10: Natto Day − well we

would have been surprised if
there wasn’t a day dedicated to
these fermented beans.

SEP 3: Sleep in today because it’s
Bed Day.

NOV 1: There can’t be a Cat Day
without its counterpart. Dog
owners, please prepare some
treats.
NOV 21: A day dedicated to
Japan’s national Christmas dish:
fried chicken.
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BECAUSE
BECAUSE
WE GIVE OUT WE LOVE
FREE TISSUES LOVE
You may have seen them distributed
outside train stations, department stores
or near large intersections. These free
tissue packets are actually a marketing
tool deployed by many a Japanese
company. You’ll find a loose flyer in the
packet advertising specific goods or
services; the rest is just tissues that are
really useful to have when you’re out and
about exploring the city.
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There is still more we can do, but Tokyo’s
vibrant LGBT community sets a promising
foundation for progress. The Tokyo Rainbow
Pride event happens every year, culminating
in a colourful and family-friendly parade in
Shibuya. Shinjuku Ni-Chome is widely known
as one of the top LGBT neighbourhoods in the
region. What’s more, same-sex partnerships
are legally recognised in Shibuya, Nakano and
Setagaya wards.
July - September, 2018 Time Out Tokyo

TOKYO

WE

BECAUSE
TOKYO HAS THE
BEST PUBLIC
TRANSPORT IN
THE WORLD

BECAUSE OF
TOKYO 2020
The upcoming Olympic and Paralympic
games in Tokyo will break quite a few
records. For starters, Tokyo is the first
Asian city to host the Games twice (the
first time was in 1964). Furthermore,
the world will see five new sports being
added to the 2020 Games: baseball/
softball, karate, skateboarding, sport
climbing and surfing.
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KEISUKE TANIGAWA

BECAUSE YOU
CAN (ALMOST)
ALWAYS FIND
WHAT YOU’VE
LOST IN TOKYO

If you’re feeling jaded by life,
Tokyo will help restore your
faith in humanity. If you have
lost or misplaced personal
belongings – mobile phones,
wallets stuffed with cash,
backpacks, caps or anything
really – there’s a very high
probability you’ll recover
them. Get in touch with the
train station, the transport
company or the local police
box for help. Heck, there’s
even a website (though in
Japanese only) to check if
your lost item has been turned
in to the police.
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BECAUSE YOU CAN
EXPERIENCE ALL
OF JAPAN WITHOUT
LEAVING TOKYO
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BECAUSE WE
HAVE THE BEST
TOILETS GOING

Japan is known for its diverse regional specialities, with different
regions and prefectures producing their own craft, produce and
dishes. While we’d recommend you travel the breadth of Japan to
experience all the country has to offer, we understand the struggle:
too many things to do, too little time.
The good news is, you can find all the nation’s best bits right
here in the capital. Hokkaido crab? Head to Kitafuku in Ginza.
Sanuki udon from Kagawa prefecture? Go stand in line at Maruka
in Jinbocho. For gifts, D47 in Shibuya Hikarie carries crafts from
all 47 prefectures. There are more, as the city is littered with many
regional shops and restaurants like these. So yes, you can easily
experience the best of Japan without leaving Tokyo.

This doesn’t need an explanation: our toilets are superclean and super-high tech. If Tokyoites are feeling flush,
they can splash out on ones that even come equipped with
automatic odour-eliminating and flushing functions.
Major department stores such as Ginza Six and Isetan
Shinjuku have such great toilets it’s worth going even when
you don’t need to go. Also, check out the futuristic toilets at
Gallery Toto (Toto is Japan’s largest toilet manufacturer)
inside the departure gate of Narita Airport Terminal 2.
That’s how to leave Tokyo in style.
Time Out Tokyo July - September, 2018

TOKYO
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BECAUSE
VENDING
MACHINES
IN TOKYO
ARE A
LIFESAVER

MELPOMENEM/DREAMSTIME

WE

It is estimated that Greater Tokyo sees about
20 million train passengers a day. The world’s
three busiest train stations are in Tokyo, with
Shinjuku taking the lead as it handles more than
three million commuters a day, followed by
Shibuya and Ikebukuro. Yet the train systems in
Tokyo run like clockwork: punctual, precise and
super reliable. In fact, they are so efficient that
train companies, on rare occasions, issue public
apology not for running late, but for departing
mere seconds earlier than scheduled. Coupled
with a network of buses, there really isn’t a
corner in Tokyo which you can’t get to with
public transport plus a short walk.

SEE MORE
TIMEOUT.COM/
TOKYO

Japan has the highest concentration of
vending machines in the world. According to
the Japan Vending Machine Manufacturers
Association, the ratio’s about one vending
machine per 23 people. You can get a lot of
things from these machines: meals and snacks
like ramen, corn chowder, popcorn, canned
bread (yes, really), crisps and chocolate
bars; hot, cold and alcoholic drinks; books,
umbrellas and even hanko (personal seals).
Better yet, get a little spiritual pick-me-up;
some temples offer vending machines that
dispense omikuji, or fortune slips, at the press
of a button. Fortune cookies are so ’90s.

BECAUSE WE HAVE
54 A SOUND FOR
EVERYTHING
This city knows how to sing. Konbini
entrances set off a welcome tune whenever
you walk in, pedestrian traffic lights ring
when they turn green, and train departures
are preceded by a ringtone (the Takadanobaba
and Ebisu stations on the Yamanote line
have a very distinctive melody). And that’s
not forgetting the famous 5pm melody
from the public street speakers – the point
of this exercise is to check if the emergency
announcement system is working, but
Tokyoites have come to recognise it as a signal
to the end of the work day.
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BECAUSE TOKYO IS
SUPER ORGANISED

Tokyo is famous for its queues: at train platforms, in front of restaurants, at the concert
halls and even for a product release. We do it whenever, wherever and for whatever reason,
sometimes for hours on end, without a word of complaint. Everything is just so orderly
here. What’s the reason behind this phenomenon, you ask? The Japanese have long been
guided by the principle of politeness and being mindful of others – we’ve learned that selfdiscipline, cooperation and respect is the key to a better way of life for all. This is also one
of the main reasons why despite being the most populous city in the world, Tokyo is never
chaotic and everything seems to run smoothly.
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POINT
TO ORDER
Your ultimate soba photo menu.
By Kaila Imada

The perfect
strand

Kitsune soba

Tanuki soba

A fried tofu pocket, known as aburaage, is placed
in hot broth along with the noodles. The tofu is
slightly sweet and adds a bit of protein to
this otherwise simple dish.

Hot kake soba topped with deep-fried bits
of tempura batter, which help soak up the
broth and add some nice crunch.

Your ultimate guide to soba noodles.
By the Time Out Tokyo team.
Photography Kisa Toyoshima

the craft, you should eat the
noodles in their purest form, either
with just a dipping sauce or in a
simple hot broth. Pay attention to
the texture, look out for the slight
nuttiness, and savour the earthy
taste of the buckwheat. Hardcore
soba fans insist that slurping and
swallowing the noodles without
chewing is the most sophisticated
way to enjoy the dish. Each to their
own, we say.

KNOW YOUR SOBA

Cold soba

The unadulterated form of soba noodles,
zaru and seiro soba are simply cold
noodles served with a dipping broth
(tsuyu). Zaru refers to soba that’s topped
with seaweed whereas seiro is just plain
naked noodles.

Time Out Tokyo July - September, 2018

You’ll sometimes find the terms ‘seiro’
and ‘mori’ used interchangeably. Don’t
worry, the difference is usually just
dependant on the shape of the wicker
basket the noodles are served on –
ie round or square.

Hot soba

Kake soba are hot, soupy noodles, usually
with a clear broth. It’s said to be short for
the verb bukkake, which means ‘to pour’
or ‘to splash’.
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HOW TO
EAT COLD
SOBA

Tempura soba

Served with either hot or cold noodles, this
comes with tempura pieces. You’ll usually find a
basic assortment of tempura (prawns and mixed
vegetables) or just a simple kakiage (deep-fried
fritter usually made with chopped vegetables).

1.

You have the soba, the
dipping broth in a small
bowl, and the condiments
(wasabi and leek) on the side.
You can mix the condiments into
the broth according to taste.
Or, you could put them on your
noodles before dipping. There
are no strict rules.

Kamo nanban soba

Tororo soba

With noodles submerged in a duck-infused dashi
broth and topped with more slices of duck
as well as leek or green onions.

Topped with tororo or grated mountain yam,
resulting in a gooey, slime-like mixture that’s a lot
tastier than it looks. Served hot or cold, tororo is
high in vitamins and minerals.

2.

To avoid splatter, hold the
broth bowl close to you,
dip the noodles in the soup and
slurp it all up. Best not to bite off
the noodles mid-strand – and
of course, a slurping sound is
encouraged.

3.

At the end of your meal,
pour the soba-yu (the
water the noodles were cooked
in) into the leftover dipping
broth to create a warm soup.
The nutritious soba-yu is usually
served once you’ve finished your
noodles, and it’s been infused
with the flavour of buckwheat.

OSOBA NO KOUGA

noodles made from buckwheat
flour. While buckwheat has been
cultivated in Japan since ancient
times, it is believed that soba was
only invented in the late 16th or
early 17th century. Soba masters
in Japan continue to make them
by hand to this day, with the most
dedicated artisans using only
100 percent buckwheat flour.
Since buckwheat is notoriously
stubborn to work with, some chefs
have resorted to cutting their
noodles with wheat flour.
As you’ll discover on the next
page, there are many iterations of
soba noodles. To truly appreciate

KAILA IMADA

RAMEN AND UDON may have
their charms, but when it comes
to artistry there’s no question
that soba is the noodle numero
uno. Soba is so revered for its
elegance and refinement that
the widely circulated video of
soba master Tatsuru Rai making
noodles at Rene Redzepi’s MAD
food conference in Copenhagen
in 2014 became essential viewing
for discriminating foodies and
was hailed as ‘soba porn’. All that
rolling and slapping seemed to
make a mark…
Strip away the virtuosity and
finesse and soba are simply

Oroshi soba

With grated daikon on either hot or cold soba.
A refreshing option in the warmer months,
the spiciness of the raw radish helps
awaken your appetite.

Tsukimi soba

Topped with a raw egg. When hot, the broth
will slowly poach the egg; on cold noodles,
the runny yolk acts as a rich sauce.
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Sudachi soba

This refreshingly zesty soba features perfectly
round slices of sudachi lime, the Japanese citrus
that’s a cross between yuzu, lime and orange.
Typically served cold on a hot summer’s day, it can
also be eaten warm.

July - September, 2018 Time Out Tokyo
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Eating & Drinking

TIME OUT LOVES

The city’s best...

Soba restaurants

Kakigori

TOKYO DOSANJIN

NAGASAKA SARASINA

MOMIJIYA

Nagasaka Sarasina

Tokyo Dosanjin

One of Tokyo’s most venerable noodle joints,
this soba shop has been in business since
1884. The restaurant is extremely down-toearth, and you can tell it’s good just by looking
at the queue that forms outside before it even
opens. The power-packed yet comforting
dashi broth is also available for takeaway.

In operation since the 1780s, this widely
acclaimed soba shop turns out two types
of buckwheat noodles, one using ground
buckwheat for a darker colour, and another
using the polished buckwheat grain to create
a whiter noodle that’s just so silky smooth.
If you’re getting seiro or dipping soba, you’ll be
given spicy and sweet soba tsuyu separately so
you can mix to taste. The shop also offers dried
version of their noodles and packaged sauces
for you to recreate at home.

Located along the Meguro River, this quaint
soba restaurant is open for both lunch and
dinner – prepare to stand in line for the former,
and ensure you make a reservation for the
latter. They’ve got all the classics here, from
your tempura and tororo soba to the refreshing
sudachi soba that’s always a good option in the
warmer months. The soba noodles are made
from scratch, and depending on your order,
are adjusted for the perfect flavour,
texture and consistency.

à 1-8-7 Azabu-Juban, Minato (Azabu-Juban Station). 03 3585 1676.
nagasakasarasina.co.jp. 11am-9.30pm.

à B1F, 3-19-8 Aobadai, Meguro (Nakameguro Station). 03 6427 7759.
toukyou-dosanjin.com. 11.30am-3pm, 6pm-11pm, closed Mon.

Sagatani
Open 24 hours a day, this soba shop offers
quality food at rock-bottom prices – everything
is well under ¥1,000. Simply order your soba
at the vending machine up front and you’ll be
served in a matter of minutes. Sagatani doesn’t
skimp on quality: they make their own soba
with buckwheat that’s ground up at the front
of the restaurant. You can also add on toppings
such as fried chicken, tororo grated yam and
even eggplant tempura. With prices this low,
you might as well pile it on.

à 7-14-18 Roppongi, Minato (Roppongi Station). 03 5772 6657.
tinyurl.com/TOThonmuraan. 12noon-2.30pm, 5.30pm-10pm, Sat, Sun
& hols until 9.30pm, closed Mon, 1st & 3rd Tue of every month.

à 2-14-5 Nishi-Azabu (Roppongi, Hiroo stations). 03 3797 6860.
osobanokouga.com. 11.30am-3pm, 5pm-9pm, Sat 11.30am-6pm,
closed Sun & Mon.
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à 2-25-7 Dogenzaka, Shibuya (Shibuya Station). 03 6416 4248.
tinyurl.com/TOTsagatani. 24 hours daily.

MAIN PHOTO: KISA TOYOSHIMA

Osoba no Kouga
Owner Hiroshi Kouga has been making soba
for over 20 years. The restaurant’s small size
is deliberate as it enables Kouga to have better
control over the quality and consistency of
his food, while allowing him to pay more
attention to his customers. The buckwheat is
brought in from farmer mills in Iruma (Saitama
Prefecture), and the restaurant uses a careful
ratio of buckwheat to wheat flour to create
that ideal texture. Popular items on the menu
include the decadent uni soba; their lunch
sets are also noteworthy.
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KAILA IMADA

OSOBA NO KOUGA

Honmura An

This Sangenjaya café serves
kakigori year round, but during
its busiest period in summer,
it’s not uncommon to wait up to
an hour for a seat. But the Instafamous shaved ice desserts are
worth it. The seasonal flavours
are always good, but we like the
perennial favourites: the mint
chocolate combo and the punchy
strawberry with sweet apricot
kernel milk.
à B1F, 2-23-5 Taishido, Setagaya
(Sangenjaya Station). fb.com/banpaku.
since2015. 12noon-6pm (last order 5.30pm).

GINZA GINGER

Start slurping at this upscale Roppongi eatery,
which has found success in both New York
and Tokyo. New York soba fans grieved when
owner Koichi Kobari called it quits in the Big
Apple to take over his late father’s soba shop
in Tokyo. Honmura An’s menu is available in
English and features an extensive list of wines
from California. Besides their handmade
soba, the restaurant also offers tasting menus
highlighting the best seasonal produce and
ingredients. We are particularly fond
of the house special uni soba.

KAKIGORI KISSA BANPAKU

à 3-19-15 Umeda, Adachi (Umejima Station).
080 5543 0273. momijiya.tokyo.
12noon-5pm (last orders), closed Tue.

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

Kanda Matsuya

à 1-13 Kanda-Sudacho, Chiyoda (Awajicho, Ogawamachi, Kanda
stations). 03 3251 1556. tinyurl.com/TOTkandamatsuya. 11am-8pm,
Sat & hols 11am-7pm, closed Sun.

This small kakigori shop is worth
the trek up to Adachi. Its solid
menu boasts year-round flavours
including milk tea, cocoa and
kinako (roasted soybean powder).
However, you’ll want to keep an
eye out for its speciality menu,
which is informed by seasonal
fruit. You can be sure that there
are always something new on the
menu – more reasons to come
back often.

It sounds so simple – shaved ice topped with syrup – but
kakigori is a lifesaver during Tokyo’s sticky summer days.
New flavours (tiramisu or caramel, anyone?) and trends
(Taiwanese-style with loads of fruit) mean that the ice is
always evolving. Here are our current favourites.

KISA TOYOSHIMA

KAILA IMADA

Ice, ice baby. Here are Tokyo’s best
shaved ice desserts to beat the
summer heat. By Kaila Imada

HAIMURU COFFEE

This Ginza shop and café
specialises in ginger syrups and
fruit confitures, and its shaved
ice creations combine the two.
The year-round kakigori menu
consists of shaved ice topped
with housemade ginger milk
and served with a jar of confiture
(kiwi, strawberry or orange
ginger). Its monthly seasonal
selections are equally stunning:
think foamy espuma or milk tea
cream topped with blueberries
and mini macarons.

At this ramen and kakigori joint, owner Naoki Saito is something
of a shaving specialist. He used to plane surfboards by hand before
moving on to ice and surf’s loss is definitely kakigori’s gain. While
most kakigori places just pile on the ice, Saito creates his icy heap
with a hollow centre to keep it from melting too quickly. The café is
famous for its housemade condensed milk, which is drizzled on to
form the base for your chosen topping. Experimentalists should opt
for pistachio cassis, strawberry espuma or avocado caramel.

à 1F-2F, 1-4-3 Ginza, Chuo (Ginza Station).
03 3538 5011. cep-shop.co.jp.
11am-8pm (last order 7pm).

à J-Box 2F, 3-12-3 Hatanodai, Shinagawa (Hatanodai Station). 03 6426 8848.
bumbunblaucafe.com. 12noon-3pm (last orders 2.30pm), 6pm-11pm (last orders 10.30pm),
Sun & hols 12noon-4pm (last orders 3.30pm), closed Wed.

BUMBUNBLAUCAFE WITH BEEHIVE
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This tiny shop is known for
both its ramen and kakigori,
which sets itself apart from
the icy competition with a
fizzy ‘sparkling espuma’ foam.
Order the stellar strawberry
espuma which tastes like a
frozen daiquiri, the fizzy mint
chocolate espuma, or the
glistening fig kakigori with
creamy dollops of cheese that
tastes just like a cheesecake.
à 2-16-1 Koyama, Shinagawa (MusashiKoyama Station). 03 6451 3768. twitter.com/
haimuru2014. 11.30am-6.30pm, closed Mon.
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Your ultimate guide to traditional
Japanese attire, plus their new and
modern interpretations.
By Tabea Greuner

YUKATA

THE JAPANESE KIMONO is one of the world’s

most iconic traditional item of clothing. It
is instantly recognisable, with its simple yet
elegant cut, intricate patterns, diverse colours
and luxurious fabric. But it’s not the only
classical clothing Japan has in its repertoire.
Here’s a breakdown of the top traditional
Japanese garments you need to know. Plus,
we also take a look at the brands that are
reinventing these outfits with a modern eye.

KIMONO, YUKATA: FAST&SLOW/PIXTA; HAORI: GETAGETA/PHOTO AC; JINBEI: LUFIMORGAN /DREAMSTIME

KIMONO

Time Out Tokyo July - September, 2018

Literally meaning ‘a thing to wear’, the
kimono used to be the daily garment worn
by both men and women. However, due to
western influences in the late 19th century, its
prominence started to gradually recede. These
days, it’s mostly reserved for special and formal
occasions, such as wedding ceremonies and
the Coming of Age Day. The kimono
dress code denotes different
colours, patterns and designs based
on age and marital status.
A traditional-style kimono is
made from long pieces of silk
fabric, sewn together by hand,
while a complete outfit
involves putting on 12 or more
separate pieces. The length
of the straight-lined T-shaped
robe can be adjusted by folding
the excess fabric around your
waist and securing it with a koshi
himo belt before layering on the
more ornate obi belt. Do note that
you should fold the left side over the
right as the other way around is only
used to dress the dead for burial.
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These are jacket-length lightweight coats worn
over kimono. The strings attached to the lapels
let you decide if you want to wear them open or
closed. Haori for men are a little bit shorter and
tend to come in simple designs, while the ones
for women feature a larger variety of colours
and patterns. In the past few years, the haori
has conquered the global fashion scene as a
trendy jacket.
Known as the
casual/summer
kimono, yukata are
made from cotton
or synthetic fabric.
Back in the day, they
were worn in public
baths to cover the
body and dry you
off – like particularly
snazzy bathrobes.
This tradition hasn’t
changed; yukata
are still provided
at onsen and
ryokan (traditional
Japanese inns).
Another
opportunity to wear
the yukata is during
summer festivals
and firework
displays, since the
light fabric is perfect for the humid weather.
The yukata for men are shorter and generally
more muted in colour and
design compared to women’s,
which often boast bright colours
and floral motifs.

JINBEI

This two-piece outfit, consisting of short
pants and a short-sleeved jacket, was
traditionally worn by men, but has
recently become very popular among
women as well with its yukata-like design.
Made from cotton or linen, it is perfect
for hot summer days and is mostly worn
around the house or at firework festivals.
The sleeves of jinbei are not directly sewn
to the jacket, but instead are attached by
linen threads, which form open slits for
air circulation.

These days, more and more brands and
designers are reinventing traditional
Japanese attire to make them relevant
again to city folk. These refreshed styles
are slowly making headway with the
international fashion set, who have shown
great interest in adopting the modern
interpretations and the new ways of
wearing. Here are our favourites.

KIMONO CAPS BY WONDER FABRIC

Truth is, most of us don’t get to wear kimono in our daily
lives, but Wonder Fabric has a genius solution to help
foster our love for the traditional garment. The brand is
breathing new life into vintage kimono and obi-sashes
by upcycling the fabric into a modern fashion staple
– the cap. The best part is, every cap is unique since
there’s limited amount of fabric in each piece
of kimono.

MODERN JAPANESE
FASHION BY Y. & SONS

If you’re searching for a stylish and
contemporary take on the kimono,
yukata or haori, look no further than
the renowned men’s kimono tailor
Y. & Sons. It has a knack for designing
traditional attire with a modern eye,
bringing these garments bang up to
date. The heritage inspiration in its
outfits is evident, but they now look so
effortlessly cool and street ready, thanks
to a keen eye for cut and fabrication.
Besides ready-made pieces and the
accompanying accessories, Y. & Sons
also offers bespoke services.

à wonderfabric.com

à2-17-2 Sotokanda, Chiyoda (Ochanomizu
Station). 03 5294 7521. yandsons.com.
11am-8pm, closed Wed.

MODEL: YUKIHIDE HARADA / PHOTO: MASAYA TAKAGI

Saving
grace

HAORI

OUTDOOR KIMONO BY SNOW PEAK

Japanese outdoor lifestyle creator Snow Peak has shocked the local fashion scene by
launching a line of stylish kimono for outdoor adventures. This new rugged kimono is
made with a light, breathable and water-resistant material, perfect for a camping trip
or just a stroll in the woods. Created in co-operation with a long-established kimono
manufacturer, Snow Peak’s outdoor kimono is easy to wear and can be quickly fastened
with buttons or using a thin detachable sash that’s fitted with snap-fit buckle. Or, you
could just wear it open as a fancy coat.
àSnow Peak Omotesando, 6-2-6 Jingumae, Shibuya (Meiji-Jingumae Station). 03 6805 1452.
snowpeak.co.jp. Mon-Thu, Sun 11am-8pm, Fri, Sat 11am-9pm.
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Little Tokyo
How to hit the classic Tokyo experiences
with kids in tow. By Amanda Imasaka

MEET HELLO KITTY AT PUROLAND

Sanrio’s Puroland is an indoor theme park centred around energetic live
shows, character meet-and-greets and photo opportunities, making it
the perfect place for families with young kids who can’t yet enjoy rides.
Older kids with a love for Hello Kitty and her friends, or Gudetama, will
find plenty to entertain themselves with, too. Make sure to catch the
colourful parade, which takes place twice a day, usually in the afternoon.

à Aug 25 & 26. Koenji Station. tinyurl.com/TOTawaodori.
5pm-8pm.

à 1-31 Ochiai, Tama (Tama-Center Station). 042 339 1111. tinyurl.com/TOTsanriopuroland. Weekdays
10am-5pm, extended opening hours on weekends and selected holidays.

children’s menus and high chairs
for little ones. Chinese restaurant
Brasserie Ginza Aster Subaru is
our pick; here you can splurge on a
set menu and child’s plate for less
than it would be to go up one of the
vantage points.

NATIONAL DIET LIBRARY

be sure to make a stop at the
cosplay desk where you can pick
from hundreds of costumes. Kids
costumes only cost ¥100 to rent,
with adults setting you back ¥200.
There are changing rooms, lockers
and even vanity mirrors for styling
your hair or applying makeup.
Blokes are out of luck though; men
are only allowed to enter this floor
when accompanied by a female
companion.

From July to early September, Tokyo is
host to hundreds of summer festivals.
Some are small, like the Tanabata
festival in the back alleys of east Ueno,
and some are massive. Definitely
falling into the latter category, Koenji’s
Awaodori attracts more than one
million people to Suginami in western
Tokyo every August. The festival
features hundreds of traditional
dance troupes from all over Japan
and children will love the pounding
taiko drums and vibrant outfits.
Early afternoons are the best time for
families to visit when the crowds are
more manageable.

2018 SANRIO CO. LTD.

ENJOY A
QUINTESSENTIAL
JAPANESE SUMMER
FESTIVAL AT
AWAODORI

à 1-1-2 Oshiage, Sumida (Oshiage Station). 0570
55 0102. tinyurl.com/TOTsolamachsc. 10am-9pm,
restaurants’ opening hours vary.

ENJOY CHEAP JAPANESE
HOMESTYLE COOKING
AT THE LIBRARY

à Tech 35 Bldg, 1-21-1 Higashi-Ikebukuro, Toshima
(Ikebukuro Station). 03 3981 6906. tempo.sega.jp/
en/am/ikebukuro. 10am-12midnight daily.
DISNEY

Housed in a beautiful building
renovated by the famed Tadao
Ando, the International Library
of Children’s Literature (an
offshoot of the National Diet
Library) carries around 400,000
books from 160 countries.
You’ll be glad to know that the
kid-friendly café on site also
offers delicious, cheap food.
The set menus change daily, but
always feature pasta, fish and
meat options. There’s always
something for the little ones, and
nothing costs more than ¥720.
Plus, they don’t skimp on the
portion sizes either.

GET A BIRTHDAY STICKER AT
TOKYO DISNEYLAND & SEA

à 1-1 Maihama, Urayasu, Chiba (Maihama Station).
0570 00 8632. tinyurl.com/TOTdisneyresort. Opens
between 8am-9am depending on days, closes at 10pm.
Time Out Tokyo July - September, 2018

DINE WITH A VIEW AT
TOKYO SOLAMACHI

Looking for an aeriel view of
Tokyo? You can skip the crowds
at the city’s several observation
decks – plus entrance fees – and
still admire the cityscape from
up high at Tokyo Solamachi
shopping centre. Book a lunch at
one of the 31st-floor restaurants
and take in the view without the
endless whines of ‘how much
longer?’. (There’s a good view on
the 30th floor as well, as pictured.)
All the eateries are surprisingly
kid-friendly, with good-value

TRY COSPLAY AND PURIKURA
AT SEGA IKEBUKURO GIGO

Combining dressing up and
selfies, the Sega game centre has
something to appeal to kids of
all ages. On the sixth floor you’ll
find row upon row of purikura
(sticker picture) machines. Before
stepping inside one of the booths,
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The lake is especially photogenic
during the cherry blossom season
and in autumn, but at other times
of the year, the swan boats, which
are available to hire, help create a
fairytale setting. Do note that birdfeeding is prohibited at the park.
à Kichijoji Station. 0422 42 3712. tinyurl.com/
TOTinokashirapark. Apr-Jul 10am-5.50pm, Aug
10am-6.20pm.

à 2-28-1 Asakusa, Taito (Asakusa Station).
03 3842 8780. tinyurl.com/TOThanayashiki.
10am-6pm (irregular closing days).

TAKE ON THE RIDES AT THE
OLDEST AMUSEMENT PARK
IN JAPAN

FEAST ON SUSHI AT A
CONVEYOR BELT SUSHI
RESTAURANT

GO ON A SWAN BOAT RIDE AT
INOKASHIRA PARK IN KICHIJOJI

TOKYO-SKYTREETOWN

Disneyland is always a special
place for children, but the Magic
Kingdom kicks things up a gear on
birthdays. If you time your visit to
coincide with the month of your
child’s birthday, you can request a
special birthday sticker from one
of the cast members in the park for
free. The sticker – which has your
child’s name and birthdate on it –
will turn them into a celebrity for
the day. Wherever they go in the
park employees will greet them
with a ‘happy birthday!’. There
are other perks as well, including
special birthday signs which their
favourite characters will hold while
having their picture taken at official
photo spots.

Japan’s oldest amusement park
which has been in operation for
over 160 years. It’s lost none of
its charm over the decades and
families still flock to this compact
park. In addition to a selection of
traditional carnival rides, there
are also ‘panda’ rides and the
first multi-level maze in Tokyo,
which – much like most children
– will delight and puzzle in equal
measure.

Ever wondered about the
screams that can be heard from
the otherwise peaceful grounds
of Sensoji Temple in Asakusa?
They come from Hanayashiki,

Conveyor belt sushi is no doubt
on everyone’s Japan bucket list,
especially if the restaurant allows
you to order using digital displays
attached to your table. Sushiro in

Ikebukuro is one such joint. It is a
cheap, family-friendly restaurant
with a varied menu focused on
sushi, but with alternative options
for smaller, more picky, eaters
including salad, ramen and fried
chicken.

à 12-49 Ueno Park, Taito (Ueno Station). 03
3827 2069. kodomo.go.jp/english. 9.30am-5pm,
closed Mon, 3rd Wed, national holidays, around
New Years.

TAKE A CRUISE ALONG THE
SUMIDA RIVER

A water bus is a fun alternative
to squishing the family onto
crowded trains when trying to
navigate between mainland
Tokyo and Odaiba. Himiko
and Hotaluna are two boats
operated by the Tokyo Cruise Ship
Company that ferry passengers
between Asakusa and Odaiba,
with a few stops in between. The
boats look futuristic with their
large windows offering panoramic
views of the Sumida River and its
many colourful bridges. Once on
board you can enjoy a variety of
drinks and snacks, including sake
cocktails for the adults and ice
cream for the kids. Depending on
your destination, rides can take
anywhere from 5-70 minutes.
à 1-1-1 Hanakawado, Taito (Asakusa pier).
suijobus.co.jp.

à Face Ikebukuro Bldg B1, 1-16-18 MinamiIkebukuro, Toshima (Ikebukuro Station). 03 5396
7148. akindo-sushiro.co.jp. Mon-Fri 11am-11.30pm
(last order 11pm), weekend and holidays
10.30am-11.30pm (last order 11pm).
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TIME OUT LOVES

Fishing spots
in Tokyo
Tokyo has numerous ponds set up for city folk looking to
find some peace and quiet while waiting for a fish to bite. It’s
quite meditative, says Mari Hiratsuka. Map illustrations by
Mayumi Hashimoto and Miso Okada

1.

SUZUKI-EN

A traditional fishing pond built
in 1924, Suzuki-en features ponds of
common and crucian carp, as well as a
fishing tank of goldfish. The latter is a
sight to behold, teeming with not only
Japanese Wakin, but also the expensive
Ryukin (fantail goldfish), Oranda,
Azuma Nishiki (calico oranda) and
Ranchu (lionhead goldfish). You can
take home up to three fish per hour from
this tank – so aim for the more expensive
species. Suzuki-en is the perfect place to
introduce novices to the joys of Japanese
fishing, as the owner and regular patrons
here are ready to teach you some fishing
tips and tricks.
à3-38-33 Asagaya-minami, Suginami (Asagaya Station).
03 3398 0607. 8am-5pm, closed Fri. ¥600 per hour
(includes pole and bait).

2.

BENKEIBASHI BOAT PIER

Located near Akasaka-Mitsuke
Station, this fishing pond is dwarfed
by its surrounding high-rise hotels
and skyscrapers, but that adds to the
charm. You can choose to fish from
the floating pier or on a boat; pole
and bait are included in the entrance
price. Benkeibashi often hosts fishing
tournaments throughout the year as
well as seminars for beginners. It’s open
all year, except on regularly scheduled
closing days and during bad weather.
à4-26 Kioicho, Chiyoda (Akasaka-Mitsuke Station). 03
3238 0012. tinyurl.com/TOTbbp. 9am-6pm (reception
closes at 5pm). Sat, Sun & hols in May-Sep 6am-6pm
(5pm), Oct-Mar 9am-sunset, closed Wed. ¥1,500 per hour
for boat fishing, ¥860 per hour for fishing pond (includes
pole and bait).

3.

KINGYOZAKA

Not far from Tokyo University’s
main campus, this goldfish farm has
350 years of history. The premises are
littered with bowls and tanks, all filled
with a variety of goldfish and Nishikigoi
(Japanese carp). You can try goldfish
scooping (where you use a dipper made
from paper), or bait for goldfish with a

rod in the pond. Don’t forget to check
out the onsite café and order the very
popular set lunch.
à5-3-15 Hongo, Bunkyo (Hongo-Sanchome
Station). 03 3815 7088. tinyurl.com/TOTkingyozaka.
11.30am–9.30pm, closed Mon (Tue if Mon is a holiday)
and 3rd Thu of every month. ¥500 per 30min (includes pole
and bait).

4.

ICHIGAYA FISH CENTER

This fish pond is conveniently
located in Ichigaya, right in the centre of
the metropolitan area, which probably
explains why it is so packed on weekends
and holidays. Here you can fish for carp
and goldfish, and enjoy traditional
games such as goldfish and superball
scooping. Don’t worry if you come
empty-handed; you can rent a fishing
rod while bait are available for sale.
à1-1 Ichigaya-tamachi, Shinjuku (Ichigaya Station). 03
3260 1324. tinyurl.com/TOTifc. 12am-8pm, Sat & Sun
9am-7pm. ¥780 per hour, pole ¥100, bait ¥100.

5.

SHINAGAWA FISHING GARDEN

Looking for a rainy day activity?
This fishing pond, which was once
the swimming pool of the nowdecommissioned Hotel Pacific Tokyo,
has a partly covered area. Fishing gear
including tackle is provided, but do note
that this is a catch-and-release facility –
so no taking home the black carp.
à3-13-3 Takanawa, Minato (Shinagawa Station).
fishinggarden.com. 070 5561 8289. 11am-9pm, Sat, Sun
& hols 9am-9pm. Adults ¥790 per hour, child ¥590 per hour,
gear rental ¥400.

6.

MUSASHINO-EN FISHING
POND

The huge Wadabori Park is home to
baseball diamonds, tennis courts, cycling
tracks, barbecue pits – and five fishing
ponds. Come here for carp and goldfish,
and yes, they provide fishing rod and bait.
There’s a dining area onsite, where you
can refuel on snacks and drinks.
à2-22-3 Omiya, Suginami (Eifukucho Station). 03 3312
2723. tinyurl.com/TOTmfp. 9am-5pm, closed Tue. ¥700 per
hour (includes pole and bait).
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Oizumi Anime Gate

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

Blessed are
the geeks

from 10am (JST) on the 10th of
each month, and they usually
sell out on that morning itself.
There are also more locales in
the residential areas, like the
Suginami Animation Museum
(which is free) or Nerima’s Oizumi
Anime Gate, a path lined with
statues of old-school anime
characters including Joe from
‘Ashita no Joe’ and Maetel from
‘Galaxy Express 999’. A trip much
further west, to Ome, will bring
you to the Ome Akatsuka Fujio
Kaikan Museum, dedicated to the
creator of Osomatsu-kun and other
legendary gag (ie comedic) manga.
Wander the streets of west Tokyo
and you may randomly come
across one of your favourite anime

Interested in anime and manga culture? Here’s your
guide to Tokyo’s hidden otaku gems. By Matt Schley
anime, manga and video games,
Akihabara is located on the
east side of the Yamanote Line.
However, some of Tokyo’s richest
anime offerings actually lie out
west. First, take the Chuo Line
just past Shinjuku to Nakano and
check out Nakano Broadway,
a maze-like mall (so maze-like,
in fact, it was supposedly the
inspiration for some ‘Dragon

Time Out Tokyo July - September, 2018

AKIHABARA
TOP THREE

BE A PILGRIM

Ome Akatsuka Fujio Kaikan Museum

THE OTAKU (GEEK) MECCA for

> Oizumi Anime Gate, 1-29-7 Higashi-Oizumi, Nerima
(Oizumi Gakuen Station).
> Ome Akatsuka Fujio Kaikan Museum, 66
Sumiecho, Ome (Ome Station). 04 2820 0355. omeakatsukafujio-museum.com. 10am-5pm, closed Mon.
> Musashino Campus, 2-1-9 Nakacho, Musashino
(Mitaka Station). 04 2236 6218. musashinocampus.com. Lunch 11am-2.30pm, dinner
5.30pm-9.30pm.

Quest’ dungeons) packed full of
obscure anime, manga and video
game memorabilia. Okay, we
admit it – Broadway isn’t much of
a deep cut these days as it’s gaining
popularity, but hidden or not, a
gem it remains.
Head west from Nakano to
find more otaku options. For one,
there’s the wildly popular Ghibli
Museum in Mitaka – tickets for
the following month go on sale
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studios – a huge number are based
in these ‘burbs. They’re mostly
housed in nondescript buildings,
but one of our favourites,
Production I.G, actually has a
small gift shop and a fantastic
wood-fired oven pizza restaurant
called Musashino Campus. The
food is good, but fans can also feast
their eyes on the back wall which is
signed and doodled on by some of
anime’s biggest stars.
> Nakano Broadway, 5-25-12 Nakano, Nakano
(Nakano Station). nbw.jp. Hours vary by shop.
> Ghibli Museum, 1-1-83 Shimorenjaku, Mitaka
(Mitaka Station). ghibli-museum.jp. 10am-6pm,
closed Tue.
> Suginami Animation Museum, 3-29-5 Kamiogi,
Suginami (Ogikubo Station). sam.or.jp. 10am-6pm,
closed Mon.

‘Fans have made
it a hobby to
seek out real life
anime locations
in journeys
that’ve become
known as “anime
pilgrimages”’

Mogra

The iconic staircase from
'Your Name'; Right: a figurine
from Wonder Festival

MATT SCHLEY

Want to live an anime life?
The last decade or so has seen
an increase in films and TV
shows set in real-life locations
(many with near-photo realistic
backgrounds), and fans have made
it a hobby – nay, a religion – to seek
out these locations in journeys
that’ve become known as ‘anime
pilgrimages’.
Some of the most noteworthy
pilgrimage locations are a day
trip from Tokyo – for example,
Chichibu in Saitama, the setting
for the 2011 anime TV series
‘Anohana’; and Nuzamu in
Shizuoka, where the girls of the hit
manga and anime TV series ‘Love
Live! Sunshine!!’ make their home.
But other spots can be found right
in the city: like those from the
2016 hit film/series ‘Your Name’.
Couples have sought out that
film’s iconic staircase (just south
of Yotsuya-Sanchome Station) to
replicate its fateful final scene. In
fact, the location has reportedly
become so busy that director
Makoto Shinkai, who used to
enjoy walks there, can no longer go
without being mobbed.
Other neighbourhoods that
might strike a chord include
Ikebukuro, the setting of popular
franchise ‘Durarara!!’ (key
locations: Ikebukuro West Gate
Park, Sunshine City) and Shibuya,
where ‘The Boy and the Beast’s

Kyuta slips down a dark alleyway
and finds himself in a parallel
universe. Who knows what you’ll
find in the random corners at this
part of town?
If you’re shuddering at the
thought of getting lost, leave
things to the professionals.
Several tourism companies now
offer anime-based tour packages:
check out animetourism88.com or
anime-tourism.jp.

DID SOMEONE SAY PARTY?

Forget the stale stereotype of
anime fans as homebodies – we
like to get out and have fun as much
as anyone – and there’s nothing
like a mutual interest to break
through the language barrier and
meet some mutual fans.
It should come as no surprise
that the biggest city in the world
has no shortage of anime-related
events and parties. The largest,
and perhaps best-known, is Comic
Market, or Comiket for short,
which takes place twice a year (in
winter and summer) at Tokyo Big
Sight. Founded back in 1975 as a
way for creators of unofficial fan
comics (doujinshi) to share their
stuff, Comiket has expanded to
cover every facet of the industry
(from manga to anime), and

brought in a whopping 550,000
visitors last winter, including
plenty of impressive cosplayers.
Other large-scale events in
Tokyo include AnimeJapan,
held every year also at Big
Sight – this one is officially
industry sponsored, and
features publishers, studios and
broadcasters showing off their
latest wares with flashy booths and
guest appearances by voice actors
and other celebs. Further afield at
Makuhari Messe, there’s Wonder
Festival, a biannual event every
summer (July 29) and winter
dedicated to highly-detailed,
limited-edition models known
as ‘garage kits’, and Tokyo Game
Show (September 20-23), which is
pretty much what it sounds like.
Outside these mega events,
there are a host of smaller events
celebrating anime, manga, video
games and other subcultural
goodness going on somewhere
in Tokyo regularly, including DJ
parties featuring nothing but
anime songs, talks with creators,
all-night movie marathons, cosplay
meetups and even group blind
dates to help the fans find each
other. For a start, we recommend
Facebook event listings, or even a
simple Google search – you may
want to use the Japanese text: アニメ
(‘anime’ in katakana).
Comiket

If you’re looking for a place to
dance to anime or video game
tunes, club Mogra is hard to beat.
There are parties going on almost
every night (check the website
for details), but we’re big on
AniSphere, a monthly, multilingual
event aimed at bringing in
international fans.
à 3-11 Akihabara, Taito (Akihabara
Station). 03 6206 8338.
club-mogra.jp.

Maid cafés

One thing on many geeks’ Tokyo
bucket lists is a visit to a maid
café, and Akiba’s got the highest
concentration in Japan.They aren’t
hard to find, but the cafés closest
to the station are also the most
meh. Our two favourites are off the
beaten path. Jam has a surprisingly
large selection of craft beer while
Little TGV is dedicated entirely to
trains (rather than ‘hello’, the maids
greet you with ‘welcome aboard!’).
à Jam Akihabara, 3-2-13 Sotokanda,
Chiyoda (Akihabara Station).
03 3253 1855. jam-akiba.com.
11.30am-11pm.
à Little TGV, 3-10-5 Sotokanda,
Chiyoda (Akihabara Station). 03 3255
5223. littletgv.com. 6pm-11pm.

Little TGV

Kanda Shrine

This shrine’s proximity to Akiba
has made it a go-to spiritual spot
for electronics and anime fans,
and the shrine has capitalised
on this geeky foot traffic, offering
talismans to ward off computer
viruses, anime-themed votive
ema boards and more. In fact,
taking a look at what fans have
written—and drawn!—on their
ema boards is half the fun of
visiting this anime holy spot.
à Kanda Shrine, 2-16-2 Sotokanda,
Chiyoda (Ochanomizu Station).
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ESSENTIAL
EXHIBITIONS

IMAGE OF STUDIO LIVE RECORDING BY CORNELIUS (FILM: TETSURO INAGAKI).

A master of optical illusions,
Maurits Cornelis Escher (aka MC
Escher) is revered for his hypnotic
woodcut prints and lithographs
that are based on mathematical
principles. For the 120th
anniversary of his birth, the Ueno
Royal Museum is hosting this
retrospective exhibition featuring
works on loan from The Israel
Museum. That includes some of
Escher’s greatest hits, including
the roughly four-metre long
‘Metamorphosis II’. The exhibition
is divided into eight parts, each
focusing on a different theme. It
all makes for a beautifully brainboggling afternoon’s browsing.

SPLITTING, 1974 © THE ESTATE OF GORDON
MATTA-CLARK; COURTESY THE ESTATE OF
GORDON MATTA-CLARK AND DAVID ZWIRNER,
NEW YORK/LONDON/HONG KONG

àThe Ueno Royal Museum, until Jul 29. 1-2 Ueno
Koen, Taito. 03 3833 4191. tinyurl.com/TOTescher.
10am-5pm, until 8pm Fri & Sat.

GORDON MATTA-CLARK:
MUTATION IN SPACE

A seminal figure in America’s
conceptual art scene, Gordon
Time Out Tokyo July - September, 2018

Duchamp, Robert Smithson,
Cristo and more in his work. At
the MOMAT, you’ll have access
to over 200 pieces, ranging from
sculptures and drawings to films,
photographs and related materials.
The biggest of his building cuts,
‘Splitting: Four Corners’, will also
have its Japan debut.

Matta-Clark, who died prematurely
at just 35 years old in 1978, is finally
getting his first solo exhibition
in Asia. A trained architect, his
signature ‘building cuts’ are
sometimes seen as a rejection
of all the profession stands for
and you can also find traces of
fellow disruptors such as Marcel
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àThe National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo, until
Sep 17. 3-1 Kitanomaru Koen, Chiyoda. 10am-5pm
Tue-Thu, Sun; 10am-9pm Fri, Sat, closed Mon (Tue if
Mon is a holiday).

AUDIO ARCHITECTURE

Better known as Cornelius, Keigo
Oyamada’s new composition,
Audio Architecture, is dissected
by a variety of artists at this epic
exhibition. Directed by Yugo
Nakamura, who has worked
with Oyamada in the past,
nine artists have created their
own interpretation of Audio
Architecture in videographic
works, which span anything
from film, animation and dance
to graphic design, illustration,
programming and media design.
Throughout it all, Oyamada’s piece
will be played on loop creating an
immersive experience.
à21_21 Design Sight, until Oct 14. 9-7-6 Akasaka,
Minato. 03 3475 2121. 10am-7pm, closed Tue.

The prehistoric Jomon Period
in Japanese history is thought to
have started over 13,000 years ago.
There is still a remarkable amount
of well-preserved artefacts from
that time, including the trademark
pottery beloved by sculptor Taro
Okamoto, intriguing clay figurines
and ornaments. A selection of
the best is displayed at the Tokyo
National Museum in this largescale exhibition. Don’t miss the six
National Treasures of the Jomon
Period, including the humanoid
clay female figurine ‘Jomon
Venus’, on display from July 31
until Sep 2.
à Tokyo National Museum, Jul 3-Sep 2. 13-9 Ueno
Koen, Taito. 03 5777 8600. 9.30am-5pm (until 8pm
Fri, Sat, 6pm Sun and Jul 16), closed Mon (except
hols) and Tue Jul 17.

DEPICTING WATER:
HIROSHIGE’S RAIN,
GYOKUDO’S BROOKS, AND
TOGYU’S MAELSTROMS

One of the premier museums
in the country specialising
in Japanese paintings, the
Yamatane Museum of Art is
focusing on all things water this
summer. From Edo-era ukiyo-e
(Japanese woodblock prints) to
modern-style Nihonga (Japanese
paintings), a curated selection of
work inspired by oceans, rivers,
waterfalls, rain and more will be
on display, including works from
masters such as Yokoyama Taikan,
Kawai Gyokudo and Okumura
Togyu. The collection shows the
full force of the aquatic element:
as a fierce agent, a calming force, a
beautiful mirror… and they make
a good way to cool down in the hot
summer.

DESIGN AH! EXHIBITION

to use in the Activity Room.
Although the exhibition is
geared towards children and
making them aware of the
power of design, it’s still fun
for adults who like to nurture
their creative side.

Based on NHK’s educational
TV series ‘Design Ah!’, which
aims to ‘nurture the design
mind’ of kids, this exhibition
is a hands-on counterpart to
the show. It’s all about looking,
thinking and creating, with an
Observation Room, Immersion
Room and Imagination Room
to get young creative minds
buzzing and ready to be put

àThe National Museum of Emerging Science &
Innovation (Miraikan), Jul 19-Oct 18. 2-3-6 Aomi,
Koto. 03 5777 8600. 10am-5pm (until 8pm Sat,
days before hols (Sep 16 & 23, Oct 7), and Aug
10-18), closed Tue in Sep & Oct.

FOUJITA: A RETROSPECTIVE –
COMMEMORATING THE 50TH
ANNIVERSARY OF HIS DEATH

In commemoration of worldfamous illustrator Léonard
Tsuguharu Foujita (1886-1968),
the Tokyo Metropolitan Art
Museum is hosting a grand
retrospective encompassing his
entire career. You’ll find a large
variety of artworks, cutting across
genres including landscapes,
portraits and nudes. There’s also
a substantial amount of pieces
on loan from fellow art museums
around the globe that will be on
display for the first time in Japan.
As a leading artist of the Ecole de
Paris, Foujita spent half of his life
in France and gained worldwide
recognition with his ‘milky-white’
nudes – which, of course, are on
display as well during this event.
àTokyo Metropolitan Art Museum, Jul 31Oct 8. 8-36 Ueno Koen, Taito. 03 3823 6921.
9.30am-5.30pm.

THE OBSERVATION ROOM ©SATOSHI ASAKAWA

THE MIRACLE OF ESCHER:
PRINTS FROM THE ISRAEL
MUSEUM, JERUSALEM

JOMON: 10,000 YEARS OF
PREHISTORIC ART IN JAPAN

LEONARD FOUJITA, 'AT THE CAFÉ', 1949. OIL ON CANVAS, CENTRE GEORGES
POMPIDOU, PARIS. PHOTO © MUSÉE LA PISCINE (ROUBAIX), DIST. RMNGRAND PALAIS / ARNAUD LOUBRY / DISTRIBUTED BY AMF / © FONDANTION
FOUJITA / ADAGP, PARIS & JASPAR, TOKYO 2017 E2833.

This summer, cool
down with an exhibition
focusing on the different
‘personalities’ of water,
stare into intricate prints
by a master of optical
illusion, and discover the
masks of noh theatre

TIMEOUT.COM/
TOKYO

UTAGAWA HIROSHIGE I, A HUNDRED FAMOUS VIEWS OF EDO: EVENING SHOWER AT OHASHI BRIDGE, LARGE FORMAT (OBAN)
POLYCHROME WOODBLOCK PRINT (NISHIKI-E) ON PAPER, EDO PERIOD, 1857, YAMATANE MUSEUM OF ART

'WATERFALL', 1961. ALL M.C. ESCHER COPYRIGHT © THE M.C. ESCHER COMPANY B.V. – BAARN-HOLLAND. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. WWW.MCESCHER.COM

New
shows
to see

DEEP BOWL WITH FLAME-LIKE ORNAMENTATION, FROM SASAYAMA SITE, TOKAMACHI,
NIIGATA, MIDDLE JOMON PERIOD, 3000-2000 BC (NATIONAL TREASURE, TOKAMACHI
CITY (HOUSED AT TOKAMACHI CITY MUSEUM)) PHOTO BY TADAHIRO OGAWA

SEE MORE

à Yamatane Museum of Art, Jul 14-Sep 6. 3-12-36
Hiroo, Shibuya. 03 5777 8600. 10am-5pm, closed
Mon (Tue if Mon is a holiday).
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Music

BEYOND
TOKYO

Make the most of the sun by heading to these
top music festivals in Tokyo and further afield.
By Shiori Kotaki

Pack your bags – these regional summer
music festivals are worth a trip

SUMMER SONIC

UCHUTAISHI STAR

What this archetypal city-based music festival lacks
in setting, it makes up in convenience. While other
festivals boast views of rolling hills or stunning lakes,
Summer Sonic has easy access from the city and an
abundance of clean toilets, and – along with a cracking
line-up – sometimes that’s all you need.
There are multiple stages at this two-day weekend
festival. Noel Gallagher’s High Flying Birds and Beck
are the headliners this year, along with a host of current
hit makers and indie darlings such as Marian Hill, Billie
Eilish, Portugal The Man, St Vincent and more.
Japanese act to watch: DYGL – an up-and-coming
quartet known for their stripped-down rock sound.

FUJI ROCK FESTIVAL

Perhaps the most well-known of all music events in Japan, Fuji
Rock is the country’s largest outdoor rock festival: think of it
as Japan’s equivalent of Glastonbury. You’ll need to plan your
accommodation and journey in advance since it’s located
in the Naeba countryside in Niigata Prefecture, four hours by
train AND bus from Tokyo. But the experience of soaking in the
music in the great outdoors is sensational, especially with
this year’s beefy headliners: Bob Dylan, Kendrick Lamar and
N.E.R.D. Oh, and the weather is notoriously unpredictable,
so don’t forget your rain gear.
Japanese act to watch: Tokyo-based trio Cero are highly
regarded for their ‘brainy, eclectic art-pop’.Their critically
acclaimed 2018 album ‘Poly Life Multi Soul’ found fans with its
complex harmonies floating over cross-genre rhythms.

16TH TOKYO JAZZ FESTIVAL;
HIDEO NAKAJIMA; IMAGE FROM 2017

àZozo Marine Stadium, 1 Mihama, Mihama, Chiba. Makuhari Messe, 2-1 Nakase,
Mihama, Chiba. summersonic.com/2018. One-day ticket ¥16,000, two-day pass
¥29,000. Aug 18-19.

TOKYO JAZZ FESTIVAL

Japan’s biggest jazz festival
always features a stellar lineup
of artists. The main stage in NHK
Hall hosts the headliners on
September 1 and 2, which this
year include Herbie Hancock
and Sadao Watanabe Orchestra.
But for something a bit special,
you’re better off exploring the
free gigs at the outdoor stage
along Yoyogi Park’s Keyaki
Namiki street (from August 31).
Japanese act to watch: With a
fast-growing fan base all around
the world, Cornelius is always
best experienced live, especially
at a hometown show like this
where his synchronised sound,
video and lighting effects packed
performance will be met with
rapture.

SLOW LIVE

OCEAN PEOPLES

Held in the traditional Ikegami
Honmonji temple in the southern
suburbs, this annual outdoor
music festival is known for its
laidback vibes. Local indie and
established artists rework their
songs into acoustic versions
and so you can expect a smooth,
relaxing time here.
Japanese act to watch: Takashi
Nagazumi, who performs as
Hanaregumi, is well-known for
the quality of his voice, which
critics have lauded for its warm,
soulful quality.

Yoyogi Park seems unlikeliest
of locations for an outdoor
festival celebrating the sea
(surely the beach would be a
better option?), but don’t let that
deter you from enjoying this
water-loving weekend festival.
After all, it’s free. This year, you
can expect live performances
by surfer-musician Donavon
Frankenreiter and reggae artist
Rickie-G, as well as about 30 food
trucks and beer gardens offering
beach café-style food.
Japanese act to watch: A singersongwriter who made her majorlabel debut in 2016 after having
worked as a nursery school
teacher and odd jobs, Nakamura
Emi has a big powerful voice that
belies her petite frame.

àIkegami Honmonji, 1-1-1 Ikegami, Ota. red-hot.
ne.jp/slow. One-day ticket ¥8,500 (¥7,000 for Aug
31), two-day pass ¥15,000 (Sep 1-2), three-day
pass ¥20,000. Aug 31-Sep 2.

àNHK Hall, 2-2-1 Jinnan, Shibuya. tokyo-jazz.com.
Tickets from ¥3,800. Aug 31-Sep 2.
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àYoyogi Park, 2-3 Jinnan, Shibuya. oceanpeoples.
com. Jul 7-8. FREE.
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NATSU BIRAKI

Got kids and love music? This
festival is for you. Natsu Biraki’s
concept is simple: create a festival
that’s easily accessible from
the city (in this case, about an
hour from Tokyo Station), and
which is as welcoming to kids as
it is adults. As such, the homey
festival allocates facilities for
breastfeeding mothers as well
as nappy-changing rooms. Plus,
children under 12 are free, and
they can participate in the many
creative workshops.
Japanese act to watch:
Originating from Osaka,
IN-SIST are one of the pioneers
of Japanese hip hop and widely
known for their funky grooves
and tight delivery.
àTokorozawa Aviation Memorial Park, 1-13
Namiki, Tokorozawa, Saitama. natsu-biraki.com/
tokorozawa. One-day ticket ¥4,500, three-day pass
¥12,000. Jul 14-16.

SUKIYAKI MEETS THE WORLD

This premier world music festival in Japan is held within the
picturesque surrounds of the sparsely populated town of
Nanto, some 400km west of Tokyo. Since its inception in
1991, Sukiyaki Meets the World has attracted musicians
from Africa, Asia, Latin America and Europe, turning this into
a sort of social gathering for cultural exchange as much as a
music festival. This year, for the first time in the festival history,
you can even expect a band from the Golan Heights.
Japanese act to watch: The band Minyo Crusaders
have a unique sound that marries Japanese folk
songs with Latin rhythms.
àFukuno Creative Cultural Center Helios, 100 Yakata, Nanto, Toyama.
sukiyakifes.jp/english. Helios Stage ¥4,000 (only on Aug 25 & 26),
Night Stage ¥3,000 (only on Aug 24 & 25). Aug 24-26.

àNaeba Ski Resort, 202 Mikuni, Yuzawa, Minami-Uonuma, Niigata.
fujirockfestival.com. One-day ticket ¥20,000, two-day pass ¥36,000,
three-day pass ¥45,000. Jul 27-29.

RURAL

CORONA SUNSETS FESTIVAL

Though this techno dance party has gained much media
attention in recent years, it still retains much of its underground
vibe, thanks to its relatively small capacity (there’s only space
for 1,500 fans).The location is, as the name suggests, set on a
highland camping ground surrounded by mountains. But don’t
be discouraged; it’s just a two-hour drive from Tokyo.
Japanese act to watch: One of the most renowned Japanese
DJs going, DJ Nobu is no stranger to the music festival scene
and bound to get the entire field moving.

There are a few beach festivals taking place in and around
Tokyo too, but they all pale in comparison to this two-day
spectacle. It’s set on the scenic Chura Sun Beach in Okinawa,
the southernmost prefecture in Japan that’s a two-andhalf-hour flight from Tokyo.The stage hosts Japanese and
international acts, but it’s the backdrop that will stun.
Japanese act to watch: The Tokyo-based experimental
soul band Wonk trips through musical styles, including
jazz, soul and hip hop, to great effect.

àUchiyama Farm Camping Ground, 352-1 Uchiyama, Saku, Nagano.
ruraljp.com. Three-day pass ¥20,000. Jul 14-16.

àChuraSUN Beach, 5-1 Toyosaki, Tomigusuku, Okinawa. corona-sunsets.
jp. One-day ticket ¥5,000, two-day pass ¥8,000. Jul 14-15.
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MARVEL AT
THE KABUKIZA
THEATRE

SHOCHIKU

Since opening in 1889,
this cherished symbol
of Ginza has undergone
multiple facelifts and
renovations, but it has
always remained a
shrine to kabuki (classic
Japanese dance-drama).
After its reopening in 2013
– following an extensive
renovation designed
by Kengo Kuma – the
building is now lit up
beautifully after dark.
But don’t just marvel
at the exterior, venture
inside and take in a kabuki
show. Performances are
held most days of the
month, but if you can’t
commit to an entire threehour show, there are
single-act tickets, called
Hitomaku-mi, available
for purchase at the door
(¥1,000-¥2,000).

What do you do in Tokyo’s shopping
mecca after all the stores have
closed for the night? Mari Hiratsuka
discovers a different side to Ginza
from dusk till dawn. Photography
Keisuke Tanigawa

WITH ITS PROCESSION OF fancy designer stores
and luxury kimono dealers, Ginza has always
upheld its reputation as the ritzy shopping
district of Tokyo. But look beyond the gilded
shops and you’ll also find some of the city’s best
restaurants and cocktail bars (though many of
them with prices as high as the neighbourhood’s
skyscrapers). There’s certainly a lot you can do in
Ginza when the shops have closed and the tour
bus crowds have left.
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SAMPLE FINE FOOD
AT GINZA SIX

Ginza Six is easily one
of the most impressive
temples of consumerism
in the area, with
streetfront stores
parading some of the
world’s most coveted
brands. It features
'Like a flock of starlings: work
the art-themed Ginza
in situ' by Daniel Buren 2018,
Tsutaya Books, an
featured in Ginza Six atrium
expansive boutiquestyle beauty floor, a noh
theatre, and several dining floors
with restaurants that stay open
BAR-HOP ALONG CORRIDOR-GAI
long after the mall’s shops have
In recent years, Corridor-gai has become
shuttered. Try the premium beef
known as party central, especially on Friday
at Yakiniku Sansui, or the soba
nights when the street is crowded with people
at Ginza Sanada Six, or head to
having a good time to celebrate the end of
Ginza Grand Premium Food
the working week. This street, which runs
Hall for a selection of classic
for about 400m, is dotted with a wide variety
Japanese cuisine.
of bars and restaurants. The century-old eel
restaurant Oowada is a good place to start;
à 6-10-1 Ginza, Chuo (Higashi-Ginza Station).
otherwise, head to Toro Tokyo for Mexican
03 6891 3390. tinyurl.com/TOTginzasix. Shops
food or Tentan Chinese restaurant for its
10.30am-8.30pm, restaurants 11am-11pm.
delicious hotpot. End your night at Vapeur,
a lively bar with French flair.
DB – ADAGP, PARIS & JASPAR, TOKYO, 2018 G1226

Ginza
after dark

à 4-12-15 Ginza, Chuo (Higashi-Ginza
Station). 03 3545 6800. tinyurl.com/
TOTkabukiza. Light-up after 6pm.

à 6 Ginza, Chuo (Shinbashi Station). Opening hours vary according
to venues, but usually from 12noon to about 5am.
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REST YOUR TIRED FEET AT KOMPARU-YU BATHHOUSE

If you want to rest your weary legs after lots of walking, head to this
public bathhouse on Ginza Chuo-dori Street, which has been in
operation since 1863. The high ceilings and luxurious design give the
bathhouse an open, spacious feel. Paintings by Morio Nakajima, one
of Japan’s foremost painters, depict Mt Fuji in shades of blue at the
women’s bath area, while the men’s depicts the iconic peak in reds.
There’s also a superb painting of carp on Kutani porcelain tiles. Do note
that the water temperature here is on the high side (43C).
à 8-7-5 Ginza, Chuo (Shinbashi Station). 03 3571 5469. tinyurl.com/TOTkomparu. 2pm-10pm, closed Sun
& hols. Adults ¥460, primary school students ¥180.

SAVOUR PREMIUM BEEF
AT KATO GYUNIKUTEN

While Ginza has a vast selection of fine
cuisine, Kato Gyunikuten, which accepts
orders until 10pm, offers the opportunity to
enjoy high-grade meat late into the night. The
butcher-restaurant’s extensive selection of
beef comes from virgin Yamagata heifers that
boast fine marbling and rich umami flavour.
Course meals start at ¥17,000, where you get
the chance to sample a total of seven items
including house-made corned beef, sirloin,
fillet, rump steak and hamburg steak.
àTony Building 1F, 6-4-15 Ginza, Chuo (Ginza Station). 03 5537 2220.
katogyu.co.jp/ginza. 6pm-12midnight (last orders 10pm), closed Sun.

RELAX OVER FINE COCKTAILS
AT LUPIN

Taking its name from the gentleman thief
Arsène Lupin, this bar is a Ginza institution.
It opened for business in 1928 and was a
favourite haunt of many of Japan’s leading
literary figures such as Kyoka Izumi, Kan
Kikuchi and Osamu Dazai – you’ll still
find photographs of these writer-patrons
hanging in the bar. We recommend the Lupin
speciality Spicy Moscow Mule (¥1,200) as
well as sharing a ‘Sardines in Oil Set’ (¥1,100,
for two) for a snack. A cover charge of ¥800
will be added to your bill.
à B1F, 5-5-11 Ginza, Chuo (Ginza Station). 03 3571 0750. tinyurl.
com/TOTlupin. 5pm-11.30pm (last orders 11pm), closed Sun, Mon.

LISTEN TO MUSIC UNTIL DAWN AT
GINZA MUSIC BAR

This music bar is a joint project by coffee
mogul Nobuhiro Toriba with music producers
Takeshi Kobayashi and Shinichi Osawa.
Over 3,000 analogue records encompassing
everything from rock to jazz, new wave, techno
and movie soundtracks plus a high-end sound
system (it uses mainly Tannoy and McIntosh
amps and speakers) give this space a serious
geeky appeal. In addition to the regular
‘Kayo Night’ where you can enjoy Japanese
pop songs from the Showa era, the bar also
hosts live sets by Japanese DJs (including
heavyweights such as Toshiyuki Goto and DJ
Nori) on selected weekdays.
à Brown Place 4F, 7-8-13 Ginza, Chuo (Shinbashi Station). tinyurl.
com/TOTginzamusicbar. 6pm-4am, closed Sun & hols. Alcoholic drinks
from ¥1,000. ¥1,000 cover charge from 12midnight.

GO FOR NIGHT-TIME TEA AT GINZA WEST
The Ginza West tearoom on Sotobori-dori
is the best spot to have tea and cake at
night. It has had a strong following ever
since opening in 1947. The retro yet elegant
interior design will have you sitting up
straight in your seat while you admire
the classic 78rpm records from
the 1940s on display. You can’t
go wrong with the mille-feuille
– layers of custard sandwiched
between sheets of delicate
puff pastry. We’ll let you into
a secret: you can request to
replace the custard cream with
ice cream which is even better.
à 7-3-6 Ginza, Chuo (Ginza Station).
03 3571 1554. tinyurl.com/TOTginzawest.
9am-10pm, shop 9am-11pm (Sat, Sun & hols
11am-8pm).
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Good Meals Shop

Good Meals Shop in Shibuya may be popular for
its homemade, healthy food options, but it is also
well known is its extensive craft gin collection
which is 350-plus brands strong, 20 of which are
from Japan. For starters, opt for the Yuzu Gin.
Produced by Kyoya Distiller & Brewer (founded
in Miyazaki in 1834), this sweet gin has a shochu
(distilled liquor made from sweet potato) base
and is enhanced with ginger, sansho pepper
and cucumber on top of the eponymous yuzu
citrus. The house cocktail for this Yuzu Gin is a
refreshing one, as it’s made with loquat tea
and soda, and topped with rosemary and
edible flowers. Don’t forget to drop by
the second floor shop if you’d like to
pick up a bottle of craft gin to go.

The Flying Circus

The Day Food Lab

à 4-17 Sakuragaokacho, Shibuya (Shibuya Station). 11am-7pm daily.

à Enchante Bldg 2F, 3-23-11 Koenji-kita, Suginami (Koenji Station). 03 5356 8900. thedaytokyo.
com. Mon-Fri 6.30pm-1am, Sat, Sun & hols 12noon-3.30pm, 6.30pm-1am.

The hippest looking bar on this list, The
Flying Circus evokes an urban campsite,
complete with a tent, a caravan and a beautiful
mural that’s just made for Instagram. You’ll be
glad to know that it has good gin to match the good
looks, and you get to customise your G&T. First, choose a gin from a
line-up of 50, then pair it with your preferred premium tonic (FeverTree, Fentimans, BTW etc). Feeling peckish? Go for the flavoursome
chicken skewers which pack a spicy kick or the lemon doughnuts. It
serves organic coffee too should you have had your fill of gin.

Koenji’s The Day Food Lab is a casual cafébar with a monthly rotating exhibition,
the artworks of which are up for sale. When
it comes to gin, the owners only carry craft gin
that have passed their taste test; there are 40 on the
menu at the moment. We love the new Sakurao Gin Original
that was only launched in March this year. It’s a flavourful tipple
where the citrussy notes of lemon and yuzu dominate, alongside
some unconventional ingredients including hinoki cypress and
oyster shells.

à 1-25-5 Higashi, Shibuya (Shibuya Station).
03 6805 1893. flyingcircus.jp.12noon-4pm (last
orders 3pm), 6pm-12midnight (last orders 11pm).

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

Gin
blossoms
The gin revival has hit Tokyo.
Here are the best bars in the
city for a gin-tastic evening.
By Mari Hiratsuka.
Photography Kisa Toyoshima

Cocktail Works Jinbocho

à 4-5-9 Shibuya, Shibuya (Shibuya Station). tinyurl.com/TOTredbar. 7pm-5am, Fri and
Sat 8pm-10am, Sun 5pm-12midnight.

à Van Thunk Building 1F, 3-7-13 Ogawamachi, Chiyoda (Jinbocho Station). 050 5592 6622.
6pm-3am (last orders 2.30am), Sun 6pm-11pm (last orders 10.30pm).

Step into an opulent French boudoir at this
gin bar in Shibuya. The glowing red interior
is all decked out with the founder’s personal
collection of antique chandeliers, taxidermy
animal head trophies and oil paintings. The bar
menu, however, is more restrained.
Red Bar offers the country’s three main gin brands –
Kozue, Roku and Nikka Coffey Gin – and while the selection
may not be extensive, the gin and tonics are reasonably
priced at ¥800 each. We recommend Roku gin from Suntory,
a major spirits player that’s known for its Yamazaki whisky.
Roku is made with six unique Japanese botanicals including
cherry blossoms and sansho pepper, and the result is
particularly fragrant and maybe a bit too easy to drink.

ONCE WRITTEN OFF as mother’s ruin, gin is
making an exuberant comeback thanks to
cool craft distilleries experimenting with
new herbs, fruits and spices alongside the
spirit’s signature juniper berries. In Japan,
homegrown distillers are also incorporating
local botanicals including tea, yuzu, cherry
blossoms and sansho pepper into their
production. The results are stunning, with
Japan taking its place at gin’s top table
with some really aromatic tipples that are
distinctively different from its counterparts
in Europe. Interested? Here’s our list of the
best gin bars in Tokyo.
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Red Bar

PR Bar

This cocktail bar in the bookstore
neighbourhood of Jinbocho is helmed
by Eiji Miyazawa, a well-known figure in
the local cocktail scene who has seemingly
won every industry gong going. Go check out its
160-strong international craft gin collection – of which 25 are
Japanese labels, including Ki No Bi from Kyoto and Alchemiae
from Gifu.
While purists will insist on tasting the gin on its own, the bar’s
many cocktails (from ¥1,400) are worth coming down off your
high horse for. We particularly love the Matcha Chai Latte that’s
infused with cinnamon, star anise and Ki No Bi gin. Like chai, it
can be served hot or cold. But whatever your choice of cocktail
is, you can expect them to be beautifully presented.

A short hop from Gaienmae Station,
PR Bar’s warm, plush and altogether
handsome interior was previously occupied
by Pied Piper, an apparel store famed in the
’90s for its innovative fusion of art and fashion.
Many one-time Pied Piper patrons continue to
frequent the premises, not least because current PR
manager, Shin Takeda, formerly tended the Friday-only
bar at Pied Piper’s sister store A New Shop. Expect an arty,
fashion-savvy clientele.
Under Takeda’s guidance, PR Bar has become a go-to spot for
Tokyo’s gin aficionados. Four domestic gins are on the menu,
including the shochu-based Akayane and the distinctive
Okinawan spirit Masahiro, which is made with a millet brandy
base. Gin cocktails start at ¥1,000, but don’t overlook the house
infusions, which see the juniper-based liquor given a twist with
the addition of ginseng, mugwort and other herbs – perfect for
those who prefer drinks that lean towards the botanical.
à Turtle Stone Aoyama Building B1F, 2-12-35 Kita-aoyama, Minato (Gaienmae Station).
03 6434 5727. prbar.jp. 7pm-2am, closed on Sun & hols.
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Film

LGBT

CINEMA TWO
ARTHOUSE CINEMAS in Tokyo are a thing of

beauty. Away from the commercial chains
you’ll find some of the loveliest, buzziest and
friendliest movie houses. The films on show
are often more interesting too, with retro
classics, indie gems and the odd documentary
offering an alternative to Hollywood’s latest
CGI fest. Here are our favourite places in town,
all of them guaranteed to reignite your love of a
trip to the flicks.

It seems strange for people to trek all the way
to Tachikawa to enjoy a movie on a specific
screen, but Cinema Two is worth it. Part
of Cinema City movie house, Cinema Two
has the city’s best sound system, which is
able to reproduce the most delicate sounds
for an immersive audio experience. What’s
more, sound engineers are on board during
screenings to make minute adjustments to the
sound quality. (Fun fact: they even installed
an additional Meyer Sound subwoofer just for
the 2015 release of ‘Mad Max: Fury Road’.) This
cinema screens mostly epic blockbusters, but
throws the odd classic or indie breakout into
the mix.

The exhibition gallery
(7F) at the National Film
Archive of Japan

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

NATIONAL FILM ARCHIVE OF JAPAN

Tabera restaurant at Uplink

theatre also features a gallery, a market and
the Tabera restaurant serving some fantastic
Middle Eastern cuisine. Oh, don’t miss the
weekday happy hour (3pm-7pm) where beer
and wine go for ¥250.

à 3-7-6 Kyobashi, Chuo (Kyobashi Station). www.nfaj.go.jp/english.

à Totsune Bldg, 37-18 Udagawacho, Shibuya (Shibuya Station).
03 6825 5503. tinyurl.com/TOTuplink. Tabera, 11.45am-11pm (last
orders 10.15pm for food, 10.30pm for drinks).

UPLINK SHIBUYA

YEBISU GARDEN CINEMA

This mini theatre in the heart of Shibuya
screens a great selection of music- and artrelated films and documentaries. It’s managed
by the film production house and distributor
Uplink, which distributes films including
Alejandro Jodorowsky’s ‘Endless Poetry’ and
Xavier Dolan’s ‘Tom at the Farm’. This movie
Time Out Tokyo July - September, 2018

This theatre in Yebisu Garden Place is part
of an all-round art space which also hosts
musicals and classical concerts. The focus
here is on international films, with a spotlight
on independent works. The facilities are
pretty modern too, featuring both digital and
3D screens as well as fantastic seats which,
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àOzawa Bldg 1F, 2-6-8 Shinjuku, Shinjuku (Shinjuku-Sanchome
Station). 03 5379 6066. tinyurl.com/TOThoshio. 8pm-2am, Fri & Sat
8pm-5am. Cover charge ¥600 from 8pm.

à 2-42-26 Akebonocho, Tachikawa (Tachikawa Station).
cinemacity.co.jp/about/cinema_two.html.

CINE QUINTO

This long-established cinema has gone
through quite a few reincarnations and its
latest reboot, which is set to reopen on July 6,
will bring it from Dogenzaka to a new location
in Udagawacho. The new setup will feature
two screens and about 250 seats. Let’s hope
that the varied programming – which has
traditionally comprised a balanced mix of
edgy American, British and Japanese works –
isn’t lost during the move. The film chosen for
the grand reopening – the critically acclaimed
French comedy ‘C’est la vie!’ by directors Éric
Toledano and Olivier Nakache – certainly
bodes well.
à Shibuya Mitsuba Bldg 7F, 20-11 Udagawacho, Shibuya (Shibuya
Station). cinequinto.com/top.php.

COCOLO CAFE

Located off the main Naka-dori crossing of
Ni-chome, this cute LGBT-friendly venue is
one of the few in the area that caters to both the
day and night crowds. While after dark sees
Cocolo draw in the party-goers, the diverse
daytime crowd pluck treats from the extensive
menu which includes 18 different kinds of tea,
Vietnamese coffee and fruit cake that changes
monthly. It also serves light options like salads,
but go for the delicious taco rice if you want
something more filling to line your tummy for
the night ahead.
àHayakawa-ya Nr 1 Bldg 1F, 2-14-6 Shinjuku, Shinjuku (ShinjukuSanchome Station). 03 5366 9899. tinyurl.com/TOTcocolo. Mon-Thu
11am-12midnight, Fri 11am-7am next morning, Sat 3pm-7am, Sun &
hols 3pm-12midnight.

OKAMALT

Hidden amongst Ni-chome’s many bars is this
library-café, the city’s only shop dedicated to
LGBT literature. Okamalt is run by Japanese
gay culture pioneer To Ogura, a writer and
magazine editor who’s also known by his
alter ego Margarette in the drag circle. You
can browse around 500 to 600 titles from his
collection of 10,000 publications – ¥1,500 gets
you an hour-and-a-half of access, plus a drink
and snacks.
àShin-Chidorigai 2F, 2-18-10 Shinjuku, Shinjuku (ShinjukuSanchome Station). 03 6380 0280. tinyurl.com/TOTokamalt.
1pm-8pm, closed Thu-Sat.
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SADAO HASEGAWA

à 4-20-2 Ebisu, Shibuya (Ebisu Station). tinyurl.com/TOTygc.

KISA TOYOSHIMA

unusually for a cinema in this city, offer plenty
of personal space. The nearby &Cafe has all
your movie snacks – popcorn, soda and even
alcoholic drinks.

Hoshio is not just any gay
bar in Shinjuku Ni-chome;
it’s also an art gallery, music
venue and event space. The
gallery focuses on young up-andcoming artists while the exhibition
changes every fortnight – plus, it’s manned
by a different arts practitioner every day, be it a
musician, photographer or visual artist.
From Tuesday to Friday, you can also drop
by Hoshio for lunch (11.30am-2.30pm).
A collaboration with travelling curry specialist
Spice Hut, the menu by chef Kobayashi has
been a hit with the locals. The curry dishes
(from ¥800) are made with fresh seasonal
ingredients, and since they’re not too oily
or heavy, you can easily pair them with a
cold beer.

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

Cinema Two

Tired of soulless multiplexes?
Here are the city’s best alternative
cinemas to satisfy your inner
cinephile. By Mari Hiratsuka

Japan’s only national film organisation is
dedicated to the research and preservation
of homegrown and international cinema. It
is located in front of Kyobashi Station, which
screens mostly classic 35mm films. It also
has the added draw of a fourth-floor library
carrying a collection of about 46,000 filmrelated books and documents. Screenings are
priced at ¥520 for general admission and ¥100
for primary and junior high school students.
Do note that the Japanese films do not come
with subtitles.

Gay culture in Tokyo is more than just
the bars and parties in Shinjuku Ni-chome.
Mayumi Koyama recommends you check
out these venues during the day

BAR HOSHIO

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

Screen
savers

Days out

GALLERY NARUYAMA

This gallery next to Yasukuni Shrine has
a penchant for avant-garde art, and often
showcases works by artists from the LGBT
community. Past exhibitions include intricate
pencil drawings as well as surrealistic works
from both Japanese and international artists.
àMatsuoka Kudan Bldg 205, 2-2-8 Kudanminami, Chiyoda
(Kudanshita Station). 03 3264 4871. tinyurl.com/TOTnaruyama.
1pm-7pm, closed Wed, Sun & hols.
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Beyond
Travel & the airport
Hotels

àKimono try-on service, Machikado Fureaikan,
559-1 Kamicho, Narita, Chiba. hospitality-narita.
org/kimono.html. Wed, Thu, Fri 10am-2.30pm. For
enquiries, email kimono@hospitality-narita.org or
call 080 3411 0238.

GET YOUR LIQUOR FIX

Chomeisen bottle shop in the
centre of Narita is directly
managed by the namesake sake
brewery located in the area.
It’s a good place to pick up both
local liquors and nationwide
favourites, including a small but
decent selection of whiskies and
plum wines. As a nice touch, the
more traditionally packaged
booze (in earthenware flasks) each
comes with a traditional sake cup
which you can reuse afterwards.

Naritasan Omotesando;
Kimono try-on service (inset)
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Inside the grounds is Naritasan
Park, a mix of carefully sculpted
gardens and open, wilder, green
spaces. It’s pretty in every
season, but particularly spring –
when its plum and sakura trees
blossom – and autumn, when
the fiery leaves take over. To
top it off, there’s a calligraphy
museum, which is worth a
closer look even if you don’t
read Japanese.

WANDER AROUND
NARITASAN SHINSHOJI
AND NARITASAN PARK

One of the largest of its kind in
the wider Tokyo area, Naritasan
Shinshoji is a Buddhist temple
with over 1,000 years of history.
It gets especially crowded during
the New Year period, when
visitors from across the country
come and pay their respects to
the lord Buddha. The complex
itself is huge, with many historic
buildings showcasing traditional
Japanese temple artistry, such as
the three-storey pagoda which
was built in 1712.

àNaritasan Shinshoji, Naritasan Park, 1 Narita,
Narita, Chiba. 0476 22 2111. naritasan.or.jp.
àCalligraphy Museum, inside Naritasan Shinshoji
grounds, 640 Narita, Narita, Chiba. 0476 24 0774.
naritashodo.jp. 9am-4pm (last entry 3.30pm),
closed Mon (next working day if Mon is a hol).
Adults ¥500, high school & university students
¥300, primary & junior high school students FREE.
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TRY ON A KIMONO

To add to the traditional feel of
Naritasan Omotesando street
and its surrounding area, tourist
information centre Hospitality
Narita offers a kimono service
where you can try on the
traditional attire for a mere ¥800.
The ladies on hand will help
you dress the part, accessories
included, and you’re allowed to go
for a short wander around town in
your new found splendor.
Both male and female kimono
are available, a small selection
of which are in large sizes, as
well as summery yukata. You
could also don a furisode (formal
kimono for young, unmarried
woman) for an extra ¥2,000. For

à 520 Kamicho, Narita, Chiba. 0476 37
8088. daruma-guesthouse.com

àUnagi Kawatoyo, 386 Nakamachi, Narita, Chiba.
0476 22 2711. unagi-kawatoyo.com. 10am-5pm
(last orders) daily.
àSurugaya Unagi, 359 Nakamachi, Narita,
Chiba. 0476 22 1133. surugaya-unagi.net.
10.30am-5pm, closed Wed.

HAVE A CUTE CUPPA

MID-RANGE
Richmond Hotel Narita

Located near the station, the cosy
café Hashira has a great selection
of reasonably-priced deli options,
coffee and juices, making it an
ideal place to wind down or have
a lazy brunch before or after your
flight. Did we mention the free
wi-fi? Keep an eye out for its cute
latte art too, which comes with
both its regular and matcha latte.

àEdokko Sushi, main branch, 536-10
Hanazakicho, Narita, Chiba. 0476 22 0530.
narita-web.com/store/edokko. 11am-2.30pm,
5pm-10pm, closed Mon.

EAT SOME UNAGI KABAYAKI,
A REGIONAL SPECIALITY

It’s said that unagi (freshwater
eel) has been eaten in Japan since
the dawn of time, but it was only
around the 18th century that it
started to be served in its current

It may not dazzle in the way some
newer hotels try to, but Richmond
Hotel Narita’s rooms are comfy and
rates are reasonable. Its breakfast
buffet is pretty decent too, and best
of all, it offers free shuttle services to
the airport – even for some
early-morning flights.

àHashira Deli & Café, 839-30 Hanazakicho,
Narita, Chiba. 0476 22 0789. hashiracafe.com.
7.30am-7pm (last orders 6pm, deli from 11am),
closed Sun.

à 970 Hanazakicho, Narita, Chiba. 0476
24 6660. richmondhotel.jp/narita/en.

Unagi kabayaki at Kawatoyo

LEARN ABOUT JAPANESE
DRUMS

LUXURY
Wakamatsu
Honten Ryokan

Taiko are those massive drums
that take centre stage during
traditional Japanese festivals,
and Narita hosts one of Japan’s
largest taiko festivals in mid-April
every year. So there’s no better
place to pick up some drumming
paraphernalia. Unsurprisingly,
the Taiko Drum Shop is a good
place to start. Just stopping by to
take a look at the drums is fun, but
it also has little taiko-related gifts
to satisfy the fans.

A traditional ryokan right on Narita’s
main drag and overlooking Naritasan
Park,Wakamatsu Honten comes
complete with an in-house onsen.
For the ultimate experience, splurge
on the full-board option, where you’ll
be dining on a kaiseki (traditional
multi-course Japanese meal) feast.
If you’re just passing through, it offers
daytime plans too.
UNAGI KAWATOYO

Narita station, and all these
venues are accessible on foot.

The size of the fish slices at
this popular sushi shop are
spectacularly generous – kudos
if you manage to finish a piece in
one bite. Menu options are pretty
standard for a sushi restaurant,
but to make life easier, it has
pictures and English labels – a
rarity in Narita. There are three
outlets in the city centre, so if
one is full, you can easily hop to
another one.

One of the few hostels in town,
Narita Sando Guesthouse ticks all
the boxes for a simple night’s stay:
comfy (bunk) beds, USB charging
points, a common area, free coffee
and tea, and a location close to
the station. It also has a sister
guesthouse down the road.

àChomeisen, 540 Kamicho, Narita, Chiba. 0476
22 8417. chomeisen.jp. Mon-Sat 10am-7pm, Sun
10am-6pm.

MAIN PHOTO: NUVISAGE/DREAMSTIME; INSET: KISA TOYOSHIMA

DESPITE BEING the main
entry and exit point for many
international travellers into
Tokyo, Narita International
Airport is actually in the
prefecture of Chiba. Since the
journey between Tokyo city and
the airport could take up to 90
minutes, getting there for an
early morning or after-hours
flight can be rather troublesome.
Luckily, the city of Narita, just a
stop or two away from the airport
of the same name, has quite a bit
to offer to a casual visitor. Break
up your layover or spend the day/
night in Narita before your flight
– it’ll certainly be a short stay to
remember. To explore the city,
just get off at Narita or Keisei-

FEAST ON SUPERSIZED SUSHI

BUDGET
Narita Sando
Guesthouse

WAKAMATSU HONTEN RYOKAN

the best pick, go early; as there
are a limited number of kimono
and geta (slippers), chances are
you’ll have to wait for someone to
return if the stock has run out. No
reservations are taken, but letting
them know in advance when you
intend to show up is appreciated.

WHERE
TO STAY

RICHMOND HOTEL NARITA

Chomeisen bottle shop

KISA TOYOSHIMA

There’s more to Narita than just a few runways.
By Kirsty Bouwers

form. The fish is butterflied
and cut into rectangular fillets,
dipped in the sweet soy-based
kabayaki sauce, and then broiled
on a grill. Today, there are many
famous eel eateries in Narita,
and although you can even get
unagi in convenience stores,
we’d recommend sticking to the
specialist joints to make sure you
experience eel at its best.
The longest queues (and the
tastiest fish) tend to be at Unagi
Kawatoyo and Surugaya Unagi;
waits of an hour or more aren’t
uncommon at peak times (New
Year and whenever a tour bus has
been released on the town), and
both restaurants tend to close
early. A set of unagi served on
rice in a lacquerware box doesn’t
come cheap (prices hover around
¥3,000 and rise exponentially
from there), but it’s certainly
worth the splurge.

àTaiko Drum Shop Kokyo, 508 Kamicho, Narita,
Chiba. 0476 23 4139. kokyo.jp. 10am-6.30pm,
closed Mon and every 1st, 3rd Wed of the month.
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à 355 Honcho, Narita, Chiba. 0476 22
1136. wakamatsuhonten.jp.
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Getting Around

GETTING THERE & AWAY

Getting
Around

NARITA AIRPORT

The main international airport,
Narita is 70km away from central
Tokyo. The fastest way to reach the
city is either the Narita Express
(53 minutes to Tokyo Station,
generally runs every 30 min,
¥3,020) or the Keisei Skyliner (40
minutes to Ueno Station, three
times an hour, ¥2,470).
The cheaper options, all of
which take around 90 minutes,
are the Access Narita bus (to
Tokyo Station or Ginza Station,
every 15 minutes at peak times,
¥1,000, pay on board or reserve
online), the Tokyo Shuttle
bus (to Tokyo Station, every 20
minutes, ¥1,000, buy ticket at
a counter or reserve online), or
the Keisei Narita Sky Access
and Keisei Main train lines (to
Nippori/Ueno and Asakusa,
links to the Toei Asakusa metro

All you need to know for an easy, enjoyable holiday
in the city. By the Time Out Tokyo team
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The airport most Tokyoites
love for its sheer convenience,
Haneda is actually the bigger
and busier airport, but sees a
lot of domestic traffic. Getting
into town is easiest by Tokyo
Monorail (to Hamamatsucho
Station, 25 minutes, ¥490) or
the Keikyu line (to Shinagawa
Station, 15 minutes, ¥410).
The Keikyu bus goes to many
central destinations and takes
about 50 minutes to Shibuya
(¥1,030). A taxi is also semieconomical from Haneda, with
fares to central Tokyo being around
¥7,000 (pre-book for a flat fee).

Public wi-fi used to be sparse, but nowadays it’s easy to find.
Reception can be a bit patchy though, so your best bet for staying
online at all times is to buy a data SIM card or rent a pocket wi-fi. Get
yours at the airport (either in a vending machine or at a wi-fi counter)
or at larger Bic Camera and Yodobashi Camera stores.

that can also be used to buy things
at convenience stores, vending
machines and much more.
Day passes for Tokyo Metro,
Toei subways, Toei buses and JR
trains are available too and cost
¥600 to ¥1,590 depending on the
range of services selected. If you
plan to move around in one day,
this may be the cheaper option.
Taxis are reasonably affordable
for short distances or if you’re
with a small group of up to four
people. It’s ¥410 for the first
1,052km and then rolls at a rate of
¥80 for every 237m. A 20 percent
night surcharge is usually added
between 10pm and 5am.

MONEY
Cash is still king in Tokyo, although more and more places have
started accepting cards in recent years. Don’t expect your local ramen
joint to be one of them, though. For foreign cards, the 7-Eleven and JP
Post (post office) ATMs are the most reliable. Some FamilyMarts now
have JP Post ATMs installed – look out for a green machine.
For foreign currency, seek out the exchange booths and machines
around major JR train stations (often offering better rates than
at the airport). Or, get it done at major department stores such as
Mitsukoshi, Isetan and Takashimaya.

SAFETY

TAX-FREE SHOPPING
For non-Japanese tourists
staying in Japan for less than six
months, it’s possible to avoid the
8 percent consumption tax while
shopping – just look out for the
‘Japan Tax-free Shop’ stickers.
Here are the requirements:
minimum purchase of ¥5,000
per shop per day, plus tax-free

Welcome to the world’s most efficient transport system

Welcome to the world’s most efficient transport system

GETTING ONLINE

GETTING AROUND
Tokyo’s public transport map
looks like the deranged scribbles
of a toddler, but it’s one of the
most amazing networks in the
world: punctual, convenient and
virtually all-encompassing. Do
note there is no public transport
service at night; most trains,
metros and buses run from 4am
or 5am until around midnight
(1am on certain lines).
Public transport consists of
metro, train and bus, all of which
are run by several different
companies. To save yourself the
hassle of having to buy separate
tickets each time, get a Suica or
Pasmo, a rechargeable smart card

HANEDA AIRPORT

Going
Goingunderground?
underground?

Getting Around

Your Tokyo
starter pack

line at Asakusa, from ¥1,010
depending on final destination).
You should avoid taking a taxi,
which will cost you over ¥20,000
and take up to two hours.

Tokyo, and Japan in general,
is pretty darn safe. But on the
off-chance that you find
yourself the victim of a
crime – or have simply lost
something – head to the nearest
‘koban’ (‘police box’), usually
found at the corner of bigger
intersections. They’ll be able to
help you out. The emergency
services number is 119.

consumables should not be
opened while in Japan and need
to be taken out of the country
within 30 days of purchase,
or within six months for nonconsumables. Also, you have to
bring your actual passport, ie no
photocopy and no scanned copy
on your phone.
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In case of a severe earthquake
or other natural disaster,
check the Japan Meteorological
Agency’s website for advice and
updates in English: jma.go.jp.
To know what to do
in such a situation or how
to prepare, check out the
multilingual Disaster
Prevention Portal,
mlit.go.jp/river/bousai/olympic.
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Lost in Harajuku?

MORE ON
TIMEOUT.COM/TOKYO

Head straight for Moshi Moshi Box

AS THE SHOPPING DISTRICT that symbolises Japanese pop culture,

Harajuku is a must-visit for any tourist. But anyone who’s jumped into
the shopping fray will tell you it can be a little intimidating. Which
is why you’ll be pleased to hear about Moshi Moshi Box, the tourist
information centre that’s right in the heart of the area.
To find it, walk five minutes from the station and look out for the
centre’s symbol – a big, colourful world clock designed by Harajuku
kawaii impresario Sebastian Masuda. The centre provides sightseeing
information for the Shibuya area, including
Harajuku. It also provides essential
information and services such as
courier assistance, a foreign currency
exchange machine, and free wi-fi.
But that’s not all: aiming to serve
as an entertainment centre in itself,
it’s a place where overseas visitors
can experience J-pop culture
through activities such as trying
on kimono. There’s also a souvenir
shop where you can pick up Mt
Fuji artwork and quirky items such
as sushi socks and accessories with
popular Harajuku motifs.

Find more restaurants, cafés, bars
and things to do on the website
Best outdoor restaurants
and bars in Tokyo

Looking for a terrace café or an
alfresco bar to while away the hazy
summer? This way please.
tinyurl.com/TOToutdoorrestos

à3-23-5 Jingumae, Shibuya (Harajuku and Meiji-Jingumae
stations). 03 6447 2225. moshimoshi-nippon.jp. Daily 10am-6pm.

Get our maps and mag in Shibuya
Best pet cafés in Tokyo

Stop by the Shibuya Station Tourist Information Centre

Best brunch in Tokyo

Tokyo has achieved
worldwide fame for its animal
cafés – where you get to pet
something furry or feathered
while enjoying a drink and a
bite to eat – and here are our
favourite of the lot.
tinyurl.com/TOTpetcafes

The list for whatever you’re craving,
from chicken and waffles to pancakes,
sandwiches and eggs every which way.
tinyurl.com/TOTbrunch

You can now get
your copy of Time
Out Tokyo magazine
delivered – we ship
internationally too!
Visit time-out-tokyo.
myshopify.com.

Pick up our magazine and maps here:
Stations:
Select Toei Subway stations, including
Shinjuku and Roppongi
Tourist information centres:
Tokyo Metropolitan Government
Headquarters
Shibuya Station Tourist Information Centre
Tokyo City Air Terminal
Ginza Mitsukoshi Tourist Information Desk
Tokyo City i
... and more tourist information centres
Airports:
Haneda Airport (International Terminal)
Narita International Airport
Shops:
Tsutaya Tokyo Roppongi
Books Kinokuniya Shinjuku Main Store
Books Kinokuniya Tokyo
Tower Records Shibuya
... and more shops
Restaurants:
Time Out Cafe & Diner
Hard Rock Café Tokyo (Roppongi)
All British Pub Hub locations in Tokyo
... and more restaurants

Our critics’ favourite art
museums cover everything from
traditional Japanese paintings
to Renaissance classics and
contemporary works.
tinyurl.com/TOTartmuseums

Best craft beer bars in Tokyo

You can now find Japanese and import
microbrews on tap at numerous bars
in the city – and some places are even
starting to brew their own.
tinyurl.com/TOTcraftbeerbars

SHIBUYA INFORMATION CENTER: KEISUKE TANIGAWA

Best art museums in Tokyo

TIME OUT READERS will know
about our popular series of free
maps: pocket-sized guides to the
multifarious delights this city has
to offer. They’re hard to miss these
days – as well as our ever-popular
‘101 things to do in Shibuya’
edition and the comprehensive
‘88 things to do in Tokyo’, we’ve
come out with maps for nearly
all the top areas including
Roppongi, Shinjuku, Nihonbashi,
Marunouchi, Koenji and Ginza.

All of these publications,
along with issues of our magazine,
are available to pick up at Shibuya
Station’s tourist information
centre, conveniently located in
the underground passage on
the second basement floor of
Shibuya Station. The Englishspeaking guides will help you
stock up, provide sightseeing
tips, and assist you in navigating
the bowels of the cavernous
station itself.

Each edition squeezes the
best of the capital into a compact
pamphlet, complete with a
city map, and we’ve included
everything from offbeat art galleries
and otaku meccas to ancient
shrines and hipster hangouts.
We’ve also recently expanded
the series to include places beyond
Tokyo, launching special maps for
those of you heading to Shimane
or the temples of Nikko – both
make for a great mini getaway.
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Hotels that have Les Clefs d’Or Japan
member concierge:
ANA InterContinental Tokyo
The Peninsula Tokyo
Palace Hotel Tokyo
Park Hyatt Tokyo
Mandarin Oriental,Tokyo
Cerulean Tower Tokyu Hotel
Grand Hyatt Tokyo
Conrad Tokyo
Hotel Okura Tokyo
The Prince Park Tower Tokyo
Royal Park Hotel Tokyo
... and more hotels
Note: If you can’t find the map you’re looking
for, this probably means we’ve temporarily run
out of stock. Please be patient while we work
on the next print run.
Please direct any advertising queries to
sales@timeout.jp.
July - September, 2018 Time Out Tokyo

You know
you’re
in Tokyo
when…

There’s a shrine
for everything
By Kirsty Bouwers
SHRINES (JINJA) AND TEMPLES (TERA)

are a common sight in Tokyo and wider
Japan, but some of them offer a bit of extra
power for specific situations and wishes.

TO GET AHEAD AT WORK: ATAGO SHRINE
Usually you’d go to a shrine or temple to
pray for luck in love. This little temple,
however, is a bit unusual as it not only
offers rather stylish votive tablets (ema)
for marriage, but also for divorce – or
rather, those wishing for an amicable
divorce. It’s also said to be a good place
if you’re looking to get rid of any stalkers
(although the police station is probably a
better bet).
à18 Samoncho, Shinjuku (Yotsuya-Sanchome Station).
oiwainari.or.jp.

FOR STUDENTS: YUSHIMA TENJIN

This one is very popular with those
needing a little extra push to get those
all-important grades. That’s right,
Yushima Tenjin is known for
helping out in the academic
department. Its omamori
are very cute: they’re
pocket-sized versions
of randoseru, the
schoolbags that
elementary school
kids in Japan are
required to carry.
à3-30-1 Yushima, Bunkyo
(Yushima Station). www.
yushimatenjin.or.jp.

à1-5-3 Atago, Minato (Kamiyacho Station). www.atago-jinja.com.

FOR A SAFE FLIGHT HOME: HANEDA
AIRPORT SHRINE

Hidden away near the post office on the
first floor of Haneda Airport’s Terminal 1 is
this tiny shrine, dedicated to advancing the
aviation industry and safe flying in general.
Pop by before your flight if you need the
extra confidence. If you have the time, you
can also go to Haneda Shrine, three train
stops away from the airport, where they sell
flight safety omamori shaped like planes.

Known for hosting the Kanda
Matsuri, one of Tokyo’s largest
traditional festivals, Kanda
Myojin (better known as
Kanda Shrine) was established
nearly 1,300 years ago. That
doesn’t stop it from offering
some seriously modern
charms though: besides the
general safety, health and
love omamori (amulets) on
offer, you can also buy the
data protection omamori here.
What? Yes, it’s a way of keeping
your phone or computer
virus-free and safe. Charms for
internet health, so to speak.
à2-16-2 Sotokanda, Chiyoda (Ochanomizu
Station). www.kandamyoujin.or.jp.

àHaneda Airport Shrine, Terminal 1, 1F, 3-3-2 Hanedakuko, Ota
(Haneda Airport Terminal 1 Station).
àHaneda Shrine, 3-9-12 Honhaneda, Ota (Otorii Station).
hanedajinja.com.

FOR A GOOD CATCH: NAMIYOKE SHRINE

The shrine with a serious mission and some seriously cool statues;
vendors and fishermen at Tsukiji come here to pray for a good
catch. ‘Namiyoke’ means ‘to repel waves’ – so it’s also for a safe
passage. Besides that, there are several stones inscribed with
specific characters inside the premises, including ones labelled
卵 (tamago, egg), 海老 (ebi, shrimp) and 昆布 (kombu, seaweed),
all gifted by their respective trade unions.
à6-20-37 Tsukiji, Chuo (Tsukiji, Tsukiji-Shijo stations). www.namiyoke.or.jp.
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FOR AN AMICABLE SPLIT: YO-UNJI

You’ll have to climb some seriously steep steps to get a
chance at luck here. Eighty-six stone steps with a vertigoinducing incline lead up to Atago Jinja, which is perched
on namesake Mount Atago, the highest natural point
within Tokyo’s 23 wards. The staircase is known as the
‘Shusse no Ishidan’ (‘Staircase to Promotion’): climb it
and pray at the shrine, and your wishes of getting that
raise may just come true. If a dude on horseback could
do it to impress his samurai boss (as legend has it), you’ve
got no excuses.

